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Abstract

What models can effectively guide the creation of eHealth and mHealth technologies? This paper describes the use of the NIATx model as a framework for the user-centered design of a new technology for older adults. The NIATx model is a simple framework of process improvement based on the following principles derived from an analysis of decades of research from various industries about why some projects fail and others succeed: (1) understand and involve the customer; (2) fix key problems; (3) pick an influential change leader; (4) get ideas from outside the field; (5) use rapid-cycle testing. This paper describes the use of these principles in technology development, the strengths and challenges of using this approach in this context, and lessons learned from the process. Overall, the NIATx model enabled us to produce a user-focused technology that the anecdotal evidence available so far suggests is engaging and useful to older adults. The first and fourth principles were especially important in developing the technology; the fourth proved the most challenging to use.
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Introduction

In 2010, the Federal Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality started funding the Active Aging Research Center (AARC) to develop technology to help older adults live longer independently [1]. The AARC is housed at the Center for Health Enhancement Systems Studies (CHESS) at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. CHESS has been building and testing information and communication technologies (ICTs) for patients and their families since the 1970s. Previous CHESS ICTs have been proven effective in numerous randomized trials for a variety of conditions, including alcohol use disorders [2], lung cancer [3,4], pediatric asthma [5], breast cancer [6], and HIV [7].

In the original AARC grant application, we defined what the technology for older adults would accomplish, building on previous CHESS systems, but did not identify a specific technological solution. Instead, we planned to develop a technology for adults aged 65 and over by working closely with older adults themselves as well as with informal caregivers, health care professionals, community members, and others; test the technology in a randomized controlled trial [8]; and, if the technology proved to be effective, disseminate it.

One assumption we had when we started this work was that older adults are rarely the target of technology development. Although guidelines exist for designing technology for older adults [9] and the literature reports some efforts to develop technology with and for older adults [10,11], we found few
easy-to-use websites and interfaces designed specifically for older adults. Yet recent research shows a significant increase in technology use among older adults. Between 2008 and 2012, adults aged over 65 had an increase of 39% in Internet use, the largest among all age groups, and now 50% of all older adults are online [12]. Older adults are willing to use technology if they think it adds value and convenience to their lives and supports their activities [13]. While older adults have physical limitations that can make using technology challenging, such as low vision, dexterity problems, and cognitive issues [14], we believed that designing a technology with and for older adults would help overcome barriers to use [15].

This paper reports on using a customer-focused process improvement model (Network for the Improvement of Addiction Treatment [NIATx]) as the user-centered design (UCD) approach to developing technology for older adults.

**UCD at CHESS**

Central to UCD is the principle that having a thorough understanding of the end user’s needs and capabilities is essential to creating the most effective system or product [16]. Since the late 1980s, when early publications [17] sparked an interest in applying UCD to technology development, various methods and models of UCD have been extensively researched [18]. Despite the work done on UCD research and application, UCD remains loosely and variously defined [18].

At CHESS, the tech team used UCD methods (usability testing, card sorting, paper prototyping, focus groups, surveys, etc [19]) without having a structure for using these methods at different stages of development. In addition, we often ran out of time or lacked the resources to implement UCD methods throughout a project. As UCD expert Jakob Nielsen [20] pointed out, many developers abandon UCD methods because of cost, time, and complexity, and this was the case at CHESS. Although we agree with Karat [21] that UCD does not need to be a rigid set of practices, we sought practical key principles that would provide a structure for the application of UCD methods throughout the life cycle of product development. Gulliksen et al [22] defined 12 key principles of UCD based on standards and experience in using various models in a variety of projects. Their work also includes lists of activities that relate to each principle. Even with these well thought out and researched principles, we became overwhelmed with the options and activities that could be used and lacked the time and resources to research alternative models of UCD.

The tech team at CHESS is relatively small, with 2 software developers; 1 user-interface designer; 1 Web master; 2 information technology professionals supporting hardware, infrastructure, and the helpline; and the tech director. Each tech project usually involves a manager, a software developer, and a user-interface designer. In addition, tech team members are a shared resource at CHESS, meaning that individuals usually work on multiple projects at one time. Because of the size of the AARC grant and the number of different goals, academic departments, and principal investigators (PIs) involved, we felt we needed clear guidelines on how to apply UCD within the development process, so that we could incorporate user feedback in design decisions, promote speed, and keep team members informed about progress. Table 1 shows the organization of the AARC project. The technology developed during the project ultimately became a website called “Elder Tree.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Center individual or sub-group</th>
<th>Main functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lead principal investigator (PI)</td>
<td>Generates ideas, overall management and priorities, final decision making. The lead PI is the Director of Center for Health Enhancement Systems Studies, where the Active Aging Research Center is housed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project director</td>
<td>Day-to-day management of overall project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research teams</td>
<td>Each team works on 1 of the following 5 challenges for older adults: isolation and loneliness, driving and transportation, caregiving, medication management, and falls prevention. Each team has a PI, change leader, and team members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community partners</td>
<td>Identify the needs and assets of older adults; provide feedback on evolving iterations of the Elder Tree technology. Community partners are older adults, the Wisconsin Institute for Health Aging, and local Aging and Disability Resource Centers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Advisory Committee</td>
<td>Review of plans and progress, advice on Elder Tree technology and research. The committee consists of 17 nationally recognized advisers in gerontology, technology, public policy, medicine, communications, driving and highway safety, organizational change, and other areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tech team</td>
<td>Design and development of information and communication technologies for patients and family members, including Elder Tree.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County coordinators</td>
<td>Local management of the randomized trial (recruitment, training, etc). County coordinators are grant-funded employees, 1 in each of the 3 regions where Elder Tree is being tested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy teams</td>
<td>Through interviews, identify needs and assets of older adults in each community. Strategy teams consisted of citizens from each of the 3 regions where Elder Tree is being tested.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The NIATx Model**

The NIATx model, developed at CHESS, is a simple framework for process improvement. NIATx originally stood for “Network for the Improvement of Addiction Treatment”; the NIATx model was initially used to improve retention and access to care in behavioral health agencies [23]. Now NIATx functions as a word referring to a division of CHESS that teaches and conducts
process improvement in a range of health care and other organizations.

The model, which has only 5 principles, was intended to be easy to learn and implement so that individuals with little or no knowledge of process improvement can quickly test changes to improve services and outcomes. The model has no levels of training or complicated data elements to collect. Although not specific to technology development, the model is a user-centered approach intended to be applied flexibly [23,24]. The NIATx model is evidence based, and many of us on the tech team were familiar with it from developing tools to support NIATx research projects conducted at CHESS. Unlike other models of UCD, the NIATx model includes a method for developing innovative solutions. For these reasons—ease of use, flexibility, familiarity with the model, the model’s evidence base, and its approach for developing innovative solutions—we decided to apply the NIATx model as a UCD framework that would give structure to the development process.

The Five Principles of the NIATx Model

The NIATx model rests on 5 principles that have been shown to be the essential elements of successful change projects [25]. These principles were developed from analyzing decades of research from 13 different industries related to why some projects fail and others succeed [25].

As we considered using the NIATx model as a framework for UCD, 3 of the principles—rapid-cycle testing, understanding and involving the customer (or end user), and getting ideas from outside the field—seemed especially useful because they would enable us to test innovative ideas quickly, assess their effectiveness, incorporate user feedback, and make additional changes rapidly.

The first principle, understand and involve the customer, is the most important principle of the NIATx model. In fact, this principle has more impact than all the other principles combined [25]. “Customer” refers to the end user, who may or may not pay for the product or service being designed or implemented. Allocating the time and resources to deeply understand the needs and assets of end users and getting regular ongoing end user feedback increase the likelihood that a product will succeed. In this paper, we refer to the customer as the “end user” or “older adult.”

The second principle, fix key problems, arises from the understanding that a project is more likely to succeed if top management is involved and committed to the project, in part because this makes it more likely that the support and resources needed to succeed will be available. One way to ensure the commitment of top management is to address the key issues or problems that top managers face. One strategy is to ask, “What keeps the CEO awake at night?” The answer identifies the problem(s) to start with.

The third principle is to pick an influential change leader. The role of the change leader is to move a project forward by identifying and removing barriers to progress. An influential change leader is a staff member who has respect from management and staff, is a good leader, and has direct access to the CEO and other critical stakeholders. The change leader should have the authority to do whatever it takes to keep a project moving forward.

The fourth principle, get ideas from outside the field, is the second most important NIATx principle [25]. It can be broken down into 3 phases. First, identify a field or fields that face problems similar to the problems your organization faces. Second, find the organization in that field that is best at dealing with that problem. Third, identify what makes that organization so much better than others at addressing that problem. This process forces you to identify the core problem you are facing and can lead to innovative solutions. Atul Gawande [26] used this principle when he described the possible application of coaching, as done in sports and music, to the work of surgeons and the application of cost and quality control, as done in restaurant chains, to health care [27]. Looking outside the field of UCD for an approach to technological development, as we did in this case, can be considered another example of this principle.

As an example of using this principle, staff members who wanted to improve teamwork in their organization would begin by asking, “What industry requires good teamwork?” One answer might be National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing (NASCAR); the pit crew of a NASCAR team demonstrates exceptionally good teamwork. One particularly good pit crew works for NASCAR driver Denny Hamlin [28]. Staff members then identify the key characteristics of Hamlin’s crew that make the crew successful. For instance, crew members work together seamlessly under very stressful conditions. Each member has a clearly defined job, and each understands every other member’s job. Pit crews constantly practice to stay sharp for the race, and their performance is constantly measured. With these characteristics identified, staff members can now apply the ideas to their own work environment. Looking outside the field can produce solutions not previously considered.

The fifth principle, use rapid-cycle testing, encourages developers to develop small improvements and test them with end users and stakeholders to see how they work. After each test, the improvement (or in our case, tech) team makes changes and then tests again. Several cycles of rapid-cycle testing help create a high-quality product on release or an improvement in a process that actually works. Rapid-cycle testing was first described by Shewhart [29] and revised and popularized by Deming [30]. For example, if stakeholders identified reducing the home page bounce rate (the rate at which users abandon a website after landing on the first page) as a key problem to solve, usability tests would be used early in development to determine what seems to cause users to leave the home page. The answer(s) would determine changes to make in the home page, and the success of the changes would be determined by another wave of usability testing. The process would continue until stakeholders were satisfied that the bounce rate had been sufficiently reduced.
Applying the NIATx Model

Understand and Involve the Customer

Before starting to develop a technology to help older adults continue to live independently, we began the process of understanding our end user. What we learned drove development, including what services to provide in the technology, what content to include, and the overall design of the system [31]. The Elder Tree website in use in the randomized trial as of this writing is available in an archived version [32].

All staff members working on the AARC project (PIs, researchers, tech team members, administrative staff—see Table 1) were asked to take part in focus groups or one-on-one interviews with older adults and their caregivers. During the course of the project, hundreds of interviews and more than 20 focus groups were conducted. All staff were asked to write, for each individual they talked to, a story that summarized the older adult’s experiences and current situation. Creating stories from these interviews brought the experiences of older adults to life, giving us a better understanding of and greater empathy with their day-to-day challenges and joys. The AARC staff members met regularly to share and discuss the stories. From defining high-level goals to conceptualizing and developing solutions, these stories were foundational to our development work.

During this period when all project staff members were getting to know firsthand the assets and needs of older adults, tech team members volunteered at a local senior center to better understand how older adults use and learn to use new technology. Members of the tech team designed and taught a series of classes on using computers and the Internet. Topics included Internet basics, Internet safety, Facebook, Skype, and downloading and managing digital images. While a tech team member led a class, other team members circulated among the students to offer one-on-one support. Seeing and experiencing, up close, how older adults interact with technology had a profound effect on our work. For example, we observed that arthritic hands had trouble using a mouse and that Web pages with many sections and subsections were hard for some older adults to understand and hard for others to see. These and many similar observations directly influenced the design of the Elder Tree website.

From all of these interactions with older adults, a few issues surfaced repeatedly. Older adults frequently expressed a concern about their safety on the Internet. They did not want to get scammed, lose money, or be asked to give private information. It also became clear we would need to address older adults’ decreasing motor dexterity and problems with vision and hearing both in the computer we selected for older adults to use and the interface design. During the development of the technology, we often found ourselves rejecting accepted Internet conventions for the sake of accessibility. For example, we decided not to use rollover effects to display additional information. Users who struggle with a mouse can be distracted and disoriented by the rollover effects as they navigate a page. We also rejected a dashboard-type home page that would give a dense display of information. Instead, we embraced a simplified design with the goal of having a single task per page.

The process of understanding the end user produced another effect: It forged personal connections between tech team members and older adults and turned all of us tech team members into advocates for our end users.

Fix Key Problems

One way to identify key problems is to ask, “What keeps the CEO awake at night?” These problems are good ones to start with because top management will more likely be engaged in a project that addresses these problems and give the project the attention and resources it needs to be successful. Applying this principle to developing technology in our grant-funded project required some modification. The overall goal of the grant was to help older adults live longer independently. The PIs who applied for the grant took this as their mission; we regarded it as the answer to what was keeping the CEO up at night. However, this statement of the problem was too broad to suggest specific development steps, so we asked older adults themselves to help identify key problems more specifically.

In addition to the work done at the beginning of the project described earlier (conducting focus groups and interviews with older adults and summarizing the results in stories, and volunteering to teach older adults about the use of technology at a senior center), early work on the AARC project included a process called Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD) to learn about older adults in their communities and lay the foundation for dissemination [33]. Because our grant-funded project would culminate in testing whatever technology we developed in a randomized trial in 3 regions of Wisconsin (urban, suburban, and rural), we implemented ABCD in 1 community in each of the 3 regions. A staff member from CHES with extensive experience in using ABCD worked with the county coordinator—someone who lives in the target area and was hired with grant funds to manage the project locally—to implement ABCD. The CHES researcher and county coordinators led the creation of strategy teams made up of citizens from each community. These citizens came from local agencies, businesses, institutions, and organizations. Strategy team members and other volunteers interviewed friends and neighbors to create an inventory of the assets, challenges, and aspirations of older adults and their caregivers in the community. In all 3 regions, 80 home visits were conducted; many more focus groups and interviews took place in other settings. Remarkably, the top 3 problems for older adults were the same in each of the 3 communities: isolation and loneliness, not knowing about community resources and events, and transportation to and from resources and events.

Throughout the development work, we also relied on the expertise of researchers and community partners to inform our work (Table 1). Researchers came from the fields of falls prevention, geriatrics, driving, transportation, and innovation. A National Advisory Committee consisted of leading thinkers from these and other fields. This committee met annually to advise us on the progress and direction of the project. Community partners, researchers, and National Advisory Committee members identified other key problems affecting the ability of older adults to live independently, especially medication adherence, dementia, and depression.
Given all the problems identified by various stakeholders involved in the project, whose view of the key problems should take precedence? Were the various PIs, collectively, the CEO? Or were the community partners? What about potential payers for the final product of the study? If the technology does not address the problems of payers, they will not be willing to fund implementing the technology that results from this research. And what about older adults themselves? If we did not address their key problems, they would not use the system. All these groups had important ideas and insights that we needed to consider.

After looking at all this information, our lead PI decided that we should first develop and test something to address isolation and loneliness. This would allow us to address the top issue identified by older adults themselves; we tech team members also thought we could develop something quickly and rapidly test and retest it. AARC researchers would continue to conceptualize solutions for the other issues, such as falls prevention and medication management, but initially the tech team would focus on this particular issue.

Get Ideas From Outside the Field

Early in our development work, we focused on reducing the number of older adults being affected by scams because older adults so often raised this issue. We looked into examples of excellence in sales, lie detection, psychic cold reading, and cognitive interviewing, collecting ideas that might be repurposed. Cold reading, which is how a psychic creates the illusion of knowing someone he or she does not know, seemed to have the greatest potential to reduce scams. Cold reading uses several techniques (eg, fishing, vagueness, push statements, switches); for each, a block can be used. We began to discuss with older adults their use of the equivalent of blocks when they used technology, but abandoned this because older adults were so pervasively concerned about scams that we instead created a closed system that could be used only by vetted participants.

We also looked for ideas outside the field when we brainstormed topics to include in the discussion group. We asked ourselves to think of other ways older adults obtained information. One of our team members suggested newspapers. We decided to base our initial topics in the discussion group on the different sections of a newspaper (eg, sports, local news, arts, entertainment). Our premise was that this organizational system would feel familiar to most older adults.

Pick an Influential Change Leader

At CHESS, the change leader for a research project is responsible for driving a project forward and removing barriers to progress. Chosen by the CHESS director and co-director, the change leader understands and represents the needs of the end user, is committed to seeing the project succeed, has a strong belief in the value of the project, can defend his or her position articulately, and is someone other people can easily follow or find charismatic; the change leader has direct access to the PI of the study. A change leader is responsible for leading and motivating the team, organizing meetings, removing roadblocks, and delegating. Because designing and developing a new technology for older adults was a large effort involving research teams (1 team each for isolation and loneliness, driving and transportation, caregiving, and so on), a project director led the work of the research center overall, and a change leader emerged from the tech team to lead development work on each research team. Change leaders, working under the guidance of the project director, understood and represented the needs of the end user; acted as a liaison between the tech team and older adults, researchers, and other stakeholders; and removed barriers in the tech team’s way.

Use Rapid-Cycle Testing

Quickness is the essence of rapid-cycle testing. Each test should take from a few hours up to a few weeks, depending on what is being tested [23]. Being clear about 2 things speeds testing: What are you trying to accomplish? How will you know whether the change is an improvement? Instead of taking months to design an entire system, a development team can create a piece of the system, quickly test it with users to get feedback, make changes, and retest it. We used 2 methods to conduct rapid-cycle tests: (1) one-on-one usability testing and (2) pilot tests with older adults in the field. Usability testing helped us understand whether older adults could navigate the interface and allowed us to see what they did as they used it. We usually tested usability in 1 sitting with an older adult or adults, using paper prototypes or early builds of the system. Pilot tests took 2 weeks or more and involved older adults using various iterations of the system in their homes. Pilot tests allowed us to see whether users thought the system was helping them and were likely to keep using it.

Our initial development work focused on creating a simple online discussion group. We wanted to test whether older adults with limited or no experience with technology would be able to use the system. Once we had a working website, we conducted a single session of one-on-one usability tests at a local senior center. This session took just a few hours, with 3 participants taking part. From these tests we were able to identify glaring usability issues, such as how we were indicating clickable buttons.

After making changes, 10 older adult volunteers were recruited to take part in a 2-week pilot test. Participants were given a computer and access to the Internet through a mobile hotspot if they did not have their own Internet access. Participants were able to select from a number of devices, including 7-in. Android tablets, iPads, laptops, and 23-in. touchscreen all-in-one desktops. The AARC staff visited each participant at the participant’s home; set up the computer and Internet connection, if necessary; and trained each participant on how to use Elder Tree. In all, we provided a computer and Internet connection to 9 of the 10 participants. During the 2-week pilot, AARC staff acted as discussion group “seeds,” actively engaging with participants online to make sure Elder Tree had new messages and comments every day. After the 2-week pilot, each older adult was interviewed about his or her experience. This information, along with use and observational data from the pilot, was analyzed to make decisions about changes to make in the system. Work began on making those changes to run a second pilot test.
In total, 5 pilot tests were conducted involving more than 100 older adults. Eventually, we had enough older adults using the system that we were able to turn our discussion group into a beta version of the final website. Instead of running a pilot, getting feedback, making changes, and running another pilot test, we kept the site active for participants to use, solicited feedback from users in the discussion group, and rolled out improvements as they were completed. Using the discussion group for feedback proved to be an effective method of gauging the perceived usefulness and appeal of the site. The pilot tests and the beta site also supplied older adult volunteers who agreed to continue using the site during the randomized trial to act as “seeds” and peer mentors to study participants.

As we improved the site and developed new features, we continued to run ad hoc usability tests at senior centers and get ideas and feedback from researchers, experts on the National Advisory Committee, and our community partners.

**Discussion**

**General Findings and User Views**

Using the NIATx model has allowed us to develop a technology based on the needs and capabilities of end users. Anecdotal evidence suggests that using the technology is reducing isolation and loneliness among older adult users, which was the most important challenge older adults identified in the interviews, focus groups, and surveys we conducted. The views of some Elder Tree users are presented in Textbox 1.

Textbox 1. Views of some Elder Tree users.

- Since my husband died, I rarely get out of my house and Elder Tree has saved me.
- Elder Tree has given me back a sense of belonging.
- Elder Tree has connected me with people who are going through the same challenges as me. We are there for each other...I like that.

In addition, although we are still conducting the randomized control trial, early use data indicate that older adults facing barriers to technology adoption are using the website. Technology adoption generally is lower among those with less income, those with less experience using technology, and those with the least education [34]. Looking at study participants who created content on Elder Tree, meaning those who wrote or commented on discussion group messages, we found that 20.1% (27/135) created content 5 or more times a month (Table 2). Of this group, which we call super posters, 74% (20/27) did not have a computer or Internet access before the study, 19% (5/27) had a 4-year degree or above, and 89% (24/27) found dealing with finances challenging or difficult (Table 3).

**Table 2.** Categories of content creators (N=135).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Super posters (wrote &gt;5 messages/month after training)</td>
<td>27 (20.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium posters (wrote ≥1 but &lt;5 messages/month after training)</td>
<td>33 (24.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low posters (wrote ≤1 message/month after training)</td>
<td>39 (28.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not post (Never wrote a message after training)</td>
<td>36 (26.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.** Demographic characteristics of Elder Tree users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Super posters (N=27)</th>
<th>Medium posters (N=33)</th>
<th>Low posters (N=39)</th>
<th>Did not post (N=36)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did not have computer with Internet connection before the study.</td>
<td>20 (74)</td>
<td>15 (46)</td>
<td>22 (56)</td>
<td>16 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (4-year degree or above)</td>
<td>5 (19)</td>
<td>8 (24)</td>
<td>8 (21)</td>
<td>11 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find dealing with finances challenging or difficult</td>
<td>24 (89)</td>
<td>22 (67)</td>
<td>19 (49)</td>
<td>17 (47)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also looked at the overall use of the website by all participants, not just those creating content. When looking at mean pages viewed per user (Figure 1), we see a decrease in use after 6 months on study. However, near Month 8, we see a gradual increase to levels near the start of the study. Although the qualitative and quantitative use data suggest that our development approach has led to a technology that older adults use, we also encountered problems and learned some lessons, which are described in the following sections.
Balance Efforts to Understand the End User Against Resources

Turning face-to-face meetings with end users into stories is a powerful exercise in understanding their needs and assets, but having everyone in a complex project (top management, tech team members, and research and administrative staff) conducting face-to-face interviews is very time consuming. We believe that the more people who see and hear from end users firsthand, the better, but we recognize that this approach might not be feasible in every organization. At the very least, 1 member of the development team, probably the change leader, needs to take the role of user advocate. This person should spend time in the field interviewing end users and conducting usability tests and be the voice of the user when conceptualizing new features and designs, therefore helping keep the project team focused on features that have the greatest efficacy.

Using a community-based process such as ABCD consumes considerable time and resources. Because we included this process in our grant application, we had the required resources for it. Although the process produced insights that helped define key problems, most organizations would not have the resources to use the process. We would rely in the future on focus groups; individual interviews with end users; creating personas to represent the different users of the technology, each with its own needs and assets; and the expertise of researchers and community partners to determine the problems faced by end users.

Beware of the Power of An Individual’s Story

Storytelling is a powerful tool and brings the challenges of end users to life. However, individual stories can be almost too powerful. In our project, the moving story of 1 adult occasionally shut down what might otherwise have been a productive discussion of an improvement or new feature. Looking for common themes in multiple stories helps prevent a single story, or several, from having too much weight in development.

Prioritize Ideas

Our development process produced an enormous number of proposed solutions from older adults, PIs, researchers, and community partners. We had to filter these ideas so we could spend our limited resources productively. We constantly asked ourselves, “How will this feature help an older adult continue to live independently?” Remembering the overall goal of the project served as our compass. Having a strong user advocate on staff and using rapid-cycle testing also helped us filter out nonessential improvements.

To help us establish and assess priorities in the project, we used a modified agile project board (Figure 2) where we listed all the features under development with time estimates and barriers to completion. As new features were suggested, this board was an effective visual snapshot of the tech team’s workload. The board was also helpful in assessing priorities with PIs.

As this project continues, we constantly reevaluate key problems. Although older adults identified the initial key problems we addressed, other sources of information have influenced us as the project has progressed. For example, it became clear that the health care industry would need to see value in the technology if it is going to pay for sustaining it. A key problem in this industry is keeping down costs. Could the technology help detect health problems that, if identified early and treated quickly, could prevent the need for costly medications and hospitalizations? We are in the later stages of developing a reporting function for health care providers and have been told by providers and insurers that it will be a very important development.
Get Ideas From Outside the Field

We were excited about the potential of this principle to drive innovative problem solving. However, in reality we found it difficult to implement. We used this principle occasionally, such as when we used the labels of newspaper sections as models in our work, usually when we were struggling to conceptualize a feature for Elder Tree. Using this principle in its 3 phases takes an investment of time and resources, in part because it requires reading and research. We found it impossible to use this principle spontaneously in the context of a large meeting. We do see great value in this principle for future projects and plan to continue to assess the time spent on reading and researching to apply the principle against the anticipated value of the results.

You Can Never Have Enough Communication

Because of the organizational complexity of the project, we wanted to have a clear and effective communication plan in place. We feared that work on the individual research teams would proceed in silos. We adopted a communication plan to give the tech team direct, regular access to the PIs who led work on the research teams. The tech team supervisor also held regular meetings that included tech team members and change leaders to discuss development status, brainstorm ideas, and coordinate future development. The lead PI and project director made themselves available to attend these meetings when necessary to work through impediments to progress. Weekly and eventually biweekly steering committee meetings brought together the PIs from the research teams, the lead PI, the project director, and change leaders to update all attendees on progress, collect feedback, and discuss any barriers we were facing. Having many avenues of communication was a priority for us.

Ensure Rapid-Cycle Testing Is Rapid and Has Clear Goals

Of the 2 types of rapid-cycle testing we conducted (ie, usability tests and pilot tests), usability tests produced more rapid results. One-on-one usability tests are comparatively inexpensive to conduct and gave us immediate feedback on usability. These tests were usually conducted in 1 day with only 1 or 2 staff members involved. We were able to evaluate results immediately and quickly make changes and test again. For this project, we used the wireframing program Lucidchart to create paper and digital prototypes to test new concepts in addition to the fully functional website.

By contrast, the 5 pilot tests we conducted evolved into large tests and produced feedback more slowly. In the future, we would be clearer about the length of each pilot test, the features of the system being tested, and the method of collecting qualitative data at the end of each test. The first pilot test we conducted took place in 1 county for 2 weeks. At the end of the 2 weeks, we visited each participant at home and conducted a survey about how it went. The next pilot test took place in 3 counties for 1 month. Again, we visited each participant and collected survey data. Each successive test had more participants. Reaching out to each participant to survey him or her on use became a scheduling and human resource challenge. Pilot tests began to take too long, and survey data were not collected in a timely manner.
While the pilot tests provided feedback on long-term, real-life use of the website and eventually led to the creation of a beta site, they were not rapid-cycle tests. Our goals for each pilot test became less clear. Instead of testing specific elements, the pilots tested the whole system, which sometimes made it difficult to pinpoint what needed to be changed. However, our experiences with usability and pilot tests led to a clearer understanding of when and where to use specific UCD methods. For example, usability tests are a good way to test individual components of a system, whereas pilot tests are good for assessing the overall value of a system. One of our colleagues has developed a model that shows the types and sequence of technology testing within a research environment. This model will help us apply UCD methods at progressive phases of development in future projects (Table 4).

Table 4. Isham model of technology testing sequence (from feasibility to efficacy).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feasibility a</th>
<th>Usability</th>
<th>Perceived usefulness</th>
<th>Efficacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the concept show promise?</td>
<td>Can users navigate the interface?</td>
<td>Do users think the technology is helping?</td>
<td>Does the technology actually help users?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can it be built?</td>
<td>Do they understand what is happening?</td>
<td>Do they want to keep using it?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test the concept using discussion, focus groups, and interviews with key stakeholders and end users.</td>
<td>Test navigation using paper prototypes, mock-ups, card sorting, and usability testing of early builds.</td>
<td>Longer pilot tests with users operating the system in their own environment.</td>
<td>Run a full experiment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The stages of technology testing generally occur in the order shown in Table 4 (ie, from feasibility to efficacy). The cost of testing generally becomes more expensive from left to right.

Conclusion

Developing the technology for this project required a constant balancing between features and simplicity. We repeatedly heard from end users that they valued simplicity over added features, while other stakeholders (community partners, PIs, National Advisory Committee members) frequently suggested adding new features. The NIATx model, with its focus on the end user, allowed us to keep the interests of older adults first and foremost and create a site that anecdotal evidence suggests does help create community and reduce isolation.

Many factors suggested that the NIATx model might be a useful framework for technology development, such as its basis in years of research about successful change projects, its origin outside the world of user-centered systems design, its simplicity, and its inclusion of a method for arriving at innovative solutions. Although we encountered challenges, we believe the NIATx model is an effective approach to UCD, especially for those not familiar with human factors or UCD principles, and we look forward to trying it again in future projects, as well as continuing to refine the use of the model throughout the development life cycle.
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Abstract

Background: Clinical alarm systems safety is a national concern, specifically in intensive care units (ICUs) where alarm rates are known to be the highest. Interventional projects that examined the effect of changing default alarm settings on overall alarm rate and on clinicians’ attitudes and practices toward clinical alarms and alarm fatigue are scarce.

Objective: To examine if (1) a change in default alarm settings of the cardiac monitors and (2) in-service nursing education on cardiac monitor use in an ICU would result in reducing alarm rate and in improving nurses’ attitudes and practices toward clinical alarms.

Methods: This quality improvement project took place in a 20-bed transplant/cardiac ICU with a total of 39 nurses. We implemented a unit-wide change of default alarm settings involving 17 parameters of the cardiac monitors. All nurses received an in-service education on monitor use. Alarm data were collected from the audit log of the cardiac monitors 10 weeks before and 10 weeks after the change in monitors’ parameters. Nurses’ attitudes and practices toward clinical alarms were measured using the Healthcare Technology Foundation National Clinical Alarms Survey, pre- and postintervention.

Results: Alarm rate was 87.86 alarms/patient day (a total of 64,500 alarms) at the preintervention period compared to 59.18 alarms/patient day (49,319 alarms) postintervention (P=.01). At baseline, Arterial Blood Pressure (ABP), Pair Premature Ventricular Contractions (PVCs), and Peripheral Capillary Oxygen Saturation (SpO2) alarms were the highest. ABP and SpO2 alarms remained among the top three at the postproject period. Out of the 39 ICU nurses, 24 (62%) provided complete pre- and postproject survey questionnaires. Compared to the preintervention survey, no remarkable changes in postproject period were reported in nurses’ attitudes. Themes in the narrative data were related to poor usability of cardiac monitors and the frequent alarms. The data showed great variation among nurses in terms of changing alarm parameters and frequency of replacing patients’ electrodes. Despite the in-service, 50% (12/24) of the nurses specified their need for more training on cardiac monitors in the postproject period.

Conclusions: Changing default alarm settings and standard in-service education on cardiac monitor use are insufficient to improve alarm systems safety. Alarm management in ICUs is very complex, involving alarm management practices by clinicians, availability of unit policies and procedures, unit layout, complexity and usability of monitoring devices, and adequacy of training on system use. The complexity of the newer monitoring systems requires urgent usability testing and multidimensional interventions.
to improve alarm systems safety and to attain the Joint Commission National Patient Safety Goal on alarm systems safety in critical care units.

*(JMIR Human Factors 2016;3(1):e1) doi:10.2196/humanfactors.5098*
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**Introduction**

Bedside physiologic monitors are equipped with alarm systems for patient safety and appropriate functionality. Nevertheless, the problematic high volume of false and clinically insignificant nonactionable true positive alarms—up to 99.4%—results in clinicians’ failure to appropriately respond to alarms signaled from monitoring devices [1-5]. Clinicians become overwhelmed and desensitized with the number of alarms, a phenomenon known as alarm fatigue. Alarm fatigue leads to different forms of unsafe warcarounds, including a delayed response, disabling alarms, turning the volume to inaudible, or adjusting alarms’ settings to hazardous limits, all of which can result in missing lethal alarms. The Joint Commission (JC), which accredits and certifies health care organizations and programs in the United States, attributed alarm-related incidents and deaths to alarm fatigue and issued a 2014 National Patient Safety Goal to improve the safety of clinical alarm systems [6].

Alarm safety is a priority in intensive care units (ICUs) where alarm rates are known to be the highest [7,8]. Adjusting default alarm settings and staff education on alarm management are two strategies recommended by safety and professional organizations to reduce the number of false alarms and alarm fatigue [9-11]; however, most research on alarm safety is observational. Interventional projects that examined the effect of changing default alarm settings on overall alarm rate and on clinicians’ attitudes and practices toward clinical alarms and alarm fatigue are scarce [12,13]. To address these gaps in the literature, this project aims to examine if (1) a change in default alarm settings of the cardiac monitors and (2) in-service nursing education on monitor use in an ICU would result in reducing alarm rate and improving nurses’ attitudes and practices toward clinical alarms.

**Methods**

**Design, Setting, and Sample**

After obtaining Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, this quality improvement project took place in a 20-bed transplant/cardiac ICU located at a university teaching Magnet hospital in the Southwest of the United States. The unit has 39 nurses and an average annual admission of 1500 patients. In April 2014, the unit went through three simultaneous changes, including a move to a new tower and the deployment of new bedside cardiac monitors (Philips IntelliVue MX800) and Cisco phones. The unit is an E shape and has three central nursing stations equipped with cardiac monitors (Philips IntelliVue Information Center IX) with no dedicated monitor watchers. Typical training on new medical devices includes a few hours’ demonstration on the appropriate use of devices by the company representative and/or the unit nurse educators. Nurse educators also provide “if needed” support on equipment use. The interventions took place 2.5 months after the move to the new tower and the use of the new cardiac monitors.

Philips IntelliVue MX800 and the Information Center IX cardiac monitors are equipped with complex information systems with tens of main menus and as many submenus, keys, buttons, and icons to facilitate patient data surveillance and management. The monitors are operated using an interactive touch screen, a mouse and a keyboard, or a remote control. The monitors are also capable of complex functions such as lab data integration, drug calculations, guiding care through embedded clinical protocols, issuing reports and strips, presenting trended alarm data, and displaying hundreds of different alarm messages.

**The Interventions**

The interventions included (1) changing default settings of some parameters on the cardiac monitors and (2) re-educating transplant/cardiac ICU bedside nurses on the appropriate use of the monitors. Default settings were changed based on scientific clinical rational and recent evidence [7,12-14]. Parameters involved in the change are presented in Table 1. Change methods included the following:

1. Limit tightening.
2. Limit increase.
3. Changing the source of alarm detection to enhance alarm reading.
4. Changing the measurement mode in order to capture real conditions from different measurement sources. Measurement modes were changed from “One Source” to “Auto” (eg, System Pulse) and from “Auto” to “Enhanced” (eg, Asystole). “Auto” and “Enhanced” modes allow the monitor to look for an alternate heart rate source, such as the pulse oximeter or the arterial line if it cannot pick up a rhythm from the electrocardiogram (ECG) leads.
5. Alarm delay by increasing the period from alarm detection to announcement.
6. Disabling alarms, for example, Noninvasive Blood Pressure (NBP) Done Tone and Atrial Fibrillation (AFIB). NBP Done Tone is a nonactionable alarm announced automatically by the monitor after measuring the patient blood pressure. The AFIB alarm was disabled because it is also captured by the Irregular Heart Rate alarm. The definitions of alarm events involved in the changes are presented in Multimedia Appendix 1; some of the definitions were adapted from the IntelliVue Information Center IX Guide [15].
Changes were directed toward decreasing the number of false alarms and increasing monitoring safety. For example, although tightening the Premature Ventricular Contractions (PVCs)/minute from 10 bpm to 6 bpm is expected to increase alarm events of this parameter, this tightening was necessary for safety purposes because all other PVC-related alarms, such as Run PVCs, Pair PVCs, Bigeminy, Trigeminy, and Multiform PVCs, were disabled. Similarly, although the limit of ExtremeTachy was increased to decrease the number of false alarms, TachyClamp was tightened for safer monitoring.

7. Volume adjustment including (1) decreasing the volume of yellow alarms with moderate priority, for example, Heart Rate (HR), and (2) increasing the volume of high-priority red alarms, for example, Desaturation. Changes in alarm volume are not expected to directly affect alarm rates, but rather to focus the nurse's attention on actionable high-priority alarms for safety purposes.

All parameters involved in the change are amenable to adjustments by clinicians except for TachyClamp and ExtremeTachy, which are considered hard stops for system safety and can be adjusted only by Philips representatives (see Table 1).

The nursing unit educators conducted roaming individual in-service sessions. Educational sessions included all nurses in the unit and focused on assessment of monitor parameters, customizing parameters to be patient specific, steps of changing alarm parameters, steps of printing alarm parameters, relearning arrhythmias and changing lead analysis, and troubleshooting common alarming problems (eg, silencing alarms of monitors not connected to patients).

**Procedure and Instrumentation**

A team of three expert transplant/cardiac ICU nurses and a Philips representative created the list of proposed changes in parameters. This list then went through a review and approval process by all transplant/cardiac ICU physicians, nurse directors, educators, managers, and bedside nurses. The list of approved changes is presented in Table 1. After approval and before implementing any changes to bedside monitors, we invited all transplant/cardiac ICU nurses to complete a survey about nurses' attitudes and practices toward clinical alarms using an adapted version of the Healthcare Technology Foundation (HTF) National Clinical Alarms Survey [5]. A detailed description of the survey, the adaptation process, and results of the preintervention survey are presented elsewhere [16]. The postintervention survey includes three sections: (1) demographics, (2) 22 items measured on a 5-point Likert scale of agreement measuring nurses’ attitudes toward clinical alarms followed by a free-text comment area, and (3) a rank section of nine items describing issues that threaten alarm recognition and response when using the cardiac monitors. The survey was followed by three additional questions related to (1) frequency of changing alarm parameters, (2) frequency of changing electrodes, and (3) adequacy of the training received on cardiac monitors.

After collecting the preintervention surveys, a Philips representative completed a unit-wide change to all monitors based on the approved list on July 1, 2014. This change was also communicated through emails, shift reports, huddles, and meetings to all transplant/cardiac ICU nurses and physicians. The unit in-service education started right after the changes in monitors’ parameters and lasted for approximately two weeks. After that, an invitation to complete the postintervention survey via SurveyMonkey went out to all nurses using individual emails that included the same ID number used in the preintervention survey. Two email reminders were sent to nonrespondents to enhance the response rate.

Alarm events were measured by retrieving the audit log of the cardiac monitors from the database of the central-station monitors for 10 weeks before and 10 weeks after implementing the changes in parameters. The audit log is a chronological record of all alarm events logged by the bedside cardiac monitors.

**Data Analysis**

Nurse characteristics, alarm rate, and attitude toward clinical alarms were described using descriptive statistics. Z tests were used to measure the difference in alarm rates per patient day between the preproject and postproject periods. The change in nurses’ attitudes toward clinical alarms was described using a percent change. \( t \) tests for paired data were used to analyze the difference in mean scores of the ranks assigned to the nine issues affecting alarm recognition (section 3 in the survey) between the preproject and postproject periods.
Table 1. Changes in default settings of the cardiac monitors at the transplant/cardiac intensive care unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of change</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Default setting</th>
<th>Changed to...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limit tightening</td>
<td>PVCs(^a)/minute</td>
<td>10 bpm</td>
<td>6 bpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TachyClamp(^b)</td>
<td>200 bpm</td>
<td>180 bpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit increase</td>
<td>ExtremeTachy(^b)</td>
<td>20 bpm &gt; Heart Rate High Limit</td>
<td>40 bpm &gt; Heart Rate High Limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing the source of alarm</td>
<td>ABP(^c)</td>
<td>Source: Systolic</td>
<td>Source: Systolic and Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detection</td>
<td>NBP(^d)</td>
<td>Source: Systolic and Mean</td>
<td>Source: Systolic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing the measurement mode</td>
<td>System Pulse(^e)</td>
<td>SpO2(^f)</td>
<td>Auto (from ABP, SpO2, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asystole</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Enhanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarm delay</td>
<td>SpO2: Average(^g)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes: 10 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabling alarms</td>
<td>ST(^h) Analysis(^i)</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run PVCs</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pair PVCs</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bigeminy PVCs</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trigeminy PVCs</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiform PVCs</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pause</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missed Beat</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AFIB(^j)</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NBP Done Tone</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease alarm volume</td>
<td>Yellow Alarm Volume</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase alarm volume</td>
<td>Red Alarm Volume</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)PVC: premature ventricular contraction.
\(^b\)These alarms are not amenable to change by clinicians. All other alarms can be customized by clinicians based on the patient condition.
\(^c\)ABP: arterial blood pressure.
\(^d\)NBP: noninvasive blood pressure.
\(^e\)If the peripheral capillary oxygen saturation (SpO2) had a poor waveform, the pulse from the pleth would not pick up and would therefore alarm. Changing to Auto allows the monitor to detect a pulse from other sources before alarming.
\(^f\)SpO2: peripheral capillary oxygen saturation.
\(^g\)SpO2 will be averaged over 10 seconds to determine a value instead of alarming the second the SpO2 drops below the limit. The nurse can also manually increase this to 20 or 30 seconds.
\(^h\)ST: ST segment in the electrocardiogram.
\(^i\)The ST Analysis alarm was disabled but should be turned on for all interventional cardiology cases (eg, require cardiac catheterization) or acute coronary syndrome patients. For these specific patients, the original limit of +/-2.0 mm should be tightened to +/- 1.6 mm as per physicians’ requests.
\(^j\)AFIB: atrial fibrillation.

Results

Nurse Characteristics

Out of the 39 transplant/cardiac ICU nurses who responded to the preintervention survey, 24 (62%) returned completed responses in the postintervention period. General characteristics of the 39 ICU nurses are described elsewhere [16]. The majority of the 24 nurse respondents were female (15/24, 63%) and worked full time (19/24, 79%). Almost half were 30-50 years old (13/24, 54%) and the other majority were less than 30 years old (10/24, 42%). Although 46% (11/24) reported having more
than 5 years of nursing experience, 79% (19/24) reported having less than or equal to 5 years of transplant/cardiac ICU experience. Chi-square tests for correlation revealed no significant differences between the 24 nurse respondents and the total 39 transplant/cardiac ICU nurses on age, gender, employment status, or total years of nursing or ICU experiences ($P > .10$).

**Alarm Rate**

Table 2 shows the number of alarms, their specific types, and difference in alarm rates per patient day for the parameters targeted in the change between the two project periods. The audit log recorded a total of 64,500 alarms at the preproject period and 49,319 at the postproject period. At baseline, Arterial Blood Pressure (ABP), Pair PVC, and Peripheral Capillary Oxygen Saturation (SpO2) alarms were the highest. ABP and SpO2 alarms remained among the top three at the postproject period. Although we disabled ten parameters (see Table 1), the data showed incomplete elimination of these alarms (see Table 2). We investigated in order to check if these alarms were activated by nurses or if they were missed from the change and discovered that one of our bedside monitors was missed from the unit change. If that monitor had been included in the change, it would have further eliminated 130 alarms (0.16 alarms/patient day) in the postproject period. These alarms included 13 Pair PVCs, 3 Multiform PVCs, 82 Missed Beat alarms, 23 Asystole alarms, and 9 ST alarms. Although we disabled the NBP Done Tone alarm, the audit log does not record this alarm. Therefore, the difference in alarm rates between the two project periods excludes the rate of that specific alarm. Using Z tests, the difference in proportions of alarm events (87.86 vs 59.18 alarms/patient day) between the two project periods was significant ($P = .01$), with a 24% reduction of total alarms.

**Survey Results**

Although all 39 nurses responded to the preintervention survey [16], we only analyzed the results of the paired sample of nurses who provided complete responses in the preproject and postproject periods (n=24).

**Nurses’ Attitudes and Practices Toward Clinical Alarms**

The internal consistency reliability of the 22-item scale that measured attitude toward alarms using Cronbach alpha was high (.72-.75 for the pretest and post-test, respectively). Table 3 displays percentages of the 24 nurses who agreed or strongly agreed with the statements that measured attitudes toward clinical alarms and the percent change. Almost all nurses agreed/strongly agreed that nuisance alarms are frequent, disrupt patient care, and reduce trust in alarms causing caregivers to disable them (items 1, 2, and 3). Major issues threatening alarm recognition and response according to the majority of nurses in the two project periods were related to the confusion in locating the alarming device (item 4), unit layout (item 8), inadequacy of alarm systems to alert nurses of changes in patients' conditions (item 18), the lack of clinical policies and procedures on alarm management (item 21), and the inability of the newer monitoring systems to solve alarm problems (item 22). The majority of nurses were in favor of using smart alarms and central alarm management staff, and the integration of alarms to wireless devices (items 5, 6, 7, and 9).

The positive changes at the postproject period were related to the requirement to document alarm settings, the distinct outputs of medical devices, effective policies to manage alarms, and the ability of the newer systems to solve alarm problems (items 17, 20, 21, and 22). However, in this project, a positive or negative change in attitude on an item was considered clinically meaningful only if reported by at least one-third of nurses (ie, 8 nurses). Table 3 shows that the number of nurses with a change in attitude in the postproject period ranged from 0 to 6 nurses, therefore no major changes in attitude were reported.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alarm condition</th>
<th>Preproject period</th>
<th>Postproject period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of alarms</td>
<td>Total alarm rate/patient day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ABP</strong>&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>27,930</td>
<td>38.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABPs&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (systolic)</td>
<td>13,776</td>
<td>14,726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABPm&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; (mean)</td>
<td>13,548</td>
<td>12,895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABP disconnect</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair PVCs&lt;sup&gt;d,e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8305</td>
<td>11.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SpO2</strong>&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7079</td>
<td>9.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpO2</td>
<td>6741</td>
<td>7858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpO2r&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt; (right)</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpO2l&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (left)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiform PVCs&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5865</td>
<td>7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NBP</strong>&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3686</td>
<td>5.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBPm&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt; (mean)</td>
<td>1847</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBPs&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt; (systolic)</td>
<td>1837</td>
<td>3933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBPd&lt;sup&gt;l&lt;/sup&gt; (diastolic)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVCs/min</td>
<td>3233</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run PVCs high&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2155</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1851</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AFIB</strong>&lt;sup&gt;e,m&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1481</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFIB</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End AFIB&lt;sup&gt;n&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1086</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed Beat&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asystole</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tachy</strong>&lt;sup&gt;o&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachy</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachy/p&lt;sup&gt;p&lt;/sup&gt; (tachycardia p wave)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vent&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt; Bigeminy&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vent Trigeminy&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>64,500</td>
<td>87.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>ABP: arterial blood pressure.
Narrative Data

In a previous publication, we reported detailed analysis of the narrative data provided by the 39 transplant/cardiac ICU nurses who responded to the preintervention survey [16]. Categories and themes identified in that report were related to (1) constant nuisance alarms and their effect on patient safety, (2) poor usability and complexity of medical devices, (3) the look-alike and sound-alike alarms, (4) the lack of support to the use of monitor watchers or integration of alarms into nursing call systems, and (5) unit-related factors to alarm management. The latter includes absence of policies and procedures on alarm management, the fact that unit layout may hinder response to alarms specifically when a nurse is assigned to patients who are far apart, and the need for further training on the cardiac monitors.

In the postintervention survey, 10 out of 24 (42%) nurses provided comments. These comments were matched for the preproject periods and were analyzed. Issues identified were very similar to our previous report [16] with a major focus on (1) the usability of the cardiac monitors and (2) the frequent alarms. In the postproject survey, nurses listed new cardiac monitor usability-related issues, such as the inability of the cardiac monitor to interpret ECG and nurses’ inability to enter the “do not resuscitate” orders.

Importance of Alarm Issues Related to Cardiac Monitors

The respondents’ rankings of the nine statements about the importance of alarm issues specific to cardiac monitors (section 3 in the postintervention survey) is presented in Table 4. Frequent false alarms, difficulty in understanding alarm priority, and noise competition from nonclinical devices were ranked as the top three important issues interfering with alarm recognition and response in the two project periods. Difficulty in setting alarms properly because of lack of knowledge on the appropriate limits remained one of the least important issues in the postproject period. However, the lack of training on alarm systems rose from level 8 in the preintervention survey to level 4 in the postintervention survey. No significant differences were found in mean scores of the rankings between the preproject and postproject periods.
Table 3. Number and percentage of nurses who agreed or strongly agreed on the statements between the preproject and postproject periods (n=24).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Preproject, n (%)</th>
<th>Postproject, n (%)</th>
<th>% change&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nuisance alarms occur frequently</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>18 (75)</td>
<td>-25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Nuisance alarms disrupt patient care</td>
<td>23 (96)</td>
<td>23 (96)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Nuisance alarms reduce trust in alarms and cause caregivers to inappropriately turn alarms off at times other than setup or procedural events</td>
<td>21 (88)</td>
<td>22 (92)</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>When a number of devices are used with a patient, it can be confusing to determine which device is in an alarm condition</td>
<td>21 (88)</td>
<td>19 (79)</td>
<td>-9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Smart alarms (eg, where multiple parameters, rate of change of parameters, and signal quality are automatically assessed in their entirety) would be effective to use for improving clinical response to important patient alarms</td>
<td>20 (83)</td>
<td>17 (71)</td>
<td>-15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Central alarm management staff responsible for receiving alarm messages and alerting appropriate staff is helpful</td>
<td>19 (79)</td>
<td>18 (75)</td>
<td>-5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Smart alarms (eg, where multiple parameters, rate of change of parameters, and signal quality are automatically assessed in their entirety) would be effective to use for reducing false alarms</td>
<td>19 (79)</td>
<td>16 (67)</td>
<td>-15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Unit layout does interfere with alarm recognition and management</td>
<td>18 (75)</td>
<td>18 (75)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Alarm integration and communication systems via pagers, cell phones, and other wireless devices are useful for improving alarms management and response</td>
<td>15 (63)</td>
<td>17 (71)</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Nearly all alarms are actionable (requiring the nurse to respond and take an action)</td>
<td>14 (58)</td>
<td>14 (58)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Alarm sounds and/or visual displays of the current monitoring systems and devices should clearly differentiate the priority of alarm</td>
<td>13 (54)</td>
<td>14 (58)</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Properly setting alarm parameters and alerts is overly complex in existing devices</td>
<td>13 (54)</td>
<td>13 (54)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Clinical staff is sensitive to alarms and responds quickly</td>
<td>13 (54)</td>
<td>15 (63)</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>When a lethal alarm sounds, it is clearly and quickly recognized and immediate action is taken to address the alarm</td>
<td>12 (50)</td>
<td>14 (58)</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Environmental background noise has interfered with alarm recognition</td>
<td>12 (50)</td>
<td>15 (63)</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Alarm sounds and/or visual displays should be distinct based on the parameter or source (eg, device)</td>
<td>12 (50)</td>
<td>16 (67)</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>There is a requirement in my unit to document that the alarms are set and are appropriate for each patient</td>
<td>11 (46)</td>
<td>18 (75)</td>
<td>63.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>The alarms used on my unit are adequate to alert staff of potential or actual changes in a patient’s condition</td>
<td>10 (42)</td>
<td>9 (38)</td>
<td>-10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>There have been frequent instances where alarms could not be heard and were missed</td>
<td>8 (33)</td>
<td>8 (33)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>The medical devices used on my unit all have distinct outputs (ie, sounds, repetition rates, visual displays) that allow users to identify the source of the alarm</td>
<td>8 (33)</td>
<td>15 (63)</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Clinical policies and procedures regarding alarm management are effectively used in my unit</td>
<td>6 (25)</td>
<td>11 (46)</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Newer monitoring systems (eg, &lt;3 years old) have solved most of the previous problems we experienced with clinical alarms</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>6 (25)</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Edited and used with permission from the Healthcare Technology Foundation (HTF) 2011.

<sup>b</sup>Percent change = ((y2 - y1) / y1) × 100.

<sup>c</sup>These are the new statements that we added to our survey. They do not exist in the original HTF survey.

<sup>d</sup>These are the statements where the “floor/area of the hospital” or “institution” in the HTF clinical alarms survey were replaced with “unit” in our survey.
Table 4. Importance of alarm issues related to the cardiac monitors (n=24).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Preproject</th>
<th></th>
<th>Postproject</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Item response, mean</td>
<td>Mean ranking</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Item response, mean</td>
<td>Mean ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1(^b)</td>
<td>Frequent false alarms, which lead to reduced attention or response to alarms when they occur</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2(^b)</td>
<td>Difficulty in understanding the priority of an alarm</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3(^b)</td>
<td>Noise competition from nonclinical alarms and pages</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(^c)</td>
<td>Lack of available policy on appropriate alarm parameters for individualized patients</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5(^c)</td>
<td>The need to frequently reset alarm settings every time they revert back to default when the monitor is disconnected from the patient</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6(^d)</td>
<td>Difficulty in hearing alarms when they occur, especially from outside patient room</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7(^d)</td>
<td>Difficulty in setting alarms properly because of the complexity of the monitor</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8(^b)</td>
<td>Lack of training on alarm systems</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9(^d)</td>
<td>Difficulty in setting alarms properly because of lack of knowledge on the appropriate limits for my patient condition</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Item response means were ranked from 1 (most important) to 9 (least important).

\(^b\)These statements were adopted from the Healthcare Technology Foundation (HTF) survey.

\(^c\)These statements were added to the survey to reflect the cardiac monitors.

\(^d\)These statements were modified from the HTF survey. Original statements were as follows: item 6 “Difficulty in hearing alarms when they occur”; items 7 and 9 “Difficulty in setting alarms properly.”

Practices Related to Clinical Alarms and Training on Cardiac Monitors

The data showed great variation among nurses in terms of changing alarm parameters (see Figure 1). More than one-third of nurses reported not adjusting alarm parameters in the preproject period. Despite the in-service, 25% (6/24) of nurses sustained the same practice in the postproject period. Additionally, only 38% (9/24) of nurses individualized parameters based on the patient’s vital signs in the two project periods.

The frequency of replacing patients’ electrodes also varied. However, only 54% (13/24) of nurses changed them daily during the two project periods (see Figure 2).

In regard to the training needed on the cardiac monitors, the majority of nurses indicated that they did not receive sufficient training on the central and bedside monitors (19/24, 79% and 16/24, 67%, respectively) in the preproject period. Despite the in-service, almost half of the nurses specified their need for more training in the postproject period (see Figure 3).

Figure 1. Percentage of nurses who modify the bedside alarm parameters in the pre- and postproject periods (n=24).
Discussion

Overview
Examining the effect of interventions targeting alarm systems safety on nurses’ attitudes toward alarms and alarm fatigue related-practices is critical to evaluate improvements in the safety of these systems. Our unit-wide changes in default alarm settings of cardiac monitors significantly reduced 24% of the total number of the target alarms. However, changing default alarm settings, the subsequent reduction in alarm rate, and the in-service education on alarm management were insufficient to improve nurses’ attitudes toward alarms, alarm fatigue, or maintaining best clinical practices.

Principal Findings and Future Directions
Finding alarms for parameters that were turned off supports the fact that bedside nurses customize patient alarms. ABP and SpO2 alarms were among the highest in the preproject and postproject data. The specific types of alarms (eg, Arterial Blood Pressure Mean [ABPm] and Arterial Blood Pressure Systolic [ABPs] alarms; see Table 2) can guide future initiatives on further alarm reduction. Future studies may examine if all specific types of alarms were necessary to be monitored for the patient. This may reveal alarm overuse and explain the high number of alarms. For example, clinicians need to determine if there is a need to monitor SpO2 right (SpO2r) and SpO2 left (SpO2l) for every patient.

The 65% increase in PVCs/min alarms (from 3233 to 5330) is expected because we tightened the parameter. However, the 41% increase in ST alarms (from 1852 to 2609) was unexpected given that we disabled this parameter. Changing this parameter to “On” by nurses is a plausible interpretation for such an increase. The ST parameter includes 12 leads. It would be helpful to analyze if nurses turned on the ST alarm as per the recommended cases by physicians and according to the suggested limits, which leads they adjusted, or if they overused the alarms. Correlating alarm rates and conditions to reliable monitoring conditions is critical and has not yet been investigated. For example, ST monitoring is not recommended in cases when arrhythmias such as atrial flutter and fibrillation are present or if the patient is continuously ventricularly paced.
These cases will result in frequent false nonactionable ST alarms.

The unexpected increase in Asystole alarms (from 323 to 565, 75%) can be related to acuity of patients’ conditions and infrequent electrode placement. Another possible explanation from our observation is not adjusting the Pace Mode to “On” in the monitor for patients with temporary pacemakers who keep alarming Asystole. Our results also showed that nurses do not follow the unit protocol (ie, every 24 hours and if needed) when changing leads; enforcement of this policy should take place [11]. In a telemetry unit, proper skin preparation and electrode placement resulted in a significant reduction of ECG alarms [17].

Despite the significant reduction in alarm rate, key issues causing alarm fatigue and reducing trust in alarm systems according to nurses were the high frequency of nuisance alarms, the confusion in locating the alarming device, a unit layout that hinders alarm response, the inadequacy of alarm systems to alert nurses of changes in patients’ conditions, the lack of clinical policies and procedures on alarm management, and the complexity of the newer monitoring systems. These multiple issues emphasize the fact that alarm management is very complex in ICUs. On the other hand, and similar to our previous results [16], the narrative data attributed nurses’ frustration and desensitization to alarms to poor usability of the cardiac monitoring systems.

It seems that the complexity of these monitors require interactive, well-designed, and periodic training. Our in-service, though individualized and focused on changing and individualizing alarm parameters and troubleshooting common problems, was insufficient to enhance appropriate monitor use. This is supported by finding that 50% of nurses believed they still needed training on cardiac monitor use and suggests (1) the need for usability testing of cardiac monitors, (2) the use of super-users, and (3) a competency checklist that includes key features for monitor use. Usability studies may reveal the complexity of the monitors, lack of knowledge about some features, or inappropriate use of the monitors. Studies supported the lack of clinicians’ awareness about, and understanding of, the complexity of cardiac monitors [16,18]. On the other hand, the wide variations in nurses’ practices and lack of adherence to protocols related to frequency of changing patients’ electrodes and parameters are major factors behind frequent nuisance alarms. Best practices should be enforced through unit policies. Inconsistent practices are indicative of the need for further education on appropriate programming and use of monitoring devices.

Summary

Cardiac monitors are receiving increased attention in ICUs because of the high number of alarms triggered by these devices compared to other alarm-equipped ICU devices (ie, infusion pumps, dialysis pumps, and mechanical ventilators) [19,20]. Unlike other studies [12,13], our multimethod approach in addressing alarm fatigue was unsuccessful in improving attitudes toward alarms and safety practices. This can be related to the difference in patient population, the type and complexity of cardiac monitors in use, and nurses’ noncompliance to best practices related to a lack of unit policies on alarm management. Inconsistent practices related to alarm management by medical, surgical, and ICU nurses have been reported [16,21]. Studies also support the perceived relationships between inappropriate setting of alarm parameters and the high number of false alarms in ICUs [22]. On the other hand, unlike many other observation-based clinical alarms safety studies [23,24], we measured alarm events using an objective data source of the audit log. The audit log provides a comprehensive record of all cardiac monitor alarms, except for the NBP Done Tone.

If we included the alarms from the monitor missed from the unit change and the NBP Done Tone alarms, the actual alarms’ reduction rate would be more than 24%. The inconsistency in applying the same unit of analysis in measuring alarm rates hinders further comparison across alarm safety studies.

Limitations

The sample of nurses was small. This limited examining the statistical difference in attitudes toward clinical alarms. Although we achieved a significant reduction in alarm rate, we did not correlate that to the acuity of patient conditions preintervention and postintervention. Our description of alarms was limited to the alarms that we targeted for change. The audit log of the cardiac monitors records all types of physiologic alarms and all technical alarms. Analyzing other alarms may provide more insight into the total number of alarms triggered by the cardiac monitors. Our study was limited to alarms from the cardiac monitors and did not include other frequently used alarming devices in ICUs, such as infusion pumps or ventilators. However, cardiac monitors were the devices associated with the highest number of death cases in the US Food and Drug Administration data [19].

Conclusions

Changing default alarm settings and standard in-service education on cardiac monitor use are insufficient to improve alarm systems safety. Alarm management in ICUs is very complex, involving alarm management practices by clinicians, availability of unit policies and procedures, unit layout, complexity and usability of monitoring devices, and adequacy of training on systems use. The complexity of the newer monitoring systems requires urgent usability testing. Multidimensional interventions are needed to improve alarm systems safety and attain the Joint Commission National Patient Safety Goal on alarm systems safety in critical care units.
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Abbreviations

- **ABP**: arterial blood pressure
- **ABPm**: arterial blood pressure mean
- **ABPs**: arterial blood pressure systolic
- **AFIB**: atrial fibrillation
- **ECG**: electrocardiogram
- **HR**: heart rate
- **HTF**: Healthcare Technology Foundation
- **ICU**: intensive care unit
- **IRB**: Institutional Review Board
- **JC**: Joint Commission
- **NBP**: noninvasive blood pressure
- **NBPd**: noninvasive blood pressure diastolic
- **NBPm**: noninvasive blood pressure mean
- **NBPs**: noninvasive blood pressure systolic
- **PVC**: premature ventricular contraction
- **SpO2**: peripheral capillary oxygen saturation
- **SpO2l**: peripheral capillary oxygen saturation left
- **SpO2r**: peripheral capillary oxygen saturation right
- **ST**: ST segment in the electrocardiogram
- **Tachy**: tachycardia
- **Tachy/p**: tachycardia p wave
- **Vent**: ventricular
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**Abstract**

**Background:** We describe the development and evaluation of a secure Web-based system for the purpose of collaborative care called Loop. Loop assembles the team of care with the patient as an integral member of the team in a secure space.

**Objective:** The objectives of this paper are to present the iterative design of the separate views for health care providers (HCPs) within each patient’s secure space and examine patients’, caregivers’, and HCPs’ perspectives on this separate view for HCP-only communication.

**Methods:** The overall research program includes cycles of ethnography, prototyping, usability testing, and pilot testing. This paper describes the usability testing phase that directly informed development. A descriptive qualitative approach was used to analyze participant perspectives that emerged during usability testing.

**Results:** During usability testing, we sampled 89 participants from three user groups: 23 patients, 19 caregivers, and 47 HCPs. Almost all perspectives from the three user groups supported the need for an HCP-only communication view. In an earlier prototype, the visual presentation caused confusion among HCPs when reading and composing messages about whether a message was visible to the patient. Usability testing guided us to design a more deliberate distinction between posting in the Patient and HCP-only views.
Team view and the Health Care Provider Only view at the time of composing a message, which once posted is distinguished by an icon.

**Conclusions:** The team made a decision to incorporate an HCP-only communication view based on findings during earlier phases of work. During usability testing we tested the separate communication views, and all groups supported this partition. We spent considerable effort designing the partition; however, preliminary findings from the next phase of evaluation, pilot testing, show that the Patient and Team communication is predominantly being used. This demonstrates the importance of a subsequent phase of the clinical trial of Loop to validate the concept and design.
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**Introduction**

**Overview**

As the complexity of health care increases, we are recognizing the limits of current models of program-centered and specialty-centered care [1-3]. Patient-centered care and patient engagement have the potential to substantially improve outcomes in the health care system [4-6]. The penetration of Internet and mobile technologies makes it possible to envision new systems for interactive communication that follow the patient across the continuum of care. In this paper, we present aspects of the design, development, and evaluation of such a system. The system, called Loop, uses social networking principles to assemble the patient’s actual team of care and include the patient as an integral member of the team for the purpose of collaborative care.

**The Gap**

In the United States, 84% of all health care spending in 2006 was for the 50% of the population who have one or more chronic medical conditions [7,8]. In Canada, chronic disease contributes disproportionately to the total economic cost of illness [9,10]. Globally, chronic disease is predicted to increase both in prevalence and complexity. “The most common chronic condition experienced by adults is multimorbidity, the coexistence of multiple chronic diseases or conditions” [11]. These are patients with complex chronic disease who require multiple health providers and have unique needs, disabilities, or functional limitations [12]. Currently, health care is organized in organizational and disease-specific silos that the patient moves across frequently and unpredictably, eliciting a broad call for transformative solutions [13,14]. Wagner’s chronic care model [15-17], endorsed in several countries including the United States and Canada, proposes a roadmap for effective management that calls for “planned, proactive seamless care in which the clients are full participants in managing their care and are supported to do this at all points by the system” [18]. However, there are few systems to enable engagement and collaboration. Understanding the gap and potential solution grew from our team’s experience, which spans diverse populations with chronic and complex care needs including home palliative care, cancer care, acute to ambulatory care transitions, adolescents and young adults with cancer (AYAC), and children with medical complexity (CMC). Lack of communication is a problem identified across all these populations; fostering communication is a key process if we are to achieve continuity of care and comanagement [19,20]—a goal endorsed by all stakeholders [21,22]. Comanagement, or collaborative care, requires more than a passive sharing of electronic health records (EHRs). It requires ongoing, interactive, and contextual communication among team members [1]. A report from the American Medical Informatics Association’s 2013 Policy Meeting on patient-centered care highlights this: “EHRs are necessary but not sufficient to engage patients and foster improvements in the quality of care . . . health information needs to flow across the health care continuum” [6].

**The Solution: Loop**

The evidence supports collaborative care as the keystone to chronic disease management, the patient and caregiver as integral partners in care, and communication as central to achieving these objectives [4,13,15]. We propose a solution using emerging social networking technologies: a Web-based clinical collaboration system for complex chronic disease patients. In Loop, each team of care centered on a patient, or Patient Loop, consists of the patient, the caregiver, and the health care providers (HCPs) involved in the patient’s care. Each Patient Loop is a secure space partitioned from every other Patient Loop, and those with access must be involved in the patient’s care and authenticated to join. While users are not provided with specific instructions, Loop is designed to encourage them to communicate questions, updates, and clarifications about care plans. Loop allows team members, including the patient, to indicate their preferences and check their understanding of the care plan. The communication is visible to the team but specific members of the team may be tagged. Therefore, in terms of types of communication there could be an exchange between patient (or caregiver) and HCP or between HCPs in the team. The purpose of Loop is for team members to arrive at care plans together and work toward a shared set of goals.

**Rationale for a Web-Based Clinical Collaboration System**

Several studies report the desirability, acceptability, and manageability of messaging systems focused on patient-physician communication [23-25]. Two studies evaluating patient-HCP messaging systems did not find
detectable differences in the volume of communication with these systems [23,24]. Results show participants had increased satisfaction with communication, improvement in workflow, and overall positive attitudes towards online communication [23,24,26].

We conducted a search for existing systems primarily in the United States and Canada and approached vendors and groups working in the communication space [27-30]. In the context of large health care organizations in the United States, communication is embedded within each organization’s information technology. However, this does not work outside the confines of a large health network in the United States or in the contexts of other countries. For example in Canada, patients move across the single-payer system without the restrictions imposed by insurance providers or organizations. We studied a number of messaging tools developed for use within the confines of a hospital in a large urban center in Canada [2]. Separate development has led to multiple tools for similar functions with no reach beyond the organization. HCPs reported that tools are not integrated into their workflow, resulting in decreased efficiency and tools being used in incorrect ways [31]. We embarked on the research and development of Loop when communication tools for direct patient care were just emerging. Our literature review revealed a few communication tools with potential to extend beyond organizational boundaries; however, they are limited in a number of ways [27-30]. A patient-held record (PHR) may have potential to be used as a communication tool, but existing PHRs are institutionally sponsored, limited to the institution’s patients, and do not have the functionality of providing a space for HCPs to communicate for collaborative care [32,33]. EHRs focus on transmitting medical reports as a means of communication without enabling interactive exchange. Still other tools limit communication to certain groups (eg, HCPs only) or to certain forms (eg, private one-on-one messaging) [26]. None of the tools had the integrated functionality we envisioned: a focus on communication for direct patient care in the community, a networking structure, and separate but integrated communication spaces for patients and HCPs. Recently, a handful of tools that overlap some of the functions of Loop have emerged [34-37].

Our program of research on Loop, with its iterative user-driven development and its robust evaluation, contributes important learning to this emerging field of eHealth tools for care coordination.

Existing systems continue to be organization-centric and propagate a model that is minimally collaborative, excludes key players, and is ill-suited to the complexity of health care [31,38]. Loop is interactive, asynchronous communication that enables the patient’s team of care to be assembled, no matter what their profession, where they practice, or what their organizational affiliation is; and it includes patients, caregivers, and health care professionals in the communication. The Web-based platform allows Loop to reach beyond organizational boundaries. In future phases, we will use plug-in or application programming interface technology to link to the different EMRs across organizations. We envision that Loop will serve as a communication layer linked to other eHealth tools in a personalized dashboard.

The Development of Loop

In line with existing recommendations to rigorously evaluate eHealth systems throughout all stages of their life cycles [24], we chose a sequential plan of research following the Medical Research Council framework for complex interventions [39]. We embedded an iterative stakeholder engagement process based on user-centered design (UCD) [40,41] and participatory design methods (Figure 1). User or end-user refers to patients, caregivers, and HCPs who would use Loop in planning or coordinating care. Participatory design calls for the engagement of clinicians, researchers, developers, designers, end-users, and the technology itself throughout development [42]. Thus research and development have been integrally linked, and the various research activities have been continuous and reflexive.

Through this research spanning more than 5 years, we have developed and tested the Loop prototype in simulated and real settings.

The concept of open versus private communication within the team has been at the core of the development of Loop. At inception, the research team had an idea that open communication between the members of the team of care, regardless of what their role or where they practiced, would be transformative. Previous literature has indicated that having clinical discussions in the presence of patients and families during bedside rounds improves communication and transparency [43,44]. Despite these benefits, the authors report parent and HCP concern about negative emotional responses and confusion that may result from technical discussion [43,44] and the need for “pre-rounding” or “re-rounding” away from patients and families to have uninhibited conversations [44].

Prior to the usability testing phase that is the focus of this paper, all user groups endorsed two separate communication spaces within a patient’s secure space: one for the entire team including patients and caregivers and another for HCPs only. We carried this knowledge forward when creating prototypes by including an option for HCP-only communication. The perspectives on the two separate views that emerged in usability testing are the focus of this paper.
**Objectives**

The objectives of this paper are to present the iterative design of the separate view for HCPs within each patient’s secure space and examine patient, caregiver, and HCP perspectives on this separate view. While providing feedback about the visual design of the separate view during usability testing, participants also shared perspectives about HCPs communicating with each other without patients or caregivers able to view the communication within Loop. The focus of the analysis presented in this paper is derived solely from the usability testing, and we limit our description to the usability testing phase.

**Methods**

**Summary of Phases of Work**

Our search for existing systems found none with team-based communication that included both the patient and the team of HCPs, was cross-organizational, and followed the patient across the entire health system. We used UCD methods (Figure 1) to engage the final users of the product as active participants in the design process and gather user needs as product requirements [41]. Specifically, we employed the following components of UCD: (1) ethnography [45], (2) affinity diagramming [46], (3) cooperative prototyping [47], (4) dramatic simulation activities [47], (5) usability testing and prototyping [48], and (6) pilot testing. This paper focuses on usability testing while briefly discussing the other activities for context.

Usability testing followed a descriptive qualitative method [49] and content analysis, which aims to summarize the informational content of verbal and visual data [50,51]. This analysis was reflexive and interactive throughout usability testing.

**Population**

We recruited a convenience sample of participants from the following populations: adult cancer, adolescents and young adults with cancer (AYAC), and children with medical complexity (CMC). We recruited patients with cancer, caregivers of patients with cancer, and HCPs representing a variety of disciplines involved in cancer care. In the CMC area, we recruited parents of CMC patients and HCPs involved in their care. We obtained relevant institutional review board approvals and informed consent from all participants.

**Usability Testing and Prototyping**

**Usability Testing Procedure**

During three rounds of usability testing in simulation labs, participants were asked to follow the think-aloud protocol while interacting with prototypes of progressing fidelity [48]. The prototypes were prepopulated with messages based on realistic patient stories and served as the foundation for participants to interact with and respond to. A facilitator provided task-oriented scenarios guiding participant interactions with the system and asked questions about participant experiences. Data were collected using screen and audio capture and by note-takers in an adjacent observation room. In addition, we tested the prototype offsite following the same simulation protocol with a different sample of patients and caregivers in their homes and HCPs in their practice settings. Offsite usability testing occurred concurrent with and in between rounds of simulation testing in labs. In all instances, participants were asked to complete a pretest survey for information on demographics and comfort with technology. Each session of usability testing involved a unique participant with the exception of one caregiver who participated in two usability testing sessions but is counted as one participant. All interviews were transcribed verbatim.
Applying Usability Testing Feedback to Prototype Development

A basic interactive prototype was created using Axure RP version 6.5. Prototyping early gave participants something to respond to when providing feedback about major design principles and required features. This set of specifications using screenshots and detailed descriptions informed the design and development of low-, medium-, and high-fidelity prototypes within cycles of usability testing as described above. A low-fidelity prototype focused on the introduction of a patient and caregiver interface and was a necessary step in the evolution to the later prototypes. The low-fidelity prototype did not evaluate separate streams in the HCP view. The interactive medium- and high-fidelity prototypes were the first instances where the usability and acceptability of HCP-only messaging could be tested (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Usability testing and prototype progression.

Qualitative Analysis of Usability Testing

The content of usability testing interviews was presented and discussed in weekly project team meetings. Consensus was achieved on design principles that were tracked in a user specification document that served as an audit trail for the process. Additionally, emerging concepts and major decisions of the team were captured in meeting notes. Interview transcripts were independently coded in NVivo version 10 (QSR International) by three reviewers, who met initially to arrive at consensus for a coding framework and continually to discuss subsequent coding application. At key points, two senior team members (AH and JS) reviewed the framework. The ongoing process of review has given the team a grounding in the data to inform further in-depth analysis focused on emerging concepts.

Usability testing interview data were reviewed and selectively coded to identify participant perceptions about private messaging among HCPs and open communication with all team members including the patient and caregiver. Quotes were extracted from references coded in the preliminary categories of visibility of messages, team composition, composing a message, and medical terminology. As themes emerged, queries were run with the keywords private, conversation, confusion, and anxiety to identify any additional quotes related to open and closed communication. Through this process, two reviewers refined the initial categories into emergent themes.

Results

Population

Across all the activities, we had a convenience sample of 150 participants from the CMC, AYAC, and adult cancer populations (tables 1-4). A subset composed of 89 participants took part in usability testing. In this subset, there were 23 patients, 19 caregivers, and 47 HCPs. Results of the usability testing and its impact on development of the prototype are described together because one activity continually informed the other. With regard to access to technology, Internet penetration at home ranged from 91% to 100% across populations and user groups in this sample. Although the numbers are small in each user subgroup, the findings suggest trends: HCPs had the most use of computers and access to Internet both at work and home, and AYAC patients had the most comfort with smartphones and social media.
Table 1. Number of participants involved across all activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data collection activity</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Health care provider</th>
<th>Patient/caregiver</th>
<th>Activity total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus groups, interviews, and ethnography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult cancer</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYAC</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability testing(^a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult cancer</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYAC</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult cancer</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYAC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Findings of the usability testing are the focus of this paper.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adult cancer</th>
<th>CMC</th>
<th>AYAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=8</td>
<td>N=0</td>
<td>N=15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Female, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 (62)</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age, years, median (range)</strong></td>
<td>61 (40-79)</td>
<td></td>
<td>17 (15-26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diagnosis, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal cancer</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung cancer</td>
<td>2 (25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovarian cancer</td>
<td>1 (12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ewing sarcoma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhabdomyosarcoma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hodgkin lymphoma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteosarcoma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5 (62)</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use a computer at work/school, n (%)</strong></td>
<td>5 (63)</td>
<td></td>
<td>13 (87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use a computer at home, n (%)</strong></td>
<td>7 (88)</td>
<td></td>
<td>14 (93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use the Internet at home, n (%)</strong></td>
<td>7 (88)</td>
<td></td>
<td>14 (93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comfortable using, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>5 (63)</td>
<td></td>
<td>15 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>3 (38)</td>
<td></td>
<td>15 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>6 (75)</td>
<td></td>
<td>15 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>7 (88)</td>
<td></td>
<td>14 (93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant messaging</td>
<td>4 (50)</td>
<td></td>
<td>15 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social media</td>
<td>2 (25)</td>
<td></td>
<td>13 (87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hours spent on computer per day</strong></td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-7</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;7</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hours spent on Internet per day</strong></td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-7</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;7</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Caregiver participant profile data (usability testing only).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adult cancer N=12</th>
<th>CMC N=7</th>
<th>AYAC N=0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Female, n (%)</strong></td>
<td>7 (58)</td>
<td>6 (86)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age, years, median (range)</strong></td>
<td>56.5 (31-72)</td>
<td>37 (32-45)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Caregiver type, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>4 (33)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son/daughter</td>
<td>5 (42)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother/Father</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
<td>7 (100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (17)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use a computer at work/school, n (%)</strong></td>
<td>10 (91)</td>
<td>6 (86)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use a computer at home, n (%)</strong></td>
<td>11 (92)</td>
<td>7 (100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use the Internet at home, n (%)</strong></td>
<td>11 (92)</td>
<td>6 (100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comfortable using, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>11 (92)</td>
<td>7 (100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>10 (83)</td>
<td>5 (71)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>11 (92)</td>
<td>7 (100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>11 (92)</td>
<td>7 (100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant messaging</td>
<td>11 (92)</td>
<td>7 (100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social media</td>
<td>6 (50)</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hours spent on computer per day</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>8 (67)</td>
<td>3 (44)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;7</td>
<td>3 (25)</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hours spent on Internet per day</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>10 (83)</td>
<td>6 (86)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;7</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Health care provider participant profile data (usability testing only).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adult cancer N=19&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>CMC N=11&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>AYAC N=16&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Female, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13 (68)</td>
<td>10 (91)</td>
<td>14 (87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (9)</td>
<td>1 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>6 (32)</td>
<td>2 (18)</td>
<td>5 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>6 (32)</td>
<td>4 (36)</td>
<td>7 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>3 (16)</td>
<td>3 (27)</td>
<td>2 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>4 (21)</td>
<td>1 (9)</td>
<td>1 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Years in health care, median (range)</strong></td>
<td>15 (3-40)</td>
<td>20 (3-35)</td>
<td>18.5 (2.5-39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Profession, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family physician</td>
<td>7 (37)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community nurse</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (18)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palliative care physician specialist</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical oncologist</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other specialist</td>
<td>6 (32)</td>
<td>1 (9)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case manager</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
<td>3 (27)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
<td>3 (27)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General pediatrician</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (18)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced practice nurse</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologist</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use a computer at work/school, n (%)</td>
<td>19 (100)</td>
<td>11 (100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use a computer at home, n (%)</td>
<td>19 (100)</td>
<td>11 (100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use the Internet at home, n (%)</td>
<td>19 (100)</td>
<td>11 (100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comfortable using, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>19 (100)</td>
<td>11 (100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>18 (95)</td>
<td>9 (82)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>19 (100)</td>
<td>11 (100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>18 (100)</td>
<td>10 (100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant messaging</td>
<td>17 (94)</td>
<td>10 (100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social media</td>
<td>8 (44)</td>
<td>5 (50)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hours spent on computer per day</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>13 (68)</td>
<td>6 (55)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;7</td>
<td>6 (32)</td>
<td>5 (46)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hours spent on Internet per day</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (9)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>14 (74)</td>
<td>7 (64)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;7</td>
<td>5 (26)</td>
<td>3 (27)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Percentages are calculated based on the number of answers submitted. Not all questions were completed by all participants.
Objective 1: Usability Testing and Prototyping

The medium-fidelity prototype was the first iteration to have interfaces for patients and caregivers in addition to the interface for HCPs (Figure 2). In the prototype (Figure 3), the HCP view was organized as two streams of messages: one with messages visible to the patient and the other to HCPs only. Each stream was given a different visual treatment, and HCPs were able to select the stream of conversation to join from this view. The patient and caregiver view had only one stream of messages. This organization caused confusion for some HCPs, who found it hard to tell whether the patient was involved in a conversation. Therefore, this design did not meet our objective of an intuitive user experience. Further analysis indicated that for HCPs the distinction was more important while composing and sending messages than while viewing messages.

In the high-fidelity prototype (Figure 4), we incorporated this learning by removing the visual treatment of the two streams and introducing a prominent toggle (Patient and Team and Team Only) in the compose message box prompting HCPs to make a selection at the time of posting the message. Once posted, any message for HCPs only is distinguished by an icon. The reply message is by default an HCP Team Only message unless Patient and Team is actively selected in the toggle.

Figure 3. Medium-fidelity prototype of health care provider view with two message streams distinguished by visual treatment. Scenario and mock-up based on actual patient case.
Objective 2: Qualitative Analysis of Usability Testing

Analysis of usability testing transcripts found that the concept of open messaging between the team and patient and caregiver was new to participants across all user groups. In both the medium- and high-fidelity prototype cycles of usability testing, the vast majority expressed the need for a separate space for HCP communication within the Patient Loop, with only a few participants concerned that this would disenfranchise patients and caregivers.

Those who expressed a need for a separate space for HCP communication had two main reasons. First, HCPs may communicate more freely and efficiently if patients are not part of the conversation.

In a Team Only circumstance, you can probably say things in a little bit more free-form or with less restraint. And that’s partly because you need to be that frank. You need to say listen, this is very worrisome, don’t know what to say to mom, let’s have a conversation about this and this is where that Team Only option is good. [HCP #1, CMC]

Theoretically, I buy into the idea that the patient should be part of everything. But it really does change what you’re able to put in the message. So, in the real world, when you’re really in a hurry, and you really want to get some stuff out there, you might not be able to. [HCP #2, adult cancer]
And we’re not necessarily accustomed to talking to other health professionals with the patient aware of every word that’s said or the way it’s said or the way it could easily be misinterpreted . . . those kinds of things. [HCP #3, adult cancer]

Second, messages could contain information that causes confusion or anxiety for patients and caregivers. For example, patients and caregivers may experience confusion after viewing a message about a preliminary stage of planning.

If it’s something that is in very preliminary discussion and it’s not a possibility but it’s a thought, I probably would not wanna be privy to that. [Patient #1, AYAC]

... it would be beneficial for the doctors to talk amongst themselves before they give you an answer that might mislead you to [think] something else . . . [Patient #2, AYAC]

You don’t necessarily want to hear everything that the doctors are discussing . . . You want to hear the end discussion, you don’t want to be more confused. [Caregiver #1, CMC]

In circumstances where you want to have an internal conversation about consultation and you’re not really sure what the plan is and it’s not necessarily for the family to know because the family typically wants to know what the plan is. They don’t necessarily want to be part of the particulars around the plan . . . [HCP #1, CMC]

In addition, patients and caregivers may experience anxiety if messages contain new information about their disease or treatment.

Well, this [the message stream in Loop] is very detailed about what happened and how it went and I think if a patient is willing to read all this, is comfortable reading that, it is good. But what if a patient is not comfortable reading whatever details there are and how bad it is? [Caregiver #2, adult cancer]

... It’s not saying that the patient is not going to get it, but there’s a way to disclose that information where the patient could have some family there and instead of doing it this way, where they might just get it as an email. It’s so much more impersonal than actually sitting down and having a conversation. [HCP #4, AYAC]

So, if it’s only a medical [term] that she’s unlikely to understand, or might get freaked out about. [HCP #5, adult cancer]

... there are some times where you’re in a formative stage and it’s not probably to the patient’s interest to talk about really what’s his prognosis and have we determined that, before I say it to him. [HCP #6, adult cancer]

These perspectives supporting a separate communication space for HCPs based on protection of the patient and efficiency for the HCP should be considered in light of the few divergent perspectives favoring all communication be open to patients and caregivers.

I understand both sides being health care people want to talk about health care issues. And if you’re talking about how to disclose a diagnosis to a patient, you can’t have the patient reading that. At the same time, I think that [separate views] makes this a health care provider–favored tool rather than a patient-favored tool. [HCP #7, CMC]

... so the only thing I’m questioning with this is whether it should go to the patient, but . . . I’m assuming the point of it all is, that’s why I’m just trying to . . . I was just sort of struggling with how to phrase it. [Pause] . . . because it’s such a sensitive issue but then . . . I mean I think it should because it’s obviously a team issue that the patient’s brought forward. And I assume that part of this is to be completely transparent. Is that to have all discussions and that for the patient to know . . . what team members are saying . . . that there’s a transparency to it. [HCP #8, AYAC]

Patients, caregivers, and HCPs all believe that there are different considerations, conventions, and language governing conversations between HCPs versus those between HCPs and patients. The challenge for Loop is how to best weave these conversations in one platform, respecting the prevailing perspectives but keeping true to the aim of changing the status quo as it relates to patient engagement.

Discussion

Principal Findings

This paper describes the perspectives of patients, caregivers, and HCPs on an HCP-only communication space within a patient’s secure communication space. All user groups, including patients and caregivers, support HCP-only communication. Usability testing informed the design of this partition in successive prototypes. The overall program of research has explored this core concept as well. At inception, the team had an idea that open communication, where all messages were visible to the patient and the entire professional team, would democratize communication and mitigate the hierarchies that exist in health care. Consistent with prior ethnographic work, usability testing showed that almost all end-users including patients and caregivers endorsed a separate HCP message view. The challenge in Loop is that it must serve the communication needs of all its user groups: patients, caregivers, and HCPs. Loop must be able to accommodate the different considerations that govern communication between HCPs versus communication between patients and HCPs. At the same time, it must provide the flexibility to engage patients in their plan of care. We found similar perspectives reflected in the literature. While patients want to be engaged in health care decisions, they trust their clinicians to have the knowledge and skills to arrive at and propose appropriate options for care [52]. Patients want to be engaged in the decision-making process according to their preferences for receiving communication [53]. In Loop, this preference can be accommodated within each team. Each Patient
Loop is expected to be a self-regulating microenvironment based on the characteristics, context, and behavior of team members. It is expected that team agreements and roles will change and evolve over time through interactions in Loop.

Although the data from pilot testing in real-world teams will be the focus of a subsequent paper, preliminary results suggest that the majority of messages exchanged are between patients and HCPs and therefore are in the open Patient and Team view. This illustrates the need for phases of evaluation of implementation and effectiveness that we are currently conducting. Our sequential approach to evaluation is supported by two reviews of health information technology used to facilitate communication; both call for evaluation that uses methodological standards such as the Medical Research Council framework [54,55]. Additionally, a 2015 scoping review of information and communication technology (ICT) supports our UCD approach [54]; only 6% of 350 studies identified for inclusion evaluated usability of the tool to any degree. The authors of the review point out the need for usability testing: “This is disturbing since usability is an important factor for the acceptability of ICT by its users, and the lack of attention paid to usability in the reviewed studies indicates that there would be much to be gained from this” [54].

Limitations
One limitation of expert and user feedback is that end-users may not know what they need until using a system in practice [56]. Additionally, end-users often have wish lists that are specific to their context, which make contradictory demands on the system and make it less usable for other end-users [57]. Therefore, we analyzed and prioritized the feedback in a group with clinical, research, development, and design representation. Usability testing in a lab or simulated setting does not allow for evaluation of how a system would be used in a real-world setting and how it fits into workflow. This will be tested in subsequent phases of our research.

The sample may be biased toward individuals who were more engaged, favorably disposed to technology, and functionally capable. We will need to address the challenge of accessibility, adoption, and scaling in the next phase of the work.

Comparison With Prior Work
We found no studies examining the issue of separate message views for patients and HCPs in a team-based communication system. In addition to the studies on patient-physician communication referenced previously [52,53], there is a body of literature that examines the perceived benefits and concerns associated with bedside rounds conducted in the presence of the patient and caregiver [58]. Grzyb et al [43] surveyed parents of children admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit and medical trainees who rotated through the unit to solicit views on parents being in attendance at rounds. Stickney et al [44] interviewed parents of children admitted to an intensive care unit and HCPs (nurse, residents, fellows, and attending intensive care unit physicians) about parents’ and providers’ goals and expectations for participation in morning rounds. Our findings echo the findings in these papers: HCPs did not like discussing unfavorable prognoses in front of parents and felt that discussion among providers was inhibited. They worried about information being misinterpreted and a “negative emotional response to unwelcome news” and felt that parents attending rounds made for longer rounds [44]. Parents had polarized views on whether they should be given bad news during rounds, felt it might be upsetting to hear health care providers express uncertainty about their child’s condition or treatment [43], and were concerned about being confused by the technical nature of the discussion [44]. Parents felt more included in their child’s care when they were present for bedside rounds [44].

There are only a handful of systems like Loop (ie, tools for cross-sectoral collaboration with team-based communication as their focus) in use today. The application of networking technologies to communication in health care is an emerging field. As Bates states in a recent article: “If organizations want to succeed in improving quality and reducing costs, providing better care coordination is one of the most important keys. However, the electronic health records of today do not yet truly enable care coordination. Even the leading US organizations in care coordination do not yet have robust electronic tools for doing this—making this a key frontier for clinical informatics” [38].

Any intervention developed for the purpose of clinical communication about the patient and involving the patient must be patient-centered. The 2015 scoping review of ICT states that “hardly any of the interventions could be regarded as 'fully person-centered care' (PCC) meeting the 3 routines of initiating the partnership (patient narratives), working the partnership (shared decision making), and safeguarding the partnership (documenting the narrative)” [54]. Loop facilitates each of these processes. Its authors further state that “shared decision making, personal information sharing, and setting up a care plan enabled by ICT seem to be relatively new” [54].

In describing a system like Loop, it is important to address the question of feasibility. We acknowledge that the problem of poor communication is not just a technology problem. Implementing Loop requires considering the characteristics of individuals, organizations, incentives, and policies. At the individual level, HCPs fear a tsunami of electronic messages or an erosion of the rules that have traditionally governed patient and HCP communication. Evidence from prior studies and our pilot testing of Loop itself does not show the overall volume of messages to be increased with the introduction of electronic communication [23,24]. However, there is no denying that Loop challenges the system to rethink the role of the patient and how HCPs communicate.

On the organizational and health system level, the accountability and payment incentive systems are often based on organizationally defined objectives. Coordination is not adequately compensated, posing an existential challenge to Loop. However, regardless of incentives, many HCPs spend a significant portion of their time chasing information and connecting with people to deliver safe, quality care. If Loop can save time in doing these tasks, the impact is obvious.

On a policy level, scaling Loop must consider complexities related to ownership of the system, privacy, data sharing, and regulatory approval. In a system organized in silos of funding,
the method of payment for a cross-organizational tool like Loop is unclear. A broad coalition of partners is necessary for a collaborative project but difficult to translate into an effective governance and payment model.

Conclusions
The development process of Loop shows the importance of grounding eHealth systems in clinical practice and patient experiences. Only through a robust research and UCD process is it possible to identify underlying issues and constraints. The core concept of open versus private communication evolved from the initial vision for open communication to partitioning the space to create an HCP-only view based on user perspectives and the preliminary pilot testing showing that open communication is predominantly being used. This demonstrates that the next phase of a clinical trial of Loop is a critical step in validation of the UCD. In the trial, we will evaluate whether the functionalities that emerged through our approach so far translate as intended in clinical practice and patient experience of Loop.
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Abstract

Despite growing interest in the promise of e-mental and well-being interventions, little supporting literature exists to guide their design and the evaluation of their effectiveness. Both participatory design (PD) and design thinking (DT) have emerged as approaches that hold significant potential for supporting design in this space. Each approach is difficult to definitively circumscribe, and as such has been enacted as a process, a mind-set, specific practices/techniques, or a combination thereof. At its core, however, PD is a design research tradition that emphasizes egalitarian partnerships with end users. In contrast, DT is in the process of becoming a management concept tied to innovation with strong roots in business and education. From a health researcher viewpoint, while PD can be reduced to a number of replicable stages that involve particular methods, techniques, and outputs, projects often take vastly different forms and effective PD projects and practice have traditionally required technology-specific (eg, computer science) and domain-specific (eg, an application domain, such as patient support services) knowledge. In contrast, DT offers a practical off-the-shelf toolkit of approaches that at face value have more potential to have a quick impact and be successfully applied by novice practitioners (and those looking to include a more human-centered focus in their work). Via 2 case studies we explore the continuum of similarities and differences between PD and DT in order to provide an initial recommendation for what health researchers might reasonably expect from each in terms of process and outcome in the design of e-mental health interventions.

\textit{(JMIR Human Factors 2016;3(1):e4)} doi:10.2196/humanfactors.4336
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Introduction

In light of recent reports that there are almost as many mobile phone subscriptions (6.8 billion) as there are people on Earth (7 billion) [1], more humans are connected and have access to a wide range of information and services than ever before. In the context of this “increased access to information” the promise of the Internet and digital technologies is especially powerful in the prevention and treatment of mental health conditions, an area that has been historically impeded by issues of stigma and misinformation as well as disease-specific, geographical, and financial barriers to help-seeking and service engagement [2-5]. Despite growing interest in the promise of e-mental health preventive/treatment interventions, little supporting literature exists to guide their design and the evaluation of their effectiveness [6-8].

In line with an extensive literature on consumer participation in health care and mental health care more broadly [9-16], human-centered design processes have been identified as a method or set of techniques that assist with good design [17-22]. Both participatory design (PD) and design thinking (DT) have emerged as approaches that hold significant potential for supporting the design of technology-based youth e-mental health and well-being interventions [8,20,21-26]. For example, large-scale PD is embedded within Young and Well Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) [20,27] practice. The CRC combines end-user engagement and youth participation to “explore and understand the role of new and emerging technologies in the lives of young people” [28]. This paper provides a brief background of the evolution DT and PD, where differences in politics and agenda are explored. We then discuss the applicability of PD and DT to design of e-mental health interventions, particularly in the context of application by novice researcher/practitioners. Finally, we present 2 case studies and highlight similarities and differences in process and outcome, mind-set, and emphasis and draw learnings from each to inform design of e-mental health interventions.

Participatory Design in Brief

PD practice has its earliest roots in Scandinavia where it was employed by computer scientists and systems designers initially in industrial workplaces to preserve the autonomy of employees facing significant changes to the organization of their work due to the introduction of new technologies. In this instance, improved outcomes were achieved due to the context-sensitive and future-oriented approach to the design of technological solutions developed by PD practitioners and the methods they used to involve workers in design [29-31]. A fundamental underpinning of Scandinavian PD was democratic participation in proposed changes to work and skill enhancement for workers [31]. One of the reasons PD gained international recognition was that a number of the early and archetypal examples of PD generated far-sighted and innovative solutions. (For example, the graphical user interface that was generated through the UTOPIA project in the early 1980s was clearly ahead of its time.) The methods of end user participation that were developed and shared out of these projects became adopted elsewhere as pathways to innovation—new means of designing successful and user-friendly systems. This gave rise to other more commercial (and less political) forms of PD, particularly in North America, where usability of software and products replaced the focus on workplace democracy [32].

In this Scandinavian context, the practice of PD was characterized by a 3-stage iterative design process aimed at unlocking a users’ tacit knowledge: (1) exploration of work; (2) discovery processes; and (3) prototyping. Each of these stages was organized and enacted with users [29]. More recently, variations of PD have been used in a range of contexts for a variety of purposes, with each implementation variably drawing on aspects of its practice (eg, applying PD as a general mind-set for design, or as a method, or adopting individual PD activities as design techniques [33]). PD, or “co-design” as it is called in its broad application, is now practiced within local communities, in companies and organizations, and between companies/organizations and their business partners and/or customers to tackle complex problems and promote innovation and user-centered design [33]. Increasingly PD has been employed in non-workplace contexts [34] by researchers without specific technical or design training as a means of improving the consumer experience in the design of new health interventions [20]. However, there is as yet little evidence as to whether these kinds of consumer participation in the design of new services succeed in improving the efficacy, implementation, and uptake of technology-based interventions [8].

Design Thinking in Brief

Broadly speaking, DT is a term that refers to what designers and design researchers know about successful design processes (the first Design Thinking Research Symposium was held in 1991) [35-37]. In the past decade, however, it has become a term of reference for the mind-set, practices, and methods for generating innovative solutions, taking its starting point from ordinary people’s needs. Popularized by prominent design companies such as IDEO, DT has emerged as an articulation of a commercially successful human-centered design process. DT has been defined as “user-centered innovation with a focus on desirability” [38]. And, like PD, it emphasizes participation with and empathy toward users. Increasingly DT has influenced health care design, as well as delivery and training of the workforce [39-44].

DT reinforces the importance of multidisciplinary teams and their ability to generate a diversity of ideas. To harness the best ideas and output, team members are guided by an empathetic mind-set and methods, along with domain-specific knowledge. Naturally, this requires high levels of interpersonal communication. DT’s collaborative mind-set is underpinned by a bias toward action, which reinforces quick-and-dirty prototyping and a fail-early-and-often mentality [39,45]. DT is marketed for its ability to be successfully applied by novice practitioners using practical off-the-shelf toolkit [46,47]. DT is often associated with innovation as it attempts to uncover unidentified or unknown needs and offers a specific (and more prescriptive) way forward for the development of interventions that move beyond basic translation of paper-based processes and interventions onto a technology-based platform [33,45,48]. The Stanford d.School Bootcamp Bootleg is one of many...
available toolkits and is characterized by 5 design modes: empathize, define, ideate, prototype, and test [47]. Unsurprisingly, these modes neatly overlay the stages, or frameworks, proposed in traditional PD research [20,29]. The design-focused methods and mind-set, detailed in a resource such as the d.School Bootcamp Bootleg, provide an explicit and accessible method for health researchers to become exposed to a design mind-set and the possibility to innovate in circumstances that may be characterized as including incomplete or confusing information, which is often the starting point for intervention researchers.

PD and DT in Health Care

If consumer involvement and/or a human-centered process is rightfully considered to be a part of good intervention design, then it is imperative to develop standards for and document cases of best practice. Hagen et al suggest a framework and techniques/methods for application of PD in a youth mental health intervention design context [20]. The guide articulates possible ways of integrating PD with more traditional evidence-based health research. The same adaptation work has not yet been done with respect to DT. Currently, the notion of applying a set of management processes developed in a commercial business and consulting context to sensitive fields such as youth mental health remains insufficiently interrogated with respect to benefit, risk, and applicability. For example, DT privileges in situ observation of end users to gain knowledge of subjective experience and insights for design. Privacy, confidentiality, and risk concerns make this type of brief observational engagement (by nonmental-health professionals) difficult to achieve in practice.

While the Hagen et al [20] PD framework is practical and accessible, it is unlikely that lay (nontechnical or nondesign) or inexperienced PD researchers would have the specific skill sets necessary to proficiently drive an iterative design process. This skill set in this area of research is particularly important when considering the predominantly consumerist rationale (ie, creating usable, effective, and efficient interventions) cited for employing participatory processes [8]. Sanders’ research has argued that the application of PD as a mind-set to guide predesign, discovery, and design initiatives “is best executed by very experienced research practitioners or by young, intuitive practitioners” [33]. This suggests that in the hands of lay and/or inexperienced researchers, PD may risk losing some of its power to create innovative solutions to future problems. This argument suggests a set of learnings and experiences that are tacit in the PD designer-researcher. It is worth emphasizing that while many of the staple PD methods (such as future workshops) appear easy enough to grasp, organize, and conduct, there is a great deal of skill that is required to successfully facilitate them. There is an important distinction between (1) the kinds of tools, processes, and methods used and (2) the mind-set underlying the approach taken. This raises questions around who is best placed to conduct the research and the kinds of interdisciplinary collaborations necessary for successful application of PD in health research contexts.

In contrast, the DT toolkits actively promote, and are arguably intended for, use by novice practitioners. For example, the method cards of a DT resource such as the Stanford d.School Bootcamp Bootleg [47] are deliberately specific in nature and are promoted in such way as to encourage wide dissemination and use. While this may be appealing for inexperienced researchers wishing to adapt design and innovation methods to e-mental health intervention design, it remains unknown just how effective they are in delivering on their promise of scaffolding novice practitioners through a successful design project. The lure of greater innovation in health care, as promised by the DT toolkits, is strong; the requisite skill and practice, however, involved in leading a DT project should not be underestimated, a point clearly highlighted in the following case study.

Case Studies

Beyond the obvious differences in their respective agendas and politics, articulating universal or consistent distinctions between PD and DT practice can be difficult because their similarities are numerous. Both can be categorized under the umbrella term “human-centered design” and are linked to social innovation; collaborative, inclusive, and multidisciplinary practice; and iterative prototyping [31,45,49]. Moreover, DT and PD employ many of the same methods/techniques; for example, they both draw heavily from ethnographic fieldwork methods in their use of interviewing and observation and from design disciplines such as interaction design with techniques such as personas and scenarios [47,50]. Despite these macro similarities, subtle distinctions between the 2 do exist. These distinctions are best made obvious in their practical application; therefore, we present a case study of each to draw these out with the aim of better understanding their applicability to e-mental health and well-being intervention design.

The first case study describes a service design project carried out by an in-house design team at Kaiser Permanente, an American health care provider [51]. Kaiser Permanente is well known for its commitment to innovation and large-scale organizational application of DT [52]. The current case study describes use of DT in redesign of an initial DT service innovation—the Nurse Knowledge Exchange (NKE). This strategy aimed to improve nursing communication and handover (between shifts) in the organization’s hospitals. It did this by moving handovers at shift change from the employee breakroom to the patient bedside—a specific example of the type of innovation possible in application of DT. Five years later, the design team was tasked with the redesign of the NKE strategy due to incomplete and inconsistent uptake throughout the organization’s hospitals.

In their revision of NKE, Lin et al [51] describe a typical DT cycle—observing and interviewing followed by idea generation/design sessions, prototyping, and field testing. The process, as in most applications of DT, was rapid and expert-led (ie, controlled from start to finish by the design team), and it called on end users, which included staff from all organizational levels but no patients, for contributions at various stages—particularly during interviewing/observing and field testing. The end result was NKEplus.

The authors described heavy resistance to implementation of the NKEplus strategy outside the pilot site, which they attributed
to skepticism in understanding exactly where the solutions that underpinned NKEplus originated. Lin and colleagues believed nurses throughout Kaiser Permanente’s hospitals did not see the need for change to their current handover practice and therefore had not bought into the NKEplus strategy. Lin et al [51] highlight that, in their organization, DT-based innovations and change are normally coupled with training support and formal changes to work roles and position descriptions. The rest of the case study details re-implementation of NKEplus, a process that resulted in higher uptake and buy-in for NKEplus organizationwide. This (ultimately more successful) re-implementation process shares a number of similarities with the PD case study, thus 2 case studies are described in parallel in the following section.

The second case study investigates adaptation of PD to a health context. Specifically, it concerns design of an eHealth portal to assist patients undergoing treatment for weight loss [53]. In contrast to the designer-led NKE redesign described above, the authors characterize the process as a design partnership with end users (which in this case were health care professionals and their patients). Moreover, as compared to the DT example, the PD design process took place in a research, not service, context that is typical of their respective applications.

As far as can be determined from the article, Das and Svanaes [53] began the project with a preconceived idea that an eHealth solution could assist patients undergoing weight loss treatment (similar to the DT example in which the overall aim was to improve nursing communication and handovers). Where the process differs from the DT example is that, as per the authors’ description, the actual design ideas came from the end users in future workshops that are typical of traditional PD practice. The health care professionals and patients who attended the future design workshops acknowledged the need for support in their treatment via self-help (e.g., educational materials, reminders, asynchronous communication between provider and patient, etc) and suggested the possibility of an eHealth portal, which informed the prototypes that were presented to end users in subsequent workshops. The authors also investigated the differing priorities for various end users in the eventual design solution. Moreover, when an existing platform was presented to end users as a possible design solution, it was deemed insufficient and the researchers commissioned the custom build of a product that would meet end users’ requirements. This process took a year to complete, which amounts to a much longer timeframe compared to the rapid DT process described above.

In their second attempt to implement the NKEplus strategy, Lin et al [51] employed a more participatory version of DT via a “soft start” implementation process that made space for end user customization of the strategy. In contrast to initial implementation, the soft-start implementation was characterized by participation with “everyone on the same level conversing as peers” in the process. It also highlighted the fail-early-and-often mentality of DT, observable in the quick-and-dirty approach to trialing end-user-generated new ideas. Importantly, the authors ceded control over the solutions developed to the participants; for example, when participants raised concerns or criticisms with the proposed changes (or addressed them to the facilitators), the authors responded by asking the other participants to present how they would recommend that the issue be handled. In this respect, there is a clear priority of the process and quality of participation over specific details of the design outcome. The end result, however, was greater buy-in, more compliance, and improved outcomes for their hospitals. Like the PD case study, this process took significantly longer and, arguably, represented a more realistic process for changing long-standing ways of working (see also Carlgren [52]). The authors note that other teams using DT in their work at Kaiser Permanente had experienced similar disengagement, where the innovations lacked sustainability in sites outside the origin of development. Lin et al [51] note the need for the design to arise out of end users’ own concerns, which arguably is the central tenant of DT.

While the Das and Svanaes PD project [53] involved a limited number of end users, there was transparency in the origin of design ideas. The DT and PD teams began with similar processes (e.g., interviews, observations) but then diverged, with the PD researchers working with end users in idea generation whereas the DT team did this internally. We are unable, however, to determine whether the more participatory process employed by Das and Svanaes resulted in greater uptake and buy-in by end users with the final implementation; as with much research in PD, the focus of the paper is on how the methods of participation they used elicited valuable insights for design rather than the success of the resulting system in use.

Discussion

The Lin et al [51] case study highlights that DT approaches can be employed in ways that limit the participation of non-designers to expert informants of the contexts of use, or evaluators of ideas, that have been generated through the process. This traditional, less participatory application of DT appears more likely to encounter difficulties and/or resistance in a health care context. The case study contains clear lessons for design of e-mental health and well-being interventions, many of which will be implemented in organizational contexts. Design solutions not generated with end users themselves are more likely to fail, a notion that receives support elsewhere in the literature [38,54]. The manner and method in which design ideas are introduced, discussed, and progressed requires careful consideration for technology design in mental health, a context that is principally composed of highly educated and experienced health professionals who are afforded considerable autonomy in their daily work. Modern application of PD in health intervention research leverages professional and consumer expertise to collaboratively achieve good design outcomes. Its egalitarian mind-set and process may be better suited to mental health professionals who regularly rely on their clinical judgement and expertise in high risk, complex situations. Drawing from and appreciating this experience through meaningful collaboration, as demonstrated in the Das and Svanaes [53] PD project and the more inclusive process of the NKEplus redesign, is likely to yield greater uptake and longevity of research outputs in context. This claim is supported by Lin et al who, along with other DT experts in their organization, report experiencing
ongoing difficulties with bedding down change initiatives that result from traditional expert-led application of DT methods.

One may ask, in promotion and practice of traditional DT methods, are we unhelpfully replacing one expert-led model in health research with another? The difficulty experienced by the DT teams throughout Kaiser Permanente highlight potential inherent limitations in the DT methods for a health care context and the level of experience required for effective practice (or adaptation) of them. The highly experienced team that led this project reported many problems with generating long-term change as a result of the innovation that came out of their DT cycle(s). Furthermore, in selecting the case study for this paper, DT projects in a health care context were scarce and novice-led DT projects were nonexistent. In light of these findings, the claims of novice user uptake of DT seem optimistic at best.

The Das and Svanaes [53] project demonstrates the value of PD for buy-in and uptake of interventions; however, the traditional focus on process over outcome in PD research leaves unresolved questions around its utility as a methodology for intervention design, development, and implementation. From a non-design specialist perspective, the Das and Svanaes paper [51] clearly articulated their methods and techniques, however, the method cards in the DT toolkits more clearly articulate the designer skill set (ie, the tacit mind-sets and capabilities or what to look for and why). For example, the d.School Bootcamp Bootleg [47] articulates mind-sets and behaviors, particularly around empathy and quick-and-dirty prototyping (and show don’t tell), which may combine nicely with the participatory, egalitarian elements of PD. In the absence of these designerly mind-sets, it is likely that the early interview and observation work could miss the design perspective and end up an ethnographic study. This is problematic as, while this phase of the design cycle possesses an ethnographic-like quality in that it attempts to better understand existing workflows, circumstances, and people’s subjective experience, it should also elicit data around tensions, contradictions, and opportunities for design—crucial design elements that may be overlooked with a purely ethnographic mind-set.

Conclusions

The very clear articulation of mind-set (and output expected from a particular method/technique) in the DT toolkits (such as the progression from empathize to point-of-view to ideate in the early stages of a DT project) provide clarity and design direction for the ethnographic and observational components of design projects. Much can be learned from this approach in health intervention design research and the value of ongoing dialogue and collaboration between health and design research disciplines in this space should not be underestimated. As discussed in the introduction, however, access to mental health workplaces for observation is not an easily negotiated proposition. In comparison to DT, the more integrated nature, and egalitarian purpose, of PD projects supports greater opportunities for meaningful collaboration between research and clinical practice. If the mental health workforce can see the value of the project (because they have played key roles in its origin), research projects stand a greater chance of accessing the individuals and environments they require for intervention design.

We might also note in conclusion that there is a sentiment within the design research community that the notion of design thinking is in danger of being superficially reduced to a toolbox of easy-to-apply methods that appear to offer recipe-like solutions to a vast range of complex problems. This is a serious concern, and it is worth pointing out that the curricula of most studio-based design programs in higher education neither contain nor resemble what has become visible as design thinking. The existence of resources like Stanford’s d.School Bootcamp Bootleg, a suite of methods that are freely distributed and packaged in step-by-step instructions is, we believe, a generous gift to the community at large. But their value in application to new and complex spaces (mental health services being our foremost concern in this paper) must be tied to the mind-set in which they are employed. In this domain, such a mind-set ought to draw from both studio-based design disciplines that have given rise to design thinking and from the social and ethical imperatives of participatory design. From design thinking disciplines, such a mind-set incorporates an appreciation of the nature of design as an exploratory, iterative, uncertain, and social form of inquiry (and synthesis) that is never perfect and never quite finished. This understanding of design practice is articulated well in Schön [55]. From participatory design disciplines, the mind-set involves an appreciation that good design emerges from thoughtful and humble facilitation, that participants need to be given the opportunity to take multiple and active roles in all aspects of design, and that shared ownership over proposals for change can be a more valuable form of innovation than technological novelty and disruption. If the design object and/or outcomes require widespread organizational uptake, handing over control of the design process (as in PD) in appreciation of this context can be just as important as the eventual product in generating (and managing) the change.

We in the e-mental health research community must debate and reflect on exactly what we are trying to achieve through the adoption of DT or PD in our work. Do we seek to incorporate new and potentially disruptive ways of working because they are freely available and promise (narrowly defined ideas of) innovation? Or are we in pursuit of methods and interventions that privilege the needs, voice, and contribution of health consumers and professionals? Moreover, from an ethical and moral perspective, egalitarian ways of working such as those exemplified by PD also represent a promising opportunity to redress the legacy of consumer disempowerment in mental health.
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Abstract

Usability testing allows human factors professionals to identify and mitigate issues with the design and use of medical technology. The test results, however, can be paradoxical and therefore be misinterpreted, limiting their usefulness. The paradoxical findings can lead to products that are not aligned with the needs and constraints of their users. We herein report on our observations of the paradox of expertise, the paradox of preference versus performance, and the paradox of choice. Each paradox explored is in the perspective of the design of medical technology, the issues that need to be considered in the interpretation of the test results, as well as suggestions on how to avoid the pitfalls in the design of medical technology. Because these paradoxes can influence product design at various stages of product development, it is important to be aware of the effects to interpret the findings properly.

Introduction

Usability testing is of prime importance in evaluating technology designs. Usability testing can be a powerful tool to validate a design, while equally being useful at identifying flaws. However, when confronted with paradoxical findings, designers and engineers are often left in turmoil over the challenges of interpreting usability test results.

Usability testing as a scientific method is still subject to the limitations of being mostly based on subjective, qualitative evaluations [1]. The data collected during the testing process highly rely on the experience of the experimenter [2], how the experimenter interacts with the participants [3], and the individuals participating in the study [4]. If testing is not done according to established norms of qualitative research, the process ultimately has the potential to result in erroneous findings.

At times, the process of usability testing can also result in some surprising, contradictory, and often-paradoxical findings that may leave human factors professionals (HFPs) perplexed. Only when these paradoxical findings are explained and properly understood by the HFPs can the findings be properly interpreted and the value of the testing be derived in the iterative development process.

In the past decade, hundreds of products have been tested in the usability labs at Toronto General Hospital, part of the University Health Network. During that time, HFPs have routinely identified paradoxical findings on usability tests, which at times, could have led to misinterpretations and erroneous conclusions that in turn could have negatively affected product design.
In this paper, we will explore three paradoxes of health technology design that can confound and mislead both designers and engineers in developing health technologies. These were the most prominent paradoxes identified over the years and the three that could have the most negative impact on design if not accounted for during the evaluations.

The Paradoxes

The Paradox of Expertise: “Do As I Do, Not As I Say”

An iterative, user-centered design (UCD) process of health technology, analogous to any product development, focuses on the use of expert knowledge to identify the requirements, constraints, and features to be included in the final product. Subject-matter experts (nurses, physicians, allied health professionals, among other care providers and patients) are involved in the early stages of product development through interviews and focus groups. Their feedback forms the basis of system’s specifications [5-7]. These experts are integrated into the design process because they are considered to bring domain knowledge that is otherwise not available to the design team.

Consequently, as experts, their interactions with the medical technology under development are influenced by their extensive knowledge and well-aligned, mature mental models [8,9]. According to Rasmussen’s Skills, Rules, and Knowledge framework—which describes why operators with varied levels of expertise and training will behave differently and have distinct psychological processes—these interactions are not necessarily shared by all individuals. These interactions present a unique and refined view of how the expert subset of users interprets the work domain and the interaction with the system [10].

The main premise is that experts will offer greater knowledge in defining product requirements, defining workflows, etc. However, the issue with this approach is that the health technology being developed now reflects only the interactions and constraints of a small percentage of the total users (often, only expert users) who will be interacting with it. The finely tuned mental models of expert individuals are not shared by the majority of the less-experienced users, as described by Hmelo-Silver and Pfeffer [11]. Consequently, the final evaluation only provides a partial view of product specifications because these expert users can have significantly different needs from the health technology being developed. In addition, expert users may have mature mental models that can result in users using shortcuts when interacting with the medical technology and consequently missing important issues with the design. As a result, product specifications identified by experts might significantly differ from the needs of the larger majority of users of the technology.

Some aspects of user interaction design of the system might be left out as a result of the inputs from experts, as their cognitive pathways have allowed them to bypass those components of the workflow. As described by Firesmith [12], “subject matter experts who specify requirements often take certain information for granted and omit it, even though it is not obvious to other stakeholders of the requirement” (p 79). This is the essence of the paradox of expertise. In the same direction, the use of expert knowledge can also result in lack of innovation, as experts are usually locked in their own ways, and may demonstrate resistance to innovation.

In our own practice, it has also been observed that there is a very sharp inconsistency and incompleteness between the verbal description of the work performed by experts and how they actually perform their work in the field. This is in alignment with what was discussed by Benner [9] in a previous work where she identifies the difficulty of gathering data from experts and how these expert individuals usually use cognitive shortcuts that they are often not aware of [6,10]. Because their actions and decisions are highly rooted on skill-based behaviors [10], expert’s descriptions of the work might be simplistic as they do not fully perceive the wide range of constraints that affect their work. Ultimately, this can potentially lead to distorted representations of the work domain.

The gap between description and performance reinforces the importance of using other ethnographic tools such as in situ observations as part of the requirements gathering and design process as shown in Figure 1 [6,7]. These methods would allow designers to analyze the work domain in situ and gather data without the bias of an expert’s limitation. In the requirements gathering stage, designers must ensure that they avoid a distorted representation of the workflow, feature set, and other specifications. It would only be through direct observation that designers could fully comprehend the domain and properly incorporate constraints and requirements into the system.

When designing for complex systems, the lack of complete understanding of the domain can result in a flat information architecture design that leads to a crowded, seemingly complex user interface. Because the designer does not have complete insights into what is important to the user, the final design often lacks the necessary hierarchy of information or functionality that maps to the users’ mental model.

For example, in the radiation therapy domain [13], only through proper ethnography were the authors able to identify that the checking procedures during radiation therapy were often skipped because the task was too complex, time consuming, or distractions happened [13]. When asked, professionals would normally state that all checks had been performed. As such, it was necessary for the researchers to be present while tasks were being performed to identify that the skipping had actually happened. This demonstrates that it was only through direct observation that researchers were able to understand the real issues and identify ways to address them. This is a good example of the paradox of expertise, where it was important to rely on observed data rather than on verbal reports [13].

The original architecture provided users with the necessary information for the checks, but this information was spread across multiple screens without any logical structure. The authors brought forward items that were previously buried in the interface and difficult for users to locate. By reorganizing the information architecture and through forcing functions in the form of simplified automated checklists, the authors were able to significantly improve the checking process and patient safety. The new interface, when compared with the original
one, showed improved error detection rates and high user satisfaction [13].

Design decisions must be made based on a combination of user-reported data and observed data to ensure that the system is designed for how users actually use it, instead of being designed to how they think they would use it. Although design requirements might be gathered through expert interviews and focus groups, only through the use of observational techniques can designers have a rich understanding of the work domain and the system’s hierarchy of information.

Figure 1. Human factors expert embedded in an operating room environment at University Health Network, gaining a deeper understanding of how clinicians actually work.

The Paradox of Preference Versus Performance: How Could Someone Like Something They Cannot Use?

One would expect that when evaluating two possible designs, users would prefer the design in which they had greater success during testing. Oddly, that is not always the case, leaving the HFPs to conclude that the testing was somehow flawed, or they just disregard that user’s opinion altogether.

How could someone like something they cannot use?

Contrary to these paradoxical findings, Nielsen and Levy [14] described a positive correlation between user preference and user performance showing that, in general, users prefer systems in which they also performed the best. However, the same authors also argue that there are still many cases in which users prefer systems in which they perform worse. Although users are described to prefer situations in which preference and performance align [14,15], we have identified cases over years of product testing to consider these paradoxical findings as a risk.

As design methods have evolved, more approaches have been made available to influence user behavior by making simple changes in the aesthetics of the device or by using a seemingly novel and engaging control interface. New features might drive users to prefer a particular design simply due to increased affinity for that experience.

Powerful persuasive design can be used to guide how users perform certain tasks, influence user interaction, and drive user behavior. Similarly, design techniques can be used to capture users’ attention and persuade them to react positively to a design, which could be flawed or create negative outcomes [16]. Seemingly novel features and a more aesthetically pleasing
design of health technology may drive users’ preference, but these do not necessarily result in better task performance.

In practice at Toronto General Hospital’s usability labs (Figure 2), cases have been observed where the color palette of a device had a greater influence on nursing preference than on its usability. In this case, the observation of the paradox was further reinforced by the novel user interface of a scroll wheel that nurses found interesting and engaging to use, but did not result in successfully completing tasks. User preference, evaluated through questionnaires, demonstrated that nurses preferred the new device design. Observational and performance data, however, showed that their performance was suboptimal. Besides, the new design led to numerous errors, operational difficulties, and failure to complete tasks. The scroll wheel and the color selection corresponded to design features that can become too salient and lead users to preferring a certain device. For that reason, our team ensures that design evaluations not only rely on the self-reported, subjective opinion of the users, but also on the unbiased, direct observation of their performance.

The paradox of preference versus performance described herein demonstrates the potential of design in affecting user preference, sometimes at the expense of the system’s usability. While interpreting the results of such testing, one must be cognizant not to bias his/her conclusion in favor of a design that in the end could be compromised.

**Figure 2.** Usability labs at Toronto General Hospital showing a complete set up of a simulated operating room (including a patient simulator).

**The Paradox of Choice: Less Is Often More**

A number of studies have demonstrated how choice influences our buying decisions, selection of services, and ultimately how choice impacts our lives [17]. Choice consists of a mental decision-making process in which individuals have to judge merits among a range of options available and select one [18,19]. Although rooted in individual cognitive processes, extensive work over the years has been carried out in understanding how to influence choice by manipulating the access to information and how information is presented to individuals, with regard to marketing, interface design, and product design.

Although choice is often praised as being necessary for proper decision making, extreme situations can result in indecision and discomfort [17]. Schwartz [17] describes how excessive choice has impacted us as individuals and collectively as a society. Especially relevant here is his description of situations in which too much choice for individuals can potentially result in conditions in which a user makes poor choices, or no choice at all.

Within a health care perspective, designers can have the misconception that including more features in a product would be beneficial to caregivers and patients, who would now have a wider range of functionality and operational modes to use and more features to tailor their care. The pitfall is that, by including
those additional features, one can lead caregivers to make poor choices, as described by Schwartz [17].

Health care is a highly demanding work environment where caregivers are generally under extreme pressure, which is a perfect situation for excessive choices to become overwhelming and a nuisance at a minimum, and safety hazard at its worst. Adding more choice and options to a single user interface can create uncertainty and distraction to the user. The complexity can create visual noise generated by the new features and cause users to be less efficient, make use errors, and generally provide them with a poorer user experience.

Within a health information technology domain, our teams have observed the effects of the paradox of choice consistently in the design and evaluation of electronic medical record (EMR) systems. To satisfy all possible end users from different specialties and different areas of a health care institution, designers include many features, functions, and information fields on a single user interface. EMR systems are renowned to overload users with choices on a single screen, creating a situation where users struggle to find the necessary information, function, or feature [20,21]. The consequence is that users now have to dig through numerous screens and tabs to find or enter the necessary information, leading to decreased performance, increased frustration, and unnecessary workload. EMR manufacturers have taken a one size-fits all solution that can severely impact the usability of the systems. Hence, EMR manufacturers must be aware of the paradox of choice to design future EMR systems that rely on simplified interfaces that present the user with a limited number of choices, facilitating access to information and reducing load on the user.

We need to be cognizant, however, that health care institutions fail to design their work environment for simplicity of workflow and standardization. Each health care institution prides itself for being unique. Consequently, manufacturers of health care technology have to navigate this complex environment and constantly make critical decisions: design a simple system to the specification of a few organizations or a complex system that fits most organizations? Nonetheless, engineers and designers must be aware of the paradox of choice, as during their effort to create a product that satisfies a greater audience, they may end up with an unusable product, which is often the case in EMR systems. The systemic issue with the lack of standardization must be addressed in the long run to ensure that medical technology can be properly designed to maximize benefits and mitigate usability issues. Health care must strive to harmonize their work environment and policies to increase standardization and consequently, facilitate the design of better technology.

This is not to suggest that only extremely simple systems with basic functionality are viable. A delicate balance needs to be cast where designers should aim for an interface in which users are not overloaded with excessive choices, while being inclusive enough to incorporate necessary features for proper operation of the system for the advanced user. Such systems can only be achieved through a detailed and careful design process that incorporates the needs and constraints of the final users (Figure 3).

**Figure 3.** Usability labs at Toronto General Hospital, where we show the data analysis process through concept mapping and affinity diagrams.

**In the End, What Is Necessary for a Successful Design?**

Usability testing and other HF methods are undoubtedly useful and powerful tools in the design process. However, one needs to be mindful of the pitfalls discussed here when designing systems and when evaluating the data collected through testing, as they may significantly influence the final design of a health technology. The paradoxes described in this article have the potential of skewing the understanding of the work domain and product requirements by presenting the designers with an incomplete and biased perception of the task. To design a product that is in alignment with the needs of its final users, designers must be aware of the paradoxes of expertise, preference versus performance, and choice, to ensure that their effect on product design is controlled or even mitigated.
The lesson to be learned from the paradoxes described in this paper is that to design health technology aligned with the needs of its final users, engineers and manufacturers must incorporate a gamut of UCD methods (Figure 4) in the design process to gain a comprehensive and realistic understanding of the work domain and user constraints. Observational methods such as cognitive walkthroughs and usability testing provide an opportunity to gather information about how users actually use the technology. The data gathered through these two methods can help minimize the impact of the paradox of expertise and the paradox of preference versus performance, allowing designers to focus on tailoring the technology based on unbiased usage data. Other methods such as interviews and concept mapping can be used to address the effects of the paradox of choice, creating opportunities for designers to identify the needs of each health care professional and organize the requirements into a manageable and tailored version of the technology.

A combination of methods is always necessary to ensure that the system being designed aligns with user needs and works toward bridging some of the gaps identified. Only then it is possible to focus on designing simple and tailored health technology that maximizes benefits to the users without overloading them with choice.

Figure 4. Examples of human factors methods used by human factors professionals at the University Health Network for designing and testing medical technology. Starting from the top left, clockwise, we showcase examples of interviews, cognitive walkthroughs, concept mapping, and usability testing.
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Abstract

Background: Research in the fields of human performance technology and human computer interaction are challenging the traditional macro focus of usability testing arguing for methods that help test moderators assess “use in context” (ie, cognitive skills, usability understood over time) and in authentic “real world” settings. Human factors in these complex test scenarios may impact on the quality of usability results being derived yet there is a lack of research detailing moderator experiences in these test environments. Most comparative research has focused on the impact of the physical environment on results, and rarely on how the sociotechnical elements of the test environment affect moderator and test user performance. Improving our understanding of moderator roles and experiences with conducting “real world” usability testing can lead to improved techniques and strategies

Objective: To understand moderator experiences of using Web-conferencing software to conduct remote usability testing of 2 eHealth interventions.

Methods: An exploratory case study approach was used to study 4 moderators’ experiences using Blackboard Collaborate for remote testing sessions of 2 different eHealth interventions. Data collection involved audio-recording iterative cycles of test sessions, collecting summary notes taken by moderators, and conducting 2 90-minute focus groups via teleconference. A direct content analysis with an inductive coding approach was used to explore personal accounts, assess the credibility of data interpretation, and generate consensus on the thematic structure of the results.

Results: Following the convergence of data from the various sources, 3 major themes were identified: (1) moderators experienced and adapted to unpredictable changes in cognitive load during testing; (2) moderators experienced challenges in creating and sustaining social presence and untangling dialogue; and (3) moderators experienced diverse technical demands, but were able to collaboratively troubleshoot with test users.

Conclusions: Results highlight important human-computer interactions and human factor qualities that impact usability testing processes. Moderators need an advanced skill and knowledge set to address the social interaction aspects of Web-based usability testing and technical aspects of conferencing software during test sessions. Findings from moderator-focused studies can inform the design of remote testing platforms and real-time usability evaluation processes that place less cognitive burden on moderators and test users.
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Introduction

Traditional usability testing sessions for Internet-based (ie, eHealth) interventions focus on assessing the effectiveness, efficiency, and learnability of and user satisfaction with the intervention. These test situations typically involve in-person, lab-based, or field sessions [1-3]. While a lab setting allows for more experimental control and collection of various types of data during usability testing, it lacks the realism of a field setting. It also precludes deeper engagement from potential end users offered through field-based moderation. Usability moderators leverage many of the skills qualitative researchers already have (eg, building rapport, probing for clarity, getting below top-of-mind responses). To a large extent, successful usability testing depends on the skills of the person moderating the test, which Dumas and Loring suggest is “easy to do, hard to do well” [4].

Fieldwork that includes remote Web-based moderation is a novel approach to usability testing that could potentially mitigate some of the common problems experienced in lab-setting facilitation (eg, cost of maintaining a lab, less authentic or “real world” use contexts) [5]. However, any challenges experienced in computer-mediated communication between test users and moderator has a direct impact on the quality and accuracy of research findings and subsequent decisions about design. For testing of Internet-based interventions aimed at individuals with medically complex situations (eg, comorbidities, chronic illness, and/or frequent relapse cycles), the moderators’ ability to confidently use tools that help explore and communicate “use in context” experiences are critical to successful design [6].

Technologies that support real-time, remote collaboration have expanded usability testing possibilities to include geographically remote testing through Web-based moderation (eg, Morae and UserZoom remote usability testing platforms). During Web-based usability testing, the moderator and test user can be geographically separated but can still observe, prompt, and respond to questions in real-time. This approach may help to address the study of more complex eHealth interventions and difficulties that can arise from lab-based and other forms of field-testing when target users are: (1) needed from within a certain clinical population that is geographically dispersed; (2) have limitations in functioning and accessibility due to illness, often the reason for which the intervention was developed; and/or (3) are part of at-risk or age-sensitive groups (eg, minors who would be in school during typical “business hours”) that face challenges in travel, time, and cost of attending in-person lab testing [7]. Importantly, studies comparing lab-based testing with remote testing have consistently found no significant difference in usability performance results [8,9].

Web-based usability testing can involve synchronous (ie, moderators and test users are in same place [virtual or physical] at the same time), asynchronous (ie, automated, no real-time interaction), and blended (ie, asynchronous and synchronous) approaches. Remote, synchronous methods are proposed to be useful for usability testing early in the intervention development process. Real-time discussions between the moderator and user can be used to identify usability concerns while prototypes and user interface models are still under development [10] and may potentially save on development costs. While asynchronous, automated methods enable access to large data pools, the reliability of this testing approach has been questioned [11], and it is proposed that this approach may be more time-consuming for the novice tester and result in fewer usability problems being identified [8]. Automated testing methods alone are also not conducive to identifying what Andrezejczak [12] calls the “softer” subjective usability elements (eg, user preferences, misconceptions, underlying values, context variables, motivational attributes, affective attributes) that are better explored through synchronous inquiry methods with a moderator [13].

Web conferencing software packages (eg, GoToMeeting, Cisco WebEx, Microsoft NetMeeting or Lotus Sametime, Blackboard Collaborate, Adobe Connect Pro) are one option for remotely connecting with test users. Although the literature supporting Web-conferencing tools for online collaboration in higher education is extensive [14,15], published research on the use of these tools in moderating usability testing is limited. With the range of functionality provided by these software systems, there is potential to support a diverse range of remote usability session configurations and testing tasks. To date, published research has only begun to explore the role of social environment (ie, individuals present during testing) or the interactions between physical and social environments in usability testing. Study of physical usability test environments suggests that social context plays a substantial role in the quality of usability evaluation results [16,17]. Evaluator effect has been probed by van den Haak and de Jong [18] and interactions between test monitor and test users across multiple in-lab test scenarios were shown to have a significant effect on usability results. The detection of problems and selection of priority usability issues are subject to considerable individual variability [2]. These facets may be equally prominent during Web-based moderation, but there is little research exploring remote usability testing from the moderator’s point of view.

The purpose of this study was to: (1) understand moderator experiences using Web-conferencing software in the context of conducting remote usability testing; (2) compare and contrast moderator experiences using the same Web-conferencing software for 2 different Internet-based eHealth interventions; and (3) highlight important practical human-computer interactions qualities that may impact usability testing processes for other researchers.

http://humanfactors.jmir.org/2016/1/e6/
Methods

Research Design and Usability Testing Context
A single case study approach was used to study the experiences of 4 moderators on 2 projects involving usability testing on eHealth interventions designed and delivered via a “smartsite” software platform called IRIS (intelligent research and intervention software) [19]. This approach allowed for rigorous exploration of the phenomena incorporating multiple perspectives and the dynamism of observations across time and projects [20,21]. Project 1 was an Internet-based anxiety treatment program for adolescents with anxiety disorders. Project 2 was an Internet-based intervention for caregivers of children with fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD). Usability testing was conducted to improve the interventions in terms of the content (ie, therapeutic message, sequence of modules), aesthetics (ie, “look and feel,” appropriateness of images), and IRIS platform functionality (eg, customization abilities, site navigation tools, communication features). Usability testing protocols for both projects were approved by institutional research ethics boards and test users provided informed consent. A comparative summary of usability testing set up for the 2 projects is described in Table 1. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the different usability test scenarios and roles for both projects.

Table 1. Comparison of usability project moderation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol Feature</th>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>Project 1 (Anxiety)</th>
<th>Project 2 (FASD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cycles</td>
<td>Cycle 1</td>
<td>2 (same group of test users for both cycles)</td>
<td>2 (new group of test users in each cycle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of test users per cycle, n</td>
<td>Cycle 1</td>
<td>9 (4 youth, 5 clinicians)</td>
<td>10 (4 caregivers, 6 clinicians/health care professionals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cycle 2</td>
<td>8 (4 youth, 4 clinicians)</td>
<td>8 (4 caregivers, 4 clinicians)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates of session</td>
<td>Cycle 1</td>
<td>June–July 2013</td>
<td>August–September 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cycle 2</td>
<td>September 2013</td>
<td>October–November 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of remote moderators in each session</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to intervention prior to remote usability session</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software version</td>
<td></td>
<td>Blackboard Collaborate 9.7</td>
<td>Blackboard Collaborate 12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average length of usability testing session</td>
<td></td>
<td>133 minutes(^a)</td>
<td>62 minutes(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of moderator(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ontario, Alberta</td>
<td>Nova Scotia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated training time required for moderators to set up usability sessions</td>
<td></td>
<td>40 hours</td>
<td>20 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of test users</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nova Scotia, Alberta, British Columbia</td>
<td>British Columbia, New Brunswick, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Yukon, Ontario, Manitoba, Northwest Territories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderator(s) had prior experience as user in Web conferencing</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderator(s) had prior experience moderating via Web conferencing</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderator(s) had prior experience facilitating usability testing</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderator(s) had prior experience in facilitating research interviews</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)133 minutes=average time for Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 combined \(^b\)62 minutes=average time for Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 combined

During the usability testing, moderators used Blackboard Collaborate, a Web-conferencing system and one of the most advanced computer-mediated communication platforms on the market. The system was selected due to its low bandwidth, which accommodates slower user connection speeds making it more widely accessible for test users involved in the 2 projects. Interacting through the Blackboard Collaborate system is designed to mimic face-to-face contexts. Moderators and test users can share screens, indicate a desire to talk by clicking on a “raise hand” button, chat through instant messaging, and “draw” on the virtual whiteboard. The session moderator retains control of the various system tools, but he or she can share that control with others [22]. In addition to the functionality provided, Blackboard Collaborate was selected because it was an institutionally adopted tool at both main research institutions involved in the study, meaning no additional software licensing...
fees were required and there was technical support available on-site.

To prepare for using Blackboard Collaborate in the test sessions, moderators viewed demonstration videos, attended online tutorials, participated in mock sessions, and undertook several iterations of trial-and-error. To explore “use in context,” both projects configured test sessions to support blended usability testing techniques: “cognitive walk-through” (eg, user is given a task and the evaluator observes user’s intentions and the feedback provided by the system’s interface); “think-aloud” (ie, “novice” users verbalize their experiences as they work through tasks); and post-hoc interviews and self-report questionnaires.

Figure 1. Web-conferencing test environment setup for ehealth Project 1. Moderator 1 controls recording and access privileges to test environment. Test User and Moderator 2, each in different geographic locations, act as “attendees” with different roles.

Figure 2. Web-conferencing test environment setup for ehealth Project 2. Moderator controls recording and access privileges. Test User attends the web-conference and shares screen so Moderator can observe actions.
Data Collection

Prior to the first test session, session moderators sent an email to test users that provided technical instructions (eg, updating Java, testing audio) and study procedures. Test users in both projects were mailed USB headsets with noise-canceling microphones, if needed. Once logged into the session moderators had to walk users through “auto tuning” tests to ensure they were able to hear and be heard during the session. Test users “shared” their desktop so the moderator could observe them. Although the simultaneous camera feature was available, and offered to test users, none of the test users self-selected to employ this feature. Figure 1 shows an example of the moderator Web-conferencing environment for a Cycle 1 usability test session for Project 1. Project 1 involved 2 moderators in all but 1 test session. The first moderator focused on facilitating the main usability session walk-through tasks. The second moderator facilitated the post-session, open-ended question portion of the test session as more of an interviewer. A third moderator was present for 1 test session only as an observer to be able to provide feedback on usability test processes for the other moderators. In Project 2, only 1 moderator was present during all of the sessions. Moderators in both Projects 1 and 2 made detailed notes during each test session and created summary reports of key observations immediately following each test. Audio and/or video files for all sessions were recorded and saved as JAR files.

Focus groups via teleconference were held with all moderators at 2 points in time. The first was held 2 weeks after Cycle 2 usability test sessions for both projects were complete. Although an immediate debrief would have been ideal, coordinating a multi-site, multi-time-zone research team presented certain scheduling challenges. The second focus group was held 4 weeks later to allow time for incorporating feedback and review. Teleconferences were not digitally recorded, but detailed notes were taken by the first author. Notes included some verbatim statements and paraphrases of verbal statements. The first 90-minute focus group focused on a micro perspective of the data with each moderator describing their personal account and experiences. The over-arching exploratory question being: “What are moderators’ experiences using Web-conferencing for conducting remote usability testing?” An additional list of probative questions was circulated to all moderators 1 week prior to the initial focus group. The following list of questions was informally used as the focus group discussion guide:

1. How did Blackboard Collaborate support/hinder you as a researcher? Our team?
2. How do you think the tool supported/hindered our research participants?
3. Was there anything about the tool that surprised you? Really confused you?
4. Which testing activities (cognitive walk-through/think-aloud) was Blackboard Collaborate more useful for? Why?
5. How did it feel for you to be remote from the user/mediated by the computer?
6. Were you concerned about not having any visual cues, such as body language, to guide you? Why?
7. What (if any) ethical issues did you have with using this tool?
8. How do you think using this tool differed from what you would have done face to face?
9. Do you think you captured different types of data using this tool? If yes, in what way?
10. If another researcher was thinking about conducting remote usability sessions would you recommend this tool? Why? Why not?

The second 90-minute focus group occurred following the preliminary data analysis stage as part of planned member check-through debriefing and respondent validation as recommended by Koelsch [23]. During the second focus group, the first author guided the discussion toward theory development from a macro perspective (ie, exploring meaning of collective experiences). The discussion focused on: (1) assessing the credibility of preliminary data interpretation, (2) refining the proposed thematic structure, and (3) evaluating the suitability of examples appearing within the master list of themes [24]. Detailed notes were again taken. Member checks also occurred informally over several weeks during the normal course of observation and conversation with research team members over email, by phone, and in person.

Results

We conducted an iterative thematic analysis whereby data were analyzed from all sources; the analysis was examined and reorganized, the reorganized data was synthesized, and the synthesis was then interpreted [25]. This inductive analytic approach strengthens the reliability of qualitative research [26]. In the first phase, features of each moderator’s experience were carefully detailed by a close reading of session transcripts, moderator session notes, and notes from the first focus group. A master list of emergent themes was drafted by the first author after the first focus group and circulated via email to all moderators to promote retrospection and exploration into any issues with the trustworthiness (ie, dependability, confirmability) of the synthesized master list. Written responses to this member check were returned by each moderator via email with suggested changes or clarifications integrated into the draft version. The second phase of interpretation involved exploring convergences and divergences within and between individual accounts. During the second focus group, points that were identified during member check that required clarification were discussed. This second iterative analysis phase allowed us to capture any interesting relationships, patterns, surprises, and inconsistencies among people and within and across sites [27]. Notes from the second focus group were used to further refine master theme examples and descriptions.

Themes

Three major themes emerged from the converged data: (1) experiencing and adapting to unpredictable changes in cognitive load; (2) experiencing challenges in creating and sustaining social presence and untangling dialogue; and (3) collaboratively troubleshooting diverse technical needs and issues with test users. Moderators’ experiences were, overall, characterized by generally positive feelings and attitudes toward the experience.
of moderating usability testing remotely via Blackboard Collaborate. There was considerable congruence between themes, more so in some cases than others. The interdependence of themes makes it difficult to separate some examples into component parts. Test users shared similar experiences, and although there were idiosyncrasies that marked individual experience, differences between test users were generally characterized by the intensity or depth of these shared experiences.

**Theme 1: Moderators Experienced and Adapted to Unpredictable Changes in Cognitive Load**

Moderators all agreed that the range of communication features available in Blackboard Collaborate helped support interpretive aspects of usability testing. Test users not only identified problems and errors, but were also able to participate in impromptu interpretation of what problems meant or how they might be solved.

*I was surprised at how often youth would stop and offer suggestions about how to improve things...they didn't just point out problems...they had a lot of creative ideas about how to improve things...we could brainstorm together.* [MOD 1]

Often these spontaneous interpretive interactions between test users and moderators happened because moderators were able to “follow test users’ lead” by extemporaneously prompting for additional information or checking assumptions when indicated. Through the Blackboard Collaborate interface, moderators and test users could (via desktop computers) see, hear, show, capture, complete questionnaires, and engage in different kinds of interpretive dialogue. More importantly, the Blackboard Collaborate interface provided moderators with the opportunity to define when and how that interpretive dialogue took shape [28].

Conducting robust usability testing of a complex Internet-based intervention using Web-conferencing software that was new to test users did, however, create a cognitively demanding environment. Moderators had to manage concurrent use of Blackboard Collaborate plus the online intervention being tested, all while trying not to confuse learners or overload themselves. The real-time aspect meant that usability sessions were never predictable. The need for moderators and test users to divide their attention among auditory, textual, and visual material made high demands on limited working memory, creating at times a kind of “cognitive overload”:

*Especially at the start of the session, when you were trying to get everything set up and working properly for their audio [and] ...explain how the ‘think aloud’ process worked...there was a lot to keep track of on the screen...One time a test user forgot to unmute and just started talking...we had no idea...There were quite a few interruptions in the first 5 to 10 minutes.”* [MOD 1]

Moderators also had to adapt their approaches to each test user’s responses and needs. Moderators in Project 1, which involved the same group of test users in both testing cycles, noted that these challenges were greatly reduced during the second cycle of testing as everyone had more experience with Blackboard Collaborate and with the usability testing process. Moderators’ perceptions were that Cycle 2 was not effortless, but certainly more efficient:

* [It was] more relaxed...conversation was more focused...more time could be spent exploring possible solutions to problems.... [We were] less anxious about technical problems...[and] didn’t feel as stressed. [MOD 2]

One moderator noted how Blackboard Collaborate sessions meant “being ready for anything” and having to problem-solve “on the fly,” although moderators generally felt they were less affected by “cognitive overload.” All moderators talked about their use of the mute button that allowed them to listen without being heard. Moderators felt this “privacy” allowed them to keep the live testing space quiet and less distracting (eg, test users didn’t hear them drinking water, there was less background noise to distract the test user). All moderators provided anecdotal examples where test users themselves used the mute button to attend to something happening outside the test session (eg, receiving a phone call, checking on somebody in their house, eating lunch). Moderators in Project 1 used the “private chat” function as another channel to communicate between themselves without “disrupting” the test user:

*Private chat was helpful...we could keep each other on track for time...When users were busy working on a task, we could private message each other. The test users didn’t see [that] we could check in with each other.* [MOD 1]

The ability to control and create these mini “offline” experiences in the online space meant moderators and test users could attend to other (and sometimes outside) impromptu demands. Moderators experienced fluctuating demands on their mental resources across test user sessions and testing cycles. Keeping test users on task, dealing with simultaneous tasks, and optimizing use of time during the session, required that moderators have considerable capacity to problem-solve in a complex collaborative environment.

**Theme 2: Moderators Experienced Challenges in Creating and Sustaining a Sense of “Presence” and Untangling Dialogue**

Moderators expressed different opinions about the quantity and nature of the social interaction, or sense of “presence,” that Blackboard Collaborate supported, both across the different projects and across iterative testing cycles. Table 2 outlines the main benefits and limitations experienced by moderators in creating and sustaining different facets of presence: social presence (ie, the sense of being with others), control (ie, the sense of interacting in an environment that is responsive to you), and personal presence (ie, the sense of immediacy or “being there”). Despite the synchronous nature of the exchanges in Blackboard Collaborate that mimic the interaction possibilities in face-to-face testing, there were still challenges for moderators and test users in terms of quickly establishing rapport in a virtual environment. The ability of test users to control the flow of communication to some degree (ie, choosing whether to use the camera tool, muting the session momentarily if needed, and completing the test from any location) meant that “presence”...
While all moderators were eager to allay test user anxieties or help overcome challenges the test users might be experiencing, they also did not "want to interject too often as the goal of the session was to identify problems" [MOD 3]. Tangled conversation (ie, speaking over each other, unintentionally interrupting) was exacerbated by technical problems with audio and video play that sometimes cut-out completely or lagged, resulting in episodes of audio speeding up in order to "catch up" or audio feedback. In Project 1, testing sessions were more moderator-led, with less time for test users to explore freely and more structured interaction between the test user and moderator. Given that usability sessions had a target time limit (eg, 90 minutes) moderators needed to manage the sessions closely. It is interesting that all test users opted out of using the Simultaneous Camera feature in Blackboard Collaborate, meaning they did not see the moderator and, therefore, had no eye contact or body language to inform their communication strategies. The physical or "personal" disconnection was noted as an important factor in Project 1 more than in Project 2. Given that Project 2 had only 1 moderator and 1 test user in each session, it may be that there was less need for explicit social feedback to manage orderly conversations even if pausing frequency was sporadically difficult to gauge:

...it could be pretty quiet...just you there listening and they were working through tasks.... You'd need to check in and make sure everything was working OK if they didn’t say anything for a while.... I asked questions, then they asked questions...then I asked questions. [MOD 3]

Project 2, which incorporated a largely uninterrupted, free-exploration opportunity for test users, allowed the moderator to use Blackboard Collaborate as more of a remote observation tool and less as an interactive communication tool. As Project 2 only involved test users in a single session with 1 moderator, there was less opportunity (or arguably need) to take advantage of all the advanced communication features. The moderator observed how the test user was interacting with the online intervention through a shared desktop and could answer questions verbally as or if needed. Since there was only 1 moderator and a single user in each session, the moderator found there were fewer relational dynamics to manage and fewer interaction cues to monitor (eg, who was logged in, who was speaking, who was typing in the chat box).

In Project 1, which had 2 moderators present, each moderator only had a limited amount of power to direct where the conversation went. Each moderator in that case was charged with leading a certain aspect of the test sessions, with priorities and assumptions in the mix, meaning the exchange could be pulled in any number of directions. Conversations could jump around and move away from a topic a moderator was getting

---

Table 2. Examples of benefits and limitations of using Blackboard Collaborate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presence factors</th>
<th>Specific examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymity</td>
<td>Moderators or test users might be more willing to share honestly or critically if less visible/identifiable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test users have a sense of control</td>
<td>Moderators or test users could mute the session if they wanted to limit noise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentic use in context</td>
<td>Test users could mute the session for reasons such as: check on children, take a phone call, speak to a coworker, eat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By having an unstandardized testing approach, the teams were given insights into the nature of technology use in people’s everyday lives and routines. This was valuable information about how the eHealth interventions being tested might also be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of visual cues, “personality,” or human element in the virtual space</td>
<td>The lack of visual cues led to moderators feeling they were checking in with the test user more than necessary. If there was silence, or no movement on the screen, moderators couldn’t be sure if the test user was done or just attending to another task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quickly establishing rapport and relationships</td>
<td>At times, moderators experienced anxiety about getting technical problems solved quickly to reduce test user stress and to ensure not too much testing time was taken up by technical problems. In Project 1, the moderator was on the same campus as some of the test users and was requested to come in person to the test user’s office to set up the audio prior to the test session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept of time</td>
<td>The technical setup took longer than anticipated, so at times moderators felt rushed for time to complete usability tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There was no “clock” tool to help provide test users or moderators with cues about how much time a task had taken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance</td>
<td>Moderators’ virtual presence was constant and all-encompassing. Test users’ every click was monitored and every task was recorded. Moderators felt that the testing context might have led to feelings of being surveilled, obligations to have opinions, or pressure on test users to perform as expected.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ready to talk about. In the absence of visual cues, moderators in Project 1 expected that people might “talk over each other” at times and were reluctant to interrupt and be seen as “disrupting” or “talking over” someone else. Not infrequently, the moderators and test users interrupted each other, but for the most part there was a comfortable back and forth.

Despite only a small number of people attending usability sessions, moderators identified conversational challenges. Moderators from both projects felt remote communication mediated by the Web-conferencing tool led to more simultaneous talking and “tangled” conversation. They noted some difficulties in managing both overenthusiastic and silent test users along with offering the right level of support during think-aloud exercises. A moderator from Project 1 provided an example:

> Sometimes you would talk and there was a little delay...the other person would start talking and it would get confusing...sometimes [you] needed to wait and make sure they were finished talking or else you would end up talking over and interrupting each other...and some people were really chatty and it was hard to read when to get a word in...to interject and refocus. [MOD 1]

**Theme 3: Moderators Experienced Diverse Technical Demands but Were Able to Collaboratively Troubleshoot With Test Users**

Technical considerations related both to the technical infrastructure as well as the technical competency of moderators and test users. Although the overall computer competency of the test users was quite high, many had never used Web conferencing before. Given that test users were both evaluating an online eHealth intervention they were unfamiliar with and using a Web-conferencing tool, technical issues arose and developing collaborative dialogue was challenging at times for moderators. Moderators found that they were not only required to make more advanced use of the interface during the session, but also were ultimately responsible for providing live troubleshooting support. Moderators described experiencing the most significant technical difficulties around ensuring high quality audio (eg, reducing audio feedback, volume, clarity), software requirements and compatibility issues, and data export (eg, file format) for further data analysis.

> You needed backup plans.... One participant was supposed to update their JavaScript before the session but didn’t.... We tried for 10 or 15 minutes and couldn’t get that fixed...[so] we ended up having them switch to a different computer altogether.... We were wasting time. [MOD 1]

Moderators also expressed a certain degree of stress in “rushing” or trying to “get through” the usability protocol tasks given more time than expected had to be spent on technical issues with some test users. All moderators described instances of being affected by what they perceived as test user stress and varying degrees of technical computer competence. Moderators in Project 1 felt that they:

> ...didn’t really have time to learn and incorporate the ‘bells and whistles’ [of Blackboard Collaborate]...like the emoticons...[which] might have helped communication, but it would have taken time for...[test users] to learn how to use them. [MOD 2]

All moderators tended to downplay the overall impact of these technical issues in terms of the quality of usability results. Technical inconveniences were primarily experienced during setup. Moderators also experienced interactions with test users that included laughing, light-hearted joking about technical prowess, and opportunities to empathize with test users around technical malfunctions.

**Discussion**

**Principal Results**

Moderators’ experiences across both projects in this study have identified functional advantages and disadvantages of using Web-conferencing software for usability testing. Much has been written about how Web conferencing allows the moderator to “capitalize” on functionality that supports interaction and collaboration [29]. However, the need for moderators and test users to divide their attention among auditory, textual, and visual material makes high demands on limited working memory and may result in cognitive overload [30,31]. This kind of “disciplined improvisation” [32] presented challenges for the 2 eHealth projects we examined. Traditional usability techniques such as think-aloud and cognitive walk-through are not easily applied in dynamic, interruption-prone environments or with clinical populations who may have complex underlying motivational, cognitive, or physical challenges [33,34]. Test users in these contexts are evaluating a health technology that they are not familiar with via a usability testing mechanism that is also unfamiliar, which can create cognitively demanding test scenarios. Project 1 emphasized the need to consider cognitive load when developing usability testing methods. This would suggest that moderators engaged in lengthy usability sessions need advanced skills and knowledge to navigate the clinical, technical, online collaboration, and software development process aspects of the test sessions. Researchers should acknowledge how human factors not only affect the design and implementation of health interventions, but also the testing and vetting processes as well. The emergence of many new usability services and processes provide promising technical facilitation opportunities, but there is a need for more research evidence about how the nature of these virtual testing environments might be mediating or moderating results in unexpected ways.

**Limitations**

The advanced feature set of Blackboard Collaborate (eg, Web cams, polling, emoticons) might have helped improve collaboration, but wasn’t pragmatic in short usability testing sessions like those described here, where there was limited time to learn about and develop competency in all the features. Unlike a semester-long, Web-conference-delivered course where facilitators and learners have significant time to develop proficiency and use the more advanced features of a tool, our short usability sessions required moderators and test users to quickly adapt and learn the technology. The technical and
collaborative competencies of the moderator and test users may be particularly amplified for shorter usability sessions like those in our projects.

In this case study, the moderators’ challenges in creating and sustaining social presence and untangling dialogue required them to draw on their technical and interpersonal communication skills. Increased levels of interactive complexity require heightened levels of online collaborative competencies, which are supported by many online learning models [11] and may also transfer to remote synchronous usability evaluation contexts. Emerging research into self-disclosure, group norms in online communication, and use of strategies to overcome lack of nonverbal cues in computer-mediated communication [35,36,37] have potential implications for the reliability and validity of testing usability of eHealth interventions “in context” in remote online test environments. New and innovative usability platforms and services that provide access to massive pools of standardized test user data are invaluable but are not without their own limitations and bias. Researchers should not assume that any given testing strategy (ie, laboratory or remote, automated or moderated) will remove these challenges completely. This study highlights some of the human factors that shape interaction between moderators and test users in a Web-conference test environment. Given evidence in the online learning literature of the relationship between interaction and perceived effectiveness, user satisfaction, and engagement [38], it is important to better understand how interaction patterns observed in moderated remote testing might affect interpretation of usability results and ultimately influence design decisions made as a result. A more rigorous research program in the field of moderating usability testing for eHealth interventions could lead to improved training, the development of better testing tools/platforms, and more refined usability measures.

Findings suggest that moderators of usability sessions face diverse technical demands but are, if experienced with the technology, able to collaboratively troubleshoot with test users. Research suggests that some of these interaction challenges create additional stress for moderators. Moderators might infer that test users need assistance, but it can be difficult to know when to interject or offer support [39] without confounding usability test results. While some would suggest that a nonexpert moderator’s failure to understand subtle features of the tool or its use might have a crippling impact on the usability session, we found that, generally, test users and moderators demonstrated considerable technical and collaborative competencies to preempt technical challenges or troubleshoot and resolve issues together during the sessions. Perhaps ironically, technical challenges seemed to create opportunities to show empathy and humanize the moderator-tester relationship—particularly in the first few minutes of the test session when rapport was just being established.

Conclusions

If current trends continue, the general population will become increasingly familiar with Web-conferencing tools through formal education [40]. Moderators will increasingly require online collaborative skills to navigate test user needs, resolve technical challenges, and accommodate “real life” events that may unexpectedly appear during the testing process. As competencies with Web conferencing increase, many of the issues highlighted in this paper might be overcome and the benefits of remote testing more easily realized.

It may be helpful to formally investigate the relationships between moderators’ experiences and their personal characteristics (including previous usability experience and private theories about “good design”) to help researchers understand how to best prepare moderators to support test users in virtual environments. While laboratory settings allow for more experimental control and collection of various types of data, these settings lack the realism of a field setting and deeper engagement from potential end users into hedonic quality factors that impact satisfaction [41]. “How-to” books and resources for facilitating and moderating usability sessions and training programs for usability testers are becoming more accessible, but published peer-reviewed research on moderator experiences is lacking. Insights from moderator-focused studies might be advantageous in designing test environments that put less cognitive burden on all test scenario test users. Comparative research is also needed to better understand how cognitive load and technical competence might moderate results in remote versus in-person usability testing [42]. Understanding a moderator’s role in usability testing, as well as the influences and impacts their role can have, requires a sociotechnical framework that accounts for the complex interactions between human behavior and actions and the tools and technologies in the environment [43].
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Abstract

Background: Web-delivered interventions are a feasible approach to health promotion. However, if a website is poorly designed, difficult to navigate, and has technical bugs, it will not be used as intended. Usability testing prior to evaluating a website’s benefits can identify barriers to user engagement and maximize future use.

Objective: We developed a Web-delivered intervention called Diabetes Medication Adherence Promotion (Diabetes MAP) and used a mixed-methods approach to test its usability prior to evaluating its efficacy on medication adherence and glycemic control in a randomized controlled trial.

Methods: We recruited English-speaking adults with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) from an academic medical center who were prescribed diabetes medications. A trained research assistant administered a baseline survey, collected medical record information, and instructed participants on how to access Diabetes MAP. Participants were asked to use the site independently for 2 weeks and to provide survey and/or focus group feedback on their experience. We analyzed survey data descriptively and qualitative data thematically to identify participants’ favorable and unfavorable experiences, characterize usability concerns, and solicit recommendations for improving Diabetes MAP.

Results: Enrolled participants (N=32) were an average of 51.7 ± 11.8 years old, 66% (21/32) female, 60% (19/32) non-Hispanic White, 88% (28/32) had more than 12 years of education, half had household incomes over $50,000, and 78% (25/32) were privately insured. Average duration of diagnosed diabetes was 7.8 ± 6.3 years, average A1c was 7.4 ± 2.0, and 38% (12/32) were prescribed insulin. Of enrolled participants, 91% (29/32) provided survey and/or focus group feedback about Diabetes MAP. On the survey, participants agreed website information was clear and easy to understand, but in focus groups they reported navigational challenges and difficulty overcoming user errors (eg, entering data in an unspecified format). Participants also reported difficulty accessing the site and, once accessed, using all of its features. Participants recommended improving the site’s user interface to facilitate quick, efficient access to all features and content.

Conclusions: Adults with T2DM rated the Diabetes MAP website favorably on surveys, but focus groups gave more in-depth feedback on the user experience (eg, difficulty accessing the site, maximizing all of the site’s features and content, and recovering from errors). Appropriate usability testing methods ensure Web-delivered interventions work as intended and any benefits are not diminished by usability challenges.

(JMIR Human Factors 2016;3(1):e13) doi:10.2196/humanfactors.5177
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Introduction
Among adults with type 2 diabetes (T2DM), approximately 1 in 3 do not take their medications as prescribed [1], and nonadherence is associated with suboptimal glycemic control [2], hospitalizations [3,4], and pre-mature death [4,5]. Very few interventions improve medication adherence, and among those that do, effects are generally small [6]. Moreover, most efficacious interventions have been delivered face-to-face, making them more labor-intensive and less feasible in busy clinic settings [7]. An estimated 84% of adults in the United States use the Internet [8], so the automated nature of Web-delivered interventions makes them a more feasible alternative to face-to-face approaches [9].

Web-delivered interventions have mixed effects on health behaviors [10-12] and varied effects on glycemic control [13,14]. Wide variability in both the time spent using websites and how they are used may explain their mixed effects on health behaviors and outcomes [15]. Website engagement varies widely between studies [16,17], and more engagement is often associated with greater improvement in outcomes [18,19]. A fundamental determinant of website engagement is a website’s usability [20], or how easy a user interface is to use.

The evaluation of a website’s usability is necessary before testing its potential efficacy on health behaviors and outcomes [21]. Website usability is the extent to which users can effectively, efficiently, and satisfactorily interact with a website [22]. Six factors determine a site’s usability, including (1) an intuitive design (ie, the site is easy to understand and navigate), (2) its ease of learning (ie, how quickly a user can learn basic site tasks), (3) its efficiency of use (ie, how quickly a user can complete site tasks), (4) its error frequency and severity (ie, how often users make errors, the seriousness of the errors, and how users recover from errors), (5) its memorability (ie, how well a user can remember the site to use it effectively in the future), and (6) its subjective satisfaction (ie, how much the user enjoys using the site) [22]. Usability testing focuses on measuring a website’s capacity to excel in each of these 6 areas.

Usability testing ensures a Web-delivered intervention works as intended, so the target audience uses it to the degree needed to reap its potential benefits [15]. Usability testing studies often employ quantitative surveys, but a qualitative approach can reveal more usability problems and concerns than surveys alone [21,23]. A mixed-methods approach includes both and provides a comprehensive assessment of website usability. Therefore, we used a mixed-methods approach focused on the 6 usability areas [22] to: (1) identify the favorable and unfavorable aspects of the Diabetes Medication Adherence Promotion (Diabetes MAP) website, including its usability challenges, and (2) solicit ideas for improving the site’s usability prior to evaluating its impact on medication adherence and glycemic control in a randomized controlled trial.

Methods
Diabetes MAP Intervention
Diabetes MAP is a self-guided, Web-delivered intervention designed to promote medication adherence among patients with T2DM. Diabetes MAP’s content is grounded in the Information-Motivation-Behavioral skills (IMB) model of medication adherence [24,25]. Studies in diabetes [24,25] and other chronic disease contexts (eg, HIV) [26] suggest a patient’s medication adherence depends on his or her adherence-related information, motivation to take medications, and adherence-related behavioral skills. Therefore, Diabetes MAP’s intervention content addresses user-specific barriers to adherence in each of these domains. Upon registering for an account and logging in to the Diabetes MAP site, users are asked to create a medication list by searching for RxNorm-generated medications. Next, they are asked a series of questions to assess their medication adherence-related information, motivation, and behavioral skills barriers. Entered medications and responses to these questions populate a separate page titled, My Tailored Tools (Figure 1, Top Panel). This page responds to a user’s early inputs (eg, medications entered, barriers to adherence) with a toolbox of tailored regimen-specific and IMB-model based intervention content.

My Tailored Tools houses 30 educational videos and 11 pieces of static content to enhance user-specific adherence-related information, motivation, and behavioral skills. Informational content is both medication class-specific (eg, a video on the key facts about metformin and how it works in the body for patients prescribed metformin, a video of how insulin works in the body for patients prescribed insulin) and conveys the importance of adherence for glycemic control and preventing complications (eg, a video showing the complications that can occur from not taking medications as prescribed). Motivational content is intended to enhance patients’ personal and social motivation for adherence (eg, a video on how to overcome one’s fear of needles, static content presenting strategies for soliciting social support for adherence). Finally, behavioral skills content provides practical “how to” advice to ensure successful adherence (eg, a video with step-by-step instruction on how to inject insulin, a video on how to store insulin).

The Diabetes MAP website has additional capabilities. Its features (ie, functionality built into the site to enhance the user experience) allow users to perform various tasks (ie, clearly defined assignments to complete within a website). For example, upon creating a medication list, users can print and email this list, learn about each medication listed, set up medication dosing and refill reminders sent as text messages to their mobile phone (Figure 1, Bottom Panel), and connect to a patient portal account (ie, My Health at Vanderbilt) to communicate with healthcare providers about medication side effects and prescription reauthorizations via secure messaging. As noted above, users can also complete an IMB model-based barriers-to-adherence assessment and view user-specific educational videos and
content to address users’ IMB model-based barriers. Finally, the website includes navigational videos explaining the site’s features and giving instructions on how to complete tasks. Diabetes MAP was not designed for a specific user, but we made design choices to account for potential literacy, visual, and auditory limitations of all users. Such choices include presenting simplified language in large font, the option to watch and/or listen to videos or read video scripts, and a full-screen option to improve video visibility.

**Figure 1.** Top Panel: Diabetes MAP screenshot of the My Tailored Tools page presenting videos and content to address a user’s barriers to adherence. Bottom Panel: Diabetes MAP screenshot of the page where a user can set up text message medication reminders.

**Participants and Recruitment**

To test the usability of the Diabetes MAP site, we recruited English-speaking adults from an academic medical center who were diagnosed with T2DM, prescribed diabetes medications, and had Internet access to participate in a mixed-methods study. Recruitment strategies included advertisements about the study, referrals from healthcare providers, medical center listserv announcements, and approaching patients waiting in an adult diabetes specialty clinic or adult primary care clinic. The total number of participants enrolled (N=32) reached the target enrollment for qualitative (at least 5) and quantitative (at least 20) usability testing [27,28]. The Institutional Review Board at Vanderbilt University Medical Center approved all study procedures prior to participant enrollment.
Procedures
A trained research assistant (RA) scheduled interested and eligible participants to meet individually in a private room at the medical center. The RA administered (1) informed consent, (2) a survey by reading survey items and response options out loud or by distributing one available in paper-pencil format or electronic format via Research Data Capture (REDCap™) [29] that could be completed independently, and (3) a 1-page instruction guide on how to locate and access the Diabetes MAP website, which each participant was asked to independently use for 2 weeks. With permission, the RA also reviewed each participant’s medical record to collect clinical data.

We used Mouseflow ApSTM to measure participants’ use of Diabetes MAP. After 2 weeks, the RA invited participants to provide feedback on the site’s usability by completing a 20-minute survey and attending a 60-minute focus group session. The survey could be completed in REDCap™ via an email link or in-person immediately before the focus group session. A trained focus group facilitator used semistructured a priori questions to assess participants’ experiences with Diabetes MAP, demonstrate the site on a projector screen, and elicit responses and impressions of the site. This method is consistent with the pluralistic walkthrough approach to usability testing that involves stepping through a system with users to understand their perceptions of and experiences with a system [30,31]. The pluralistic walkthrough approach reveals users’ uncertainty with a system’s features and tasks better than other usability methods [31]. We asked participants if they had challenges with using the site, their most and least favorite aspects of the site, their perceived benefits of using the site, and any recommendations they had for improving it. All sessions were audio-recorded. Recordings were transcribed verbatim and de-identified prior to analyses. We compensated participants up to $155 for completing a survey at enrollment ($25), using Diabetes MAP ($8 per hour, up to 10 hours), completing the follow-up survey ($15), and participating in a focus group ($35).

Measures
Demographic Characteristics
Demographic information included participants’ age, gender, race/ethnicity, years of education, annual household income, and health insurance status. We asked participants whether they owned a mobile phone and used text messaging with their phone to better understand participants’ reasons for setting up or not setting up medication dosing and refill text message reminders in Diabetes MAP.

Clinical Characteristics
Participants self-reported duration of diagnosed diabetes in years and months, and the number and type of diabetes medications prescribed, including insulin. The RA reviewed each participant’s medical record to confirm a T2DM diagnosis and the quantity and type of prescribed medications, and to collect participants’ most recent glycated hemoglobin A1c test result to characterize the sample’s glycemic control.

Website Usage
We assessed participants’ website usage with data logged by Mouseflow ApSTM. Specifically, we assessed the total number of days users initiated a session by logging into Diabetes MAP, the total number of minutes users were logged into Diabetes MAP (ie, from the time they created an account until the study was over), and the average number of minutes logged in per days logged in. We also captured whether users set up text message reminders to take their medications or refill prescriptions.

Usability
We assessed Diabetes MAP’s usability with 10 items adapted from the Computer System Usability Questionnaire (CSUQ) [32]. Because the CSUQ assesses the subjective usability of a general computer system, we adapted its items to specify the subjective usability of Diabetes MAP. Example items include: “Overall, it was easy to learn to use Diabetes MAP” and “When I make a mistake in Diabetes MAP, I recover easily and quickly.” Response options ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), with higher scores indicating more favorable usability ratings.

Data Analyses
We used SPSS version 21.0 to summarize quantitative data using means and standard deviations (SD), or frequencies and percentages as appropriate. We used selective coding [33] to identify focus group comments and conversations [34] addressing the 6 areas of website usability: (1) intuitive design, (2) ease of learning, (3) efficiency of use, (4) error frequency and severity, (5) memorability, and (6) subjective satisfaction [22]. First, we read focus group transcripts in their entirety, highlighting participant comments related to opinions about, experiences with, and suggestions for Diabetes MAP. Next, we integrated similar comments into categories. After an iterative process of integration and refinement, we mapped categories of responses onto each usability area. Units of analysis included single participant comments and multi-participant conversations reporting similar or different experiences with the site and suggestions for improving the Diabetes MAP user experience (eg, strategic placement of instructions, features and Web content).

Results
The sample (N=32) was on average 51.7 ± 11.8 years of age. Most were female (66%, 21/32), non-Hispanic White (NHW; 60%, 19/32), had at least some college education (88%, 28/32), and were privately insured (78%, 25/32); half had incomes above $50,000 (Table 1). The average HbA1c was 7.4% ± 2.0%, and 38% (12/32) were on insulin. Most participants (91%, 29/32) provided feedback about Diabetes MAP via survey and/or focus group participation (up to 5 participants per group). The characteristics of our sample reflect the characteristics of the academic medical center patient population in which they were recruited from [35]. The medical center patient population is predominately NHW (74%), well-educated (ie, over 90% having education beyond a high school degree), with relatively high incomes, and private insurance (93%) [35].
Table 1. Participant characteristics (N=32).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Mean ± SD or n (%)</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>51.7 ± 11.8</td>
<td>26.7-73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>21 (66)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (non-Hispanic)</td>
<td>19 (60)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black (non-Hispanic)</td>
<td>8 (25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, y</td>
<td>16.3 ± 2.8</td>
<td>12.0-24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual household income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than $14,999</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15,000 to $24,999</td>
<td>4 (13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000 to $49,999</td>
<td>9 (28)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000 to $74,999</td>
<td>7 (22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75,000 or more</td>
<td>9 (28)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private insurance</td>
<td>25 (78)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TennCare/Medicare</td>
<td>6 (19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No insurance</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own a mobile phone</td>
<td>32 (100)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text message with phone</td>
<td>26 (81.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes duration, y</td>
<td>7.8 ± 6.3</td>
<td>0.0-20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of diabetes medications</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.8</td>
<td>1.0-4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescribed insulin</td>
<td>12 (38)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1c (n=31)</td>
<td>7.4 ± 2.0</td>
<td>4.9-15.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*A one participant did not have an A1c test result in the medical record at the time of data collection.

Among all participants enrolled in the study, the average number of days users logged into the site was 4.2 ± 4.2 days during the 2-week period. The average number of hours logged into the site was 4.3 ± 4.8 hours, and the average time logged in per day was 56.6 ± 47.2 minutes. Five participants (16%) set up text message reminders to take their medications and 4 participants (13%) set up text message reminders to refill their prescriptions.

Quantitative Feedback

On the survey, participants rated Diabetes MAP’s usability above average (ie, scores of >3 on a 5-point scale) on each of the 10 items (Table 2). The total usability rating averaged across all items was 3.86 ± 0.90. We also mapped each survey item onto the usability area it most closely reflected. As shown in Table 2, participants rated the understandability of the site’s information (ie, intuitive design), the clarity of the site’s information (ie, intuitive design), and the pleasantness of interacting with the site (ie, subjective satisfaction) the most favorably. In contrast, participants rated the ease and quickness of recovering from mistakes (ie, error frequency and severity), the effectiveness of the site’s information in helping users complete tasks (ie, efficiency of use), and the ease of navigating the site (ie, intuitive design) the least favorably (Table 2).

Qualitative Feedback: Usability Areas

Across 9 focus groups, participants shared experiences using Diabetes MAP, including concerns about its usability and recommendations for improvement. Of the 24 unique usability concerns reported, 14 concerns were mentioned in the first focus group and another 6 concerns were mentioned in the second focus group. By the fourth focus group, 95% of all unique usability concerns had been reported. Generally, participants’ experiences with Diabetes MAP were similar across age, gender, race/ethnicity, education, and income. Table 3 presents each unique concern organized by usability area [22] and the number of focus groups it was mentioned in. The 6 areas of website usability [22] provide a framework for examining participants’ usability concerns and recommendations for improvement.
Table 2. Survey items assessing Diabetes MAP’s usability, ranked most to least favorably.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Related Usability Area</th>
<th>Respondents&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;, n</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The information provided in Diabetes MAP is easy to understand.</td>
<td>Intuitive Design, 28</td>
<td>4.3 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The information (such as help videos, on-screen messages, etc.) provided in Diabetes MAP is clear.</td>
<td>Intuitive Design, 27</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My user interaction(s) with Diabetes MAP are pleasant.</td>
<td>Subjective Satisfaction, 27</td>
<td>4.0 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, it was easy to learn to use Diabetes MAP.</td>
<td>Ease of Learning, 28</td>
<td>3.9 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, I feel comfortable using Diabetes MAP.</td>
<td>Subjective Satisfaction, 28</td>
<td>3.9 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is easy to find the tools and information that I need.</td>
<td>Intuitive Design, 27</td>
<td>3.8 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organization of information in Diabetes MAP is clear.</td>
<td>Intuitive Design, 27</td>
<td>3.8 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is easy to navigate the Diabetes MAP website.</td>
<td>Intuitive Design, 29</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The information provided in Diabetes MAP is effective in helping me complete tasks on the website.</td>
<td>Efficiency of Use, 27</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When I make a mistake in Diabetes MAP, I recover easily and quickly.</td>
<td>Error Frequency and Severity, 26</td>
<td>3.5 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Number of participants providing a response for each item on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

<sup>b</sup>Some participants indicated items were “Not Applicable” to their experience.

Table 3. Participants’ concerns with Diabetes MAP by usability area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usability Areas</th>
<th>Concern</th>
<th>Number of Focus Groups Reporting Concern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intuitive Design</td>
<td>The site’s layout and content placement was confusing</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unnecessary scrolling required to access site features and tasks</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficult to explore the site using the navigation menu</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unclear how entering information into site tailored the user experience</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unclear how to minimize navigational videos</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location of navigational videos was confusing</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Learning</td>
<td>Instructions for accessing and using the site were unclear</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directions for use within the site were unclear</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navigational videos did not help with accessing features/completing tasks</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navigational videos dysfunctional</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency of Use</td>
<td>Unable to save progress with completing tasks</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Website pages took a long time to load</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficult to select time-zone using worldwide map</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automatically logged out of site if stopping use for 20 minutes</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Website not compatible with other digital devices (eg, iPads®)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficult to scroll through different site windows</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Frequency and Severity</td>
<td>Website not compatible with different browsers</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Error messages encountered while trying to log in</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficult to search for medication names in medication list</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficult to search for medication doses in medication list</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technical support was required to use website</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorability</td>
<td>The site’s purpose was unclear</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Website URL was confusing and made accessing the site difficult</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Satisfaction</td>
<td>The site had a non-user-friendly interface</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Intuitive Design

An intuitively designed website is easy to navigate and understand [22]. When users understand a site’s layout and purpose, they can effortlessly explore it. The focus group facilitator demonstrated how all of Diabetes MAP’s features and tasks were intended to work, but some participants did not fully understand the site when they used it independently. For example, some participants said Diabetes MAP’s navigational videos were pleasant and helpful, but others said these videos distracted them from engaging with the most important aspects of the site. Some were unaware navigational videos were even available.

I didn’t even realize there was a video connected to [the image] until you pointed out that arrowhead. [62-year-old NHW male]

In another instance, participants were unclear how information they entered into the site affected their user experience. For example, data entered at account creation (eg, entering one’s time zone and mobile phone number) impacts functionality elsewhere on the site (eg, receiving text message medication reminders in the appropriate time zone), and data entered into the IMB model-based barriers-to-adherence assessment impacts what videos and content are available for viewing in a user’s My Tailored Tools section of the site. As a result, some participants did not access or use certain parts of the site.

It was also common for participants to miss out on site features and functions entirely (eg, the option to print one’s medication list or set up text message reminders) because they were unable to locate them.

I am really frustrated because I would have loved [text message reminders]. I’m serious. Where was it? [55-year-old African American/Black female]

Related to this issue were concerns with navigating between different types of content in Diabetes MAP. It was common for participants to describe difficulty reading task instructions, viewing educational videos, and using features on a single webpage. In 1 focus group, participants commiserated with one participant who said she could have used more assistance with exploring the site:

I [would have liked] more instructions to help navigate [the medication list] and clearly access the site. [26-year-old Hispanic female]

Unintuitive design issues such as this one made it difficult for participants to successfully use and fully engage with Diabetes MAP.

Ease of Learning

Ease of learning refers to how fast new users of a website can learn and accomplish basic site tasks [22]. Focus group participants reported barriers to learning how to use Diabetes MAP, noting the site lacked clear, comprehensive instructions on how to perform certain tasks. When participants lacked the necessary information to accomplish basic tasks, they became frustrated.

[I] wasted a lot of time.... It had dragged on for 2 or 3 days when I could have actually been using [the site] and I had to contact you, which I didn’t really want to have to do. It was frustrating, to say the least, and I just felt like, “What’s wrong with me? What’s wrong with my computer?” [55-year-old African American/Black female]

Other participants voiced confusion without frustration such as this participant who said the directions to enter one’s medications were confusing.

It wasn’t a huge challenge, but in the medication list, it didn’t specify if it wanted you to put in just your diabetes medicine or other medicines, so I put in all my medicines.... It would have been nice if it was more specific. [27-year-old NHW female]

In the most extreme cases, some participants said the navigational videos did not help them, particularly when videos did not work. When asked about these videos, members of 1 focus group were united in their unsuccessful experience.

I never could get [the video] to play. [35-year-old NHW female]

And I couldn’t either, and...I thought maybe it was my computer, but it wasn’t, it was [the videos] I guess. [47-year-old, African American/Black female]

Efficiency of Use

Efficiency of use refers to how quickly a user can complete website tasks [22]. Some participants reported difficulty completing tasks in Diabetes MAP in a timely and efficient way. This was in part due to variability in website loading times on certain devices.

I felt like it was a little heavy to start with... iPads® can open it, but [it] needs a lot of time, even though I have high speed [Internet]. When you open it [on the] iPad®, you can’t get some clips unless you are [using] a desktop or laptop. [35-year-old NHW male]

Other participants speculated loading delays were due to the size and volume of videos being streamed.

[The navigational and educational] videos take a lot of feed. It takes forever to load, and when you click [one], it doesn’t immediately work. [32-year-old NHW female]

In some instances, participants were unable to save their progress on a task to revisit it and complete it later. The site also logs users out who are logged in, but who do not use the site for 20 minutes, which resulted in several participants losing task progress for partial completion.

If you do half of it, and you try to do something else, and the computer freezes or logs you out, you have to start all over again. Is there a possible way—I’m sure there is—to save it and come back to it to finish it? [55-year-old NHW male]

Finally, some participants felt certain tasks were overly complicated and time-consuming. For example, the site asks users to select their time zone on a worldwide map instead of from a more efficient drop-down menu.
When it got to the time zone, and that little map came up...I was thinking if they had a drop down for [it]—it would probably be easier—instead of a map.
[47-year-old African American/Black female]

Error Frequency and Severity

Error frequency and severity refers to how often users make errors, the seriousness of the errors, and how users recover from errors [22]. Many participants encountered Web browser issues, made mistakes during task completion, and received error messages they did not understand or could not overcome. User errors began when first attempting to access the site. Despite receiving written instructions on the Web browser requirements for accessing Diabetes MAP, participants in 7 of 9 focus groups reported browser-related problems, and subsequent error messages. In some cases, this led participants to stop trying to access the site altogether.

It was really weird. I have multiple browsers of Internet Explorer®, and I kept trying to change them, thinking maybe I’m just not using the right compatibility thing. Finally, I was like, “OK, I’m just not going to look at this [website].” [26-year-old Hispanic female]

Errors while creating and logging in to user accounts were mentioned in 6 out of 9 focus groups. To create an account, users are required to enter personal information using several entry methods including text fields and drop-down menus. If information is entered incorrectly, users receive error messages preventing further access. The recovery time needed to overcome these errors varied between participants. When participants were unable to access Diabetes MAP, some enlisted professional and nonprofessional technical support.

I just happened to know this computer guy who was coming in my [office] to do some other work and I asked him ... I said, “Can you get this website up?” It took him a while, and this is all this man does is IT work. [55-year-old NHW female]

Other participants reached out to study personnel who answered questions and provided remote assistance consistent with the written instructions. Participants were provided on how to access the site. Participants who encountered errors and did not seek assistance reported frustration and wasted time, causing some to give up using the site altogether.

Memorability

A website with memorability is one users can remember well enough to use it effectively in the future [22]. The memorability of Diabetes MAP was primarily hindered by its confusing URL. The Web address was lengthy, un-intuitive, and included different types of punctuation and acronyms. Several participants mentioned difficulty with accessing the site specifically because of the URL. It was common for participants who forgot or mistyped the URL to search for the words “Diabetes MAP” in a search engine or in the search bar on the medical center’s homepage. These troubleshooting techniques led users to incorrect websites and information. For example, participants who searched “Diabetes MAP” within search engines were often misdirected, leading some to online geographic maps of diabetes treatment facilities rather than the intended website intervention. Similar issues occurred when searching for the site on the medical center’s homepage, as described by this participant:

I searched for Diabetes MAP on the medical center’s site and got directions for how to get to the Diabetes Center. [55-year-old NHW male]

Despite being both told about the website’s intent and receiving an instructional handout with this information, participants in nearly half of the focus group sessions felt the website’s purpose was confusing. In some cases participants forgot Diabetes MAP’s purpose altogether, which led to using the website in unintended and ineffective ways.

I didn’t even realize it was just for taking medications until we came to this focus group. [55-year-old NHW female]

Subjective Satisfaction

Subjective satisfaction is determined by how much the user enjoys using the website [22]. While discussing participants’ overall experience with using Diabetes MAP, a few participants mentioned concerns with the site’s user interface. These participants said Diabetes MAP was difficult to operate and understand, and therefore unenjoyable to use. One participant expressed his frustration with Diabetes MAP’s user interface:

I’m not an IT person, but I’m a supervisor in my department, and I do not have a problem [with computers].... But this one over here, it was like going against a brick wall, OK? It was not user-friendly, whatsoever. [55-year-old NHW male]

It is important to note that subjective satisfaction concerns were limited and mentioned in only 2 of the 9 focus groups. Participants who successfully accessed the site’s features and tasks enjoyed it. Participants across focus groups highlighted several positive aspects of the website:

[Diabetes MAP] reinforced some of the things I knew, but also gave me some new information, so I thought that was very good—I really enjoyed the educational features. I thought they were very helpful, [such as] what [medications do] to your body [and] how to take your medications. [55-year-old African American/Black female]

I liked the skills [section], where it showed those 4 people and their tips on when to take the medicine. [61-year-old African American/Black female]

I liked the My [Tailored] Tools part—I liked being able to read about you know, the consequences of not taking care of yourself when you have diabetes...they had some tips that I found...helpful. I love the text message notifications—that has increased my compliance. [27-year-old NHW female]

Participant Recommendations

When participants voiced concerns about Diabetes MAP, they also gave suggestions for improving it. Common across all suggestions was a request for more simplicity and flexibility within the site. To improve the site’s ease of learning and
efficiency of use, participants wanted more straightforward methods for accessing the site’s components. They suggested strategically placing instructions, features, and Web content in easily recognizable ways. Some participants wanted specific features to be accessible on every page, or clearly designated on their own page. For example, participants liked the idea of a page dedicated to setting up text message reminders. On this page, previously entered medication information (ie, name, dosage) would appear and users could set up reminders for when to take specific medications and order prescription refills.

To improve the site’s intuitive design, participants recommended the navigational videos be minimized or eliminated entirely.

[The navigational video] is a distraction for me because if I have to scroll down for whatever I have to do, it would be better for me if the video came up once you click it, and is then minimized. [43-year-old Asian male]

Additionally, in reference to the site’s memorability, participants recommended using a simple and recognizable URL that is easy to locate with an online search. They also wanted Diabetes MAP’s purpose to be clear while using it (eg, spelling out the Diabetes MAP acronym and including images of diabetes medications throughout the website).

Participants wanted a simplified, streamlined Diabetes MAP user experience. In order to improve the site’s error frequency and severity, participants recommended increasing compatibility across multiple browsers, including older versions of commonly used Web browsers. Additionally, they requested the ability to use Diabetes MAP across multiple digital devices without loading time delays. They also stressed the importance of clear and accessible resources for user support (eg, the ability to contact study staff directly if they had issues or questions, an accessible and searchable help resource on the website itself).

Finally, participants wanted functional, useful, and easy to recall navigational videos to further facilitate learning how to use the site.

Those who reported some dissatisfaction, but generally endorsed the utility of Diabetes MAP, felt it might be more appropriate for certain types of patients with diabetes. For example, some users diagnosed with diabetes for a longer period of time felt the website might be particularly helpful for newly diagnosed patients. Other users suggested the website might be more useful for younger, more technology-proficient patients who prefer technology-delivered information as opposed to more traditional print materials.

Discussion

Principal Results

Usability testing is issue-focused and designed to assess the extent to which users can easily, efficiently, and effectively perform tasks with a technical system. We employed a mixed-methods approach to understand the challenges of using a Web-delivered medication adherence promotion intervention called Diabetes MAP. Participants with diabetes provided ratings and descriptions of their experiences using the website, as well as recommendations for improving it. On surveys, participants agreed Diabetes MAP was helpful and easy to use, but, in focus groups, they mentioned 24 unique user concerns related to each of the 6 factors determining website usability [22].

Our quantitative results are comparable to other usability studies employing the CSUQ, in that total ratings were above average [36,37]. When comparing survey items rated most to least favorably with focus group comments, there were instances when survey ratings and quotes were discordant and concordant. For example, participants rated the understandability and clarity of the site’s information and the pleasantness of interacting with the site most favorably on surveys, yet, in focus groups, several participants expressed frustration with understanding how to complete tasks and navigate the website (ie, issues with the site’s ease of learning and intuitive design). Alternatively, many positive statements about the value of the site’s information and features (ie, subjective satisfaction) support these high ratings. Participants rated the ease and quickness of recovering from mistakes least favorably on surveys; focus group comments about error frequency and severity align with this low rating.

In reconciling these inconsistencies and consistencies, it appears that while some participants had issues with understanding, navigating, and accessing Diabetes MAP, participants who successfully accessed the site, said it was enjoyable and helpful.

Recent usability studies of Web-delivered interventions for T2DM self-management yield results comparable to ours. In their evaluation of a Web-based dietary intervention, Ramadas et al found positive ratings of a website’s usability based on survey items; however, this study did not use qualitative assessments [38]. Alternatively, Yu et al used focus groups to examine the usability of their self-management website [39] and identified several of the same usability concerns we did with Diabetes MAP. Namely, participants mentioned issues with the website layout and organization, navigation, data entry, and language [39]. Although these issues can be applied to Web-delivered interventions generally, usability testing also reveals issues specific to a certain website [39].

Our research highlights the value of using mixed methods for usability testing. Had we relied on only survey data, we would have incomplete information on Diabetes MAP’s usability. Collecting qualitative data as part of usability testing reveals insights on unanticipated challenges and ideas for improving a site [21]. Additionally, involving members from the target audience is critical to understanding any unique needs of users for whom the site is intended [40]. The total time logged into Diabetes MAP during the 2-week period varied considerably across users. In a similar usability study, Heinrich et al had participants use a diabetes education site for 2 weeks, and participants visited the site an average of 3.6 ± 2.7 times and spent an average of 58.0 ± 56.1 total minutes on the site [41]. Compensation for time spent on the site was not reported. In our study, the more time spent using Diabetes MAP may reflect compensating participants per hour of use. Despite this, our qualitative results suggest some participants were discouraged from logging in more often because of the usability issues they encountered.

The US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has set forth peer-reviewed guidelines for improving the design and
usability of websites [42]. Taking into consideration these guidelines and the results of our usability study, we identified key principles for website creation to promote an optimal user experience. First, it is crucial to employ both simplicity and clarity in Web design. Diabetes MAP users were often confused about how to complete tasks and navigate the site both because they encountered user errors and the layout was unintuitive. HHS suggests standardizing tasks to be performed in a similar way so tasks can be reliably repeated [42]. When requesting users to enter information, a standard entry format should be used across tasks (eg, drop-down boxes). Additionally, to account for working memory limitations, content from 1 page that need be remembered on other pages should carry over to those pages [42]. Finally, using simplified and familiar terminology for a URL and website features will minimize user confusion and frustration.

Our second principle is to design websites with the goal of keeping users informed and aware of website processes. As a general observation from our focus groups, users became frustrated with unanticipated incidents (eg, long downloading times, automatically being logged out). In some cases, it may not be possible to reduce the size of a page to minimize the time it takes for a webpage to load [42]. However, a website can notify users of the time required to download an image and/or supply progress indicators (eg, an hourglass) to communicate a waiting period and its duration [42]. In either case, the user expects additional time instead of wondering how long to wait. HHS also recommends warning users if a page is going to “time out,” so they can request extra time if needed [42]. Websites should also provide assistance to users who need additional help and ensure users are aware of this assistance. Resources should be easily accessible on the site, such as links providing more information about site content and a section for frequently asked questions [42].

Limitations
There are limitations to our study. Because we recruited our sample from a single academic medical center, our findings may not generalize to other patient populations. However, our sample characteristics map onto the academic medical center’s patient population for whom Diabetes MAP was designed for. Additionally, although we were able to track time spent using Diabetes MAP, we were unable to track how participants used their Vanderbilt patient portal account because the two websites are not integrated. Considering the recent advancement of patient-provider communication in Web-delivered interventions, it will be valuable to track usage with this type of feature in future studies. Another limitation is the reliance on retrospective self-reports of users’ experiences with Diabetes MAP. Furthermore, the range from when a participant used Diabetes MAP to when he/she participated in a focus group session was 14-88 days. Other usability testing methods, such as think-aloud protocols, cognitive walk-throughs, and remote user testing facilitate real-time data collection of user interactions with a system [30]. No single usability evaluation method can capture all usability problems [43]. While think-aloud studies combat the limitations of retrospective studies, they are limited by an unnatural situation in which users may feel uncomfortable talking to themselves and the possibility many statements will be filtered (ie, not reflective of users’ actual experience) [44]. Although user feedback in our study was retrospective and the time between participants’ website use and focus group feedback ranged widely, we presented Diabetes MAP on a large projector screen and re-oriented participants to its pages, functions, and features to solicit real-time feedback and prompt recall of users’ experience. This method is similar to the pluralistic walkthrough approach that reveals users’ uncertainty with a system’s features and tasks better than other usability methods [31]. Additionally, the number of participants in each focus group allowed for the majority (over 80%) of concerns to be reported after only 2 focus group sessions. Moreover, the use of a mixed-methods approach provided a comprehensive evaluation of Diabetes MAP’s usability. Finally, because usability feedback is system-dependent and the current study is based on a specific website, our findings may not generalize to other Web-delivered interventions.

Conclusions
Our findings highlight the importance of evaluating a website’s usability prior to testing its efficacy. For Web-delivered interventions to be used as intended, researchers, Web designers, and developers must plan sufficient time to perform usability testing [45]. Ideally, they should begin with design thinking to allow for experimentation, creation and prototyping, and feedback and redesign prior to final product presentation [46]. An understanding of the target group’s needs paired with iterative idea generation and development helps ensure the final website appeals to users and supports their using it [46]. Usability evaluation methods, including user-driven approaches, ensure users can optimally engage with and benefit from Web-delivered interventions [15,47]. Without ensuring a website’s usability, critical design and functionality issues may go unnoticed and unaddressed, thereby preventing a site’s benefits from being realized [15].
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Abstract

Background: Technology gains have improved tools for evaluating complex tasks by providing environmental supports (ES) that increase ease of use and improve performance outcomes through the use of information visualizations (info-vis). Complex info-vis emphasize the need to understand individual differences in abilities of target users, the key cognitive abilities needed to execute a decision task, and the graphical elements that can serve as the most effective ES. Older adults may be one such target user group that would benefit from increased ES to mitigate specific declines in cognitive abilities. For example, choosing a prescription drug plan is a necessary and complex task that can impact quality of life if the wrong choice is made. The decision to enroll in one plan over another can involve comparing over 15 plans across many categories. Within this context, the large amount of complex information and reduced working memory capacity puts older adults’ decision making at a disadvantage. An intentionally designed ES, such as an info-vis that reduces working memory demand, may assist older adults in making the most effective decision among many options.

Objective: The objective of this study is to examine whether the use of an info-vis can lower working memory demands and positively affect complex decision-making performance of older adults in the context of choosing a Medicare prescription drug plan.

Methods: Participants performed a computerized decision-making task in the context of finding the best health care plan. Data included quantitative decision-making performance indicators and surveys examining previous history with purchasing insurance. Participants used a colored info-vis ES or a table (no ES) to perform the decision task. Task difficulty was manipulated by increasing the number of selection criteria used to make an accurate decision. A repeated measures analysis was performed to examine differences between the two table designs.

Results: Twenty-three older adults between the ages of 66 and 80 completed the study. There was a main effect for accuracy such that older adults made more accurate decisions in the color info-vis condition than the table condition. In the low difficulty condition, participants were more successful at choosing the correct answer when the question was about the gap coverage attribute in the info-vis condition. Participants also made significantly faster decisions in the info-vis condition than in the table condition.

Conclusions: Reducing the working memory demand of the task through the use of an ES can improve decision accuracy, especially when selection criteria is only focused on a single attribute of the insurance plan.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2016;3(1):e16) doi:10.2196/humanfactors.5106
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Introduction

Older Adults’ Difficulties With the Medicare Website

A usability evaluation of the Medicare website revealed that older adults were unable to successfully choose a prescription drug plan for a given medication regimen [1]. Example problems highlighted in the evaluation included general difficulties navigating the site, frustration, and the inability to locate desired information. Compared to younger age groups, older adults have less success obtaining Internet health information [2]. Insurance and medical jargon (eg, “gap coverage”, “drug sharing”, etc) may have further exacerbated the difficulties. Even without time constraints, difficulties in identifying the best plan in a demanding environment can lead users to select a plan that does not provide adequate medical coverage or is more expensive than other available options [3].

The number of prescription drug plans presented to users can cause severe problems, especially when users attempt to simultaneously compare choices across different criteria. Simply increasing the number of available Medicare drug plans from 3 to 9 is associated with poorer decision outcomes that can negatively affect quality of life, quality of care, and overall health [4]. Poorer decision outcomes result from the increased working memory demands associated with comparing a larger number of plans. Trying to make optimal decisions in the face of uncertainty with a large amount of inputs is a working memory demanding task (see Multimedia Appendix 1). In particular, comparing plans across different criteria and calculating costs (steps 5-9) illustrates the working memory-intensive nature of selecting an appropriate prescription drug plan. The working memory-intensive nature of the task combined with older adults’ reduced capacity for working memory [5] result in a reduced ability to discern between plan costs as the number of plans increase compared to their higher cognitive functioning counterparts [6]. In sum, choosing an optimal health plan is a task that places large demands on working memory and attention and can result in negative consequences if decision-making performance suffers. A decision aid designed to redirect task demands from working memory to an external memory aid may facilitate optimal decision-making in older adults.

The Importance of Working Memory in Decision-Making

Working memory capacity refers to the amount of information one can temporarily store and manipulate at any given time [7]. If a task’s working memory demand exceeds one’s working memory capacity, then task performance declines. This capacity limit is central to one’s ability to process information and make a decision. The information processing model of decision-making [8] is a useful tool for understanding working memory demands at each step of the decision-making process. According to the model, information must first be perceived then selectively attended to by the decision maker. Next, the decision maker generates hypotheses about specific outcomes and selects a decision or response. Finally, the decision maker implements the response and compares the outcome to the initial set of hypotheses. Each step of this model as it relates to choosing a prescription drug plan is discussed in further detail below.

Attentional limitations force the user to filter cues relevant to the decision goal from the irrelevant cues by selectively attending to only some of the information present. Choosing a prescription drug plan on the basis of cost first requires that the decider perceive the appropriate cues (eg, monthly premiums, coverage in the gap), while ignoring irrelevant cues (eg, Medicare ID numbers or contact information). Cues are selected based on their diagnosticity (amount of information the cue provides), reliability (trustworthiness of information), and salience (physical properties such as volume, color, and shape). After cues are selected for further processing, they are compared to other information to form a meaningful interpretation of the state of the system.

After selectively attending to appropriate cues, the information is manipulated in working memory where hypotheses or potential outcomes are generated (eg, plans with a low monthly premium and low deductibles have less coverage). Choosing a prescription drug plan requires several hypotheses for each plan; one for cost and the effect on personal budget, one for satisfaction, etc. Here, working memory limitations prevent a truly exhaustive comparison. The next step involves integrating the outcomes and action selection. At this stage, the decision maker tries to determine which option will produce an outcome that best meets the goal. If a plan is selected for its low monthly premium, but also has a low satisfaction rating, the decision maker has to consider the potential implications of both attributes together. This step is highly error-prone because working memory capacity limits the number of comparisons that can be made simultaneously. When an action is selected and carried out (a decision is made), the outcome is monitored and evaluated against new cues or information, and new hypotheses about the state of the system are formed. Here again, working memory capacity limits the amount of new information that can be selected and then compared to the current state of the system, potentially harming the ability to select the best plan.

Effects of Aging on Decision Making

Older adults’ reduced working memory capacity [5] limits the number of integration and comparison tasks that can be made at a given time and thus will affect their ability to make optimal decisions [9]. Age-related limitations may force older adults to rely more heavily on heuristic-based decision making (ie, “rules of thumb” or cognitive shortcuts used to make decisions quickly with little effort) [10], which may not always lead to an optimal decision. Although older adults are sometimes successful in adapting their strategies to meet task demands, they tend to perform worse on the task of integrating information (comparing more than two pieces of information) and extracting information (finding one piece of information) [11]. For example, comparing information that is presented in different units (eg, monetary units and satisfaction ratings) could make a task more difficult for older adults [12,13]. Indeed, when choosing a prescription drug plan, one must compare multiple cost values and multiple satisfaction ratings across many different plans.

http://humanfactors.jmir.org/2016/1/e16/
Older adults also tend to commit more errors and have more difficulty comprehending information than younger adults when the task requires integrating information [12] among many choices [13]. One way to reduce errors, besides reducing the number of possible choices, is to include specific visual aids that guide attention toward more relevant choices and help eliminate the need to hold information about less relevant choices in working memory.

Although working memory limits the amount of information used to make optimal decisions, information that shares similar perceptual or semantic features may be grouped together into object-like “chunks” or visual clusters that enable pattern recognition [14-16], effectively overcoming some working memory limitations. Information may be chunked together based on color, shape, meaning, spatial proximity, or other properties (eg, Gestalt principles) [17] preattentively or automatically (without the need to selectively attend to each cue individually). This perceptual integration process may help facilitate processing of more information with less effort.

Aids that reduce working memory demands are called environmental supports (ES) [18]. ESs often utilize perceptual integration principles to improve task performance for older adults by reducing task demands or supporting the use of existing resources [19,20]. Several studies with younger adults have shown that providing an ES reduces working memory demand by facilitating visual search and automatic perceptual processing of information from graphs [15] by visually integrating related information into meaningful chunks using color [21]. Ratwani et al [15] theorized that when information within a graph is organized into visual “clusters”, less effort is needed to group similar information together, which reduces the working memory demand of the task; the user can focus attention on the differences between the groups, rather than first actively integrating information into clusters.

Reducing the need for effortful comparison of information will allow the user to allocate more resources to later steps in the decision-making process, which could result in more thorough outcome predictions (eg, how a plan might affect finances) and appropriate action selections (eg, choosing one plan over another) [15]. Older adults may benefit from a decision aid designed to shift task demands from working memory to an external memory aid [22], where it can be perceived by the relatively age-insensitive preattentive visual perceptual system [23]. For example, an ordered brightness scale allows people to make comparisons between choices without having to process a number and assign it meaning before serially moving on to the next choice [24]. Instead, meaning is automatically processed using perceptual features (eg, darker green may represent a higher number than a lighter green, the scale is based on the color density). Additionally, it is much faster to search for a color singleton than to find a number target [25]. This suggests a promising avenue of providing an ES-based decision-making aid: shifting the working memory burden to the perceptual processing system by eliminating the need to comprehend and compare each option semantically, and instead comparing the information perceptually.

Objective

The objective of the current study was to extend Lohse’s [21] and Ratwani et al’s [15] findings to the design of an information visualization (info-vis) aid in order to examine whether older adult decision-making performance can be enhanced by the use of graphical decision aids designed to reduce working memory demands. Reducing working memory demands was expected to lessen reliance on less accurate heuristic strategies and improve decision quality. Decision quality was measured by how well the choice met the criterion in the question. The assumption was that when the decision-making task is reduced from cognitively complex to relatively easy, decision makers would not need to rely on heuristics and would consider all relevant information. Specifically, we predict an interaction between decision aid and task difficulty such that the more difficult task decisions will be benefitted most by the info-vis aid. Because the info-vis aid was designed to reduce working memory demands of the task, the performance gains will be greater for difficult tasks that require more working memory resources.

Methods

Participants

There were 23 older participants ages 65-80 that were recruited through an existing database of volunteers in the surrounding community. Older adults received US $14 in compensation for participating. Color-blindness and the inability to read a computer screen were the only exclusion criteria.

Design

The study was a 2 (decision aid: table, color info-vis) x 2 (task difficulty: low, high) repeated measures design, with decision aid as the between-subjects variable and task difficulty as the within-subjects variable. Therefore, each participant was randomly assigned to one of the decision aid conditions and completed trials at both levels of task difficulty. Participants made decisions on a total of 20 trials. The trials were organized around 4 blocks of 5 questions per block. A randomized blocked design was utilized for questions of varying task difficulty. The questions within each block were also randomly presented. Dependent measures included decision accuracy (sum score of number correct), decision quality (sum score of scaled decision ratings for the high difficulty questions), and decision task time (in seconds).

Materials

Demographic information, health information, insurance experience, technology experience, a working memory measurement, and an exit survey were collected from each subject. A blocked design allowed us to administer the subjective workload measure (NASA-TLX) at the end of each block for each level of task difficulty and working memory demand. Participants used PC-compatible computers and wore headphones during the experiment. The experiment was programmed using E-prime (version 1.1).
**Task**

**Decision Task**

The decision task utilized a computerized decision-making paradigm presented in the context of choosing the best health care plan based on given criteria. All participants were assigned to one of the two decision aid conditions and performed tasks at both levels of difficulty. A standardized format was used so that the question, plan data, and choice set always appeared in the same location for each trial. The question was located at the top of the screen, with the decision aid below it.

**Decision Aids**

The table condition was a replica of the table found on the Medicare website (as shown in 2010). The table included a row for each of the fifteen prescription drug plans and columns for four of the plan’s attributes (Figure 1 shows this). In 2014 and 2015, an average of eighteen Medicare Advantage plans were available to enrollees [26]; therefore fifteen plans are representative of a typical Medicare plan selection task.

The info-vis condition was created by adding graphics instead of (or in addition to) text to represent specific attributes. Visualization tools are able to help users interpret large sets of information quickly and efficiently [27]. A single info-vis (Figure 2 shows this) was created utilizing well-accepted display design principles (eg, proximity compatibility principle, color gradients, pictorial representations, and redundancy) [28,29]. The info-vis used in this study was specifically designed to alleviate the working memory intensive parts of the task by converting them into easier perceptual tasks using a color manipulation. Color info-vis uses multi-colored scales (heat map color scale) to replace the categorical gap coverage text. The same multi-colored scale was used in the stars that replace the number scales for satisfaction ratings. The colors highlight the relevant information within each attribute and create fewer mental comparisons for the user. Multi-colored scales can facilitate identification tasks—where one has to select a target value represented by a color (eg, identify the plans that have gap coverage level of all generics—represented by the color green), and in cases where a particular absolute value (ie, all generics) is more important than a relative value (ie, the plan with the lowest amount of coverage) [24]. In the current study, the multi-colored scale was used to represent the five specific categories of both gap coverage and satisfaction ratings and these categories were absolute, not relative to one another (eg, “all generics” was always the highest level of gap coverage, but “some” or “many” generics are not proportionate to each other).

Brightness ordered scales (same color is used, but lightest color gradient is the lowest value and the darkest color is the highest value) were added to dollar amounts in both the monthly premium and annual deductible columns. Brightness ordered scales have been shown to be superior for comparisons of relative value [24] where all values are compared to one another (eg, which plan has the lowest or highest monthly premium). These color manipulations were added to facilitate more perceptual comparisons rather than effortful cognitive comparisons, thus reducing working memory demand. Each attribute in the display layout was grouped close together in perceptual space to make comparisons easier (ie, proximity compatibility principle) [29]. Pilot testing on a younger adult sample found that color info-vis does minimize working memory demand. Participants made more accurate decisions with a color info-vis than size or no info-vis. Size info-vis used pie and bar graphs to indicate differences between drug plans for each criterion. The pilot testing followed a similar procedure except that an auditory n-back task was used to constrain younger adults’ working memory capacity. The secondary task simulated the limitations on older adults’ cognitive abilities.

![Figure 1](http://humanfactors.jmir.org/2016/1/e16/)  
**Figure 1.** Example layout of a low difficulty decision task in the table condition. Fifteen plan options are shown with four plan attributes (gap coverage, monthly premium, annual deductible, and satisfaction rating).
Task Difficulty

Task difficulty was manipulated by varying the number of plan attributes that must be considered in order to accurately complete the task. In the low difficulty condition, participants selected a plan based on one attribute (e.g., Which plan has the lowest monthly premium?). The high difficulty condition required the participant to select a plan by integrating and comparing three attributes of each plan (e.g., Which plan has the lowest monthly premium, highest gap coverage, and highest satisfaction rating?).

For both conditions, the data were structured so that only one plan best met all of the criteria in the question. This manipulation required participants to make a compensatory decision (choosing the best plan by evaluating alternatives along with the required selection criteria) and use an analytical decision strategy in order to select the best answer [30], thus, using heuristics would not lead to the optimal answer choice. Participants in the low difficulty condition only had to compare the values for a single attribute. In the current info-vis table, each attribute is integrated with graphics that makes identifying the optimal choice for each attribute less cognitively demanding. The low difficulty condition is practically useful because single-attribute decision making is a common heuristic in naturalistic decision-making [30] and establishes a baseline of performance on which other conditions can be compared against.

Analysis of a single-attribute decision will answer whether the graphical representation (info-vis) can also affect the efficiency and accuracy of identifying the best option based on a single attribute. In the high difficulty condition, participants needed to rank the values for each attribute and add them together to identify the best plan. The high difficulty condition approximates rational decision-making techniques that consider larger amounts of information and require greater cognitive demands.

Procedure

Experimental sessions were administered in groups of 1 to 4 participants; however, each participant worked independently. After providing informed consent, participants completed a paper and pencil working memory ability test, the Reverse Digit Span [31], before moving on to the computerized portion of the task.

The terms used in the decision task (e.g., gap coverage) were defined by the experimenter and also presented visually on the screen. Participants first completed a series of practice questions that introduced low and high difficulty problems of the decision-making task. Participants chose an answer by pressing the letter on the keyboard that corresponded with the selected plan (e.g., participants pressed the “A” key to select Plan A). At the end of the practice task, a screen prompted users to fill out the NASA-TLX survey. Participants then began the recorded trials. Each recorded block involved the same procedure as the practice block. At the conclusion of the task, participants completed the demographics and health survey, a technology
experience survey, an insurance purchasing experience questionnaire, and an exit survey.

## Results

### Participants

There were 23 older adults (12 female) between the ages of 66 and 80 (mean, M, 72.4, SD 3.73) that participated in this study. Many of the participants indicated they had previous experience purchasing insurance (ie, 19 out of 23 participants, 83%, bought Medicare plans, 14 out of 23, 61%, bought prescription drug insurance, and 20 out of 23, 87%, bought health insurance). No significant differences ($P>.05$) were found between decision aid groups on computer experience, health, insurance purchasing experience, working memory, or age. Therefore, all subjects were included in the following analyses.

### Decision Accuracy

A 2 (decision aid) x 2 (difficulty) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant main effect of task difficulty on decision accuracy ($F_{1,21}=39.88$, $P<.001$, $\eta^2=.65$). Participants performed the decision task more accurately in the low difficulty condition (M 8.87, SD 1.39) than in the high difficulty condition (M 6.30, SD 2.05). There was a significant main effect of decision aid ($F_{1,21}=3.81$, $P=.03$, $\eta^2=.15$), which confirms the hypothesis that older adults would perform significantly better in the color info-vis condition (M 8.13, SD 1.21) than the table condition (M 7.00, SD 1.55).

The interaction between task difficulty and decision aid was not significant ($F_{1,21}=.829$, $P=.19$, $\eta^2=.04$).

For the low difficulty decision tasks, participants were asked to find a plan that best meets the single criterion (one attribute, eg, satisfaction rating). Therefore, we can analyze performance for each attribute (gap coverage, monthly premium, annual deductible, and satisfaction rating) individually to examine why participants were more accurate in the info-vis condition than in the table condition. Because the high difficulty condition involves locating a plan that meets several criteria, we can only assess the source of the main effect of decision aid in the low difficulty condition. The low difficulty condition data were analyzed using a 2 (decision aid) x 4 (plan attribute) mixed measures ANOVA. Main effects of attribute type ($F_{1,72}=15.61$, $P<.001$, $\eta^2=.43$) and decision aid ($F_{1,21}=7.10$, $P=.02$, $\eta^2=.25$) were qualified by a significant interaction between plan attribute and decision aid ($F_{1.72,36.11}=8.81$, $P=.001$, $\eta^2=.30$). Figure 3 shows this. Participants were better able to accurately answer questions about the gap coverage attribute in the color info-vis condition (M 91.7%, SD 20.77%) than in the table condition (M 51.73%, SD 27.51%). This difference is the source of the main effect of decision aid on accuracy.

### Decision Task Time

A 2 (decision aid) x 2 (difficulty) repeated measures ANOVA was run to assess decision task time (in seconds, s) and revealed a significant main effect of difficulty ($F_{1,21}=155.73$, $P<.001$, $\eta^2=.88$), such that participants were faster in the low difficulty condition (M 20.07 s, SD 7.78 s) than in the high difficulty condition (M 70.69 s, SD 20.92 s). Figure 4 shows this. There was no significant main effect of decision aid ($F_{1,21}=1.07$, $P=.31$, $\eta^2=.05$) on task time, nor was there an interaction between decision aid and difficulty ($F_{1,21}=.081$, $P=.78$, $\eta^2=.01$).

A 2 (decision aid) x 4 (plan attribute) repeated measures ANOVA on decision time (in s) was run to look for evidence of a speed-accuracy trade-off that might explain the effect of decision aid on accuracy with gap coverage questions. We can only assess the source of the main effect in the low difficulty condition because the high difficulty condition involves locating a plan that meets several criteria. The analysis revealed a

---

**Figure 3.** Percent accuracy on low difficulty tasks by plan attribute and decision aid. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
significant main effect of decision aid ($F_{1, 21}=4.5, P=.046, \eta^2_p=.18$) and a significant main effect of plan attribute ($F_{6.8, 37.68}=6.82, P=.004, \eta^2_p=.25$), but not a significant interaction between decision aid and attribute ($P=.08$). Participants spent more time answering the gap coverage questions than the other attributes and more time answering questions about this attribute in the table condition than in the color info-vis condition (Figure 5 shows this).

Participants answered the decision task significantly faster in the color info-vis condition (M 16.93 s, SD 5.95 s) than in the table condition (M 23.5 s, SD 8.35 s). Questions about the satisfaction rating attribute (M 13.69 s, SD 8.81 s) took significantly less time than the annual deductible (M 19.64 s, SD 5.22 s), gap coverage (M 25.41 s, SD 17.66 s), and monthly premium (M 19.56 s, SD 6.86 s). This indicates that there was not a speed-accuracy trade-off that would explain significantly lower accuracy for gap coverage questions in the table condition versus the color info-vis condition.

**Figure 4.** Decision task time by decision aid for low and high difficulty tasks. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

![Decision task time by decision aid](image)

**Figure 5.** Mean decision time (in seconds) by plan attribute and decision aid for the low difficulty condition. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

![Mean decision time by plan attribute and decision aid](image)

**Decision Quality**

For each high difficulty question, the plan data were created so that only one option met all of the criteria presented in the question during each trial. The other plan options met only 0, 1, or 2 of the 3 possible criterion. Choosing the correct plan assumes that each criterion was used in the assessment. Thus, a maximum score of 3 is possible for each question and...
represents the best answer. A minimum score of 0 indicates that the plan chosen met none of the criteria in the question. These points were added together to compute a total decision quality score for the high difficulty questions. For the computed score, the maximum score was 30 points (3 x 10 questions) and the minimum score was 0 points.

An independent samples t test was conducted between decision aid conditions on decision quality score and revealed that quality did not differ significantly by decision aid (t=7, P=.49). A one-tailed significance test did not change the effect of the decision aid variable on decision quality.

Subjective Workload

Subjective workload ratings were assessed by conducting a 2 (decision aid) x 2 (difficulty) repeated measures ANOVA. A significant main effect of difficulty (F₁, 2₁=74.2, P<.001, \( \eta^2_p = .78 \)) was revealed in the expected direction. This was a manipulation check for difficulty and indicates a successful manipulation because participants rated the high difficulty tasks as significantly more difficult (M 58.63, SE 3.57) than the low difficulty tasks (M 35.35, SE 2.99). There was no main effect of decision aid (F₁, 2₁=1.5, P=.23, \( \eta^2_p = .07 \)), nor an interaction effect of decision aid and difficulty (F₁, 2₁=.06, P=.82, \( \eta^2_p = .003 \)).

Discussion

Principal Findings

This study examined whether color info-vis can be used as a decision support for older adults making complex decisions. Previous research has shown that older adults exhibit difficulty in choosing a prescription drug plan on the Medicare website, possibly because of a combination of usability issues and normative changes in cognitive abilities such as reduced working memory capacity [1]. It was hypothesized that older adults would perform better (higher accuracy and quality) in the color info-vis condition than in the table condition for both high and low difficulty tasks. Our results show that accuracy was significantly higher in the color info-vis condition (shifting processing burden from cognitive resources to perceptual resources) than in the table condition, indicating that older adults did not use heuristics, but instead an analytical decision-making strategy.

If older adults did not choose the best plan option, they were able to select a plan that was “good enough” in quality regardless of the decision aid. This finding is consistent with the finding that older adults are more likely to use heuristic strategies at a lower level of working memory demand than younger adults and that they can use heuristics successfully [10].

It was hypothesized that performance in the difficult task condition would benefit most from the info-vis display. However, the interaction between task difficulty and decision aid was not significant. The lack of an effect of condition on accuracy in the high difficulty tasks indicates that relying on perceptual capacities cannot fully accommodate age-related declines in cognitive capacities (color info-vis condition). Although the color info-vis may have been successful in reducing the working memory demand for comparing plans on a single attribute (low difficulty task), the info-vis did little to support integration of more than one attribute (ie, the three attributes required in the high difficulty tasks). That is, the info-vis display used color to reduce working memory demands when making decisions within each attribute, but the table did not facilitate information integration or show relationships among different attributes. This could also account for the finding that the type of aid did not influence perceived workload. Future research should evaluate ways to support more complex decision-making tasks where multiple attributes must be integrated and compared through info-vis (eg, configurational displays).

In the graph reading literature, a low difficulty condition is generally termed an extraction task because the user is asked to find a specific bit of information (eg, what is Plan B’s monthly premium amount), rather than perform a comparison of one attribute among many options (eg, which plan has the lowest monthly premium) as in this study. This may be why there was an effect in the low difficulty condition that is not consistently found in other studies within the graph reading literature [15].

In the low difficulty condition, older adults were much more successful at choosing the correct answer when the question was about the gap coverage attribute. This finding is interesting for a number of reasons. First, although the performance boost in the gap coverage attribute is selective, it could be due to ceiling effects in the accuracy data, and floor effects in task time data. The gap coverage attribute had the most room for improvement among the other attributes in both accuracy and task time. In the table condition, accuracy for the monthly premium, annual deductible, and satisfaction ratings attributes all approached near optimal levels of accuracy, while gap coverage yielded less accurate responses. There was similar room for improvement in the task time data such that task times in the table condition for monthly premium, annual deductible, and satisfaction rating were around 20 s compared to approximately 33 s for the gap coverage decision. Second, the user had to remember what each of the colors meant or had to refer to the legend, which on the surface appears to increase working memory demand. However, in the table condition, gap coverage had to be evaluated based on textual values (eg, all generics vs some generics). This requires reading and comprehension of the text, rather than a less working memory demanding visual search for a target color [25]. Third, previous literature has suggested that numeracy (ability to process numerical information) and processing speed (or how fast one can process information and perform tasks without focused attention) are responsible for performance differences with a large dataset (24 plan options) [13]. Using color comparisons rather than numerical comparisons may be a good option for those who do not have high numeracy abilities, working memory abilities, and those with slower processing speed.

Whether or not the use of color is in fact allowing the user to make faster, less demanding comparisons might be a question that can be answered using eye-tracking data. For example, recording fixation durations and plotting saccadic amplitude could help answer the question of whether color is facilitating
a less cognitively demanding search [32]. Long fixation durations might indicate focal vision, which is indicative of selective attention, while short saccades indicate a scanning behavior akin to ambient vision or more automatic (preattentive) processing.

Due to the design of the study, it is difficult to conclude whether the selective benefits of the info-vis display reflect limitations of color integration in displays for older adults, or the ways in which color was implemented in our info-vis condition. If the results reflect the latter, this could explain why significant improvements were only observed for a single attribute (gap coverage). The task improvement could be due to the substitution of textual data for the visual color scale. This change, unlike the other attributes, represents a transformation of the data from textual jargon, to a familiar color scale, which removes the need for knowledge of the specific meanings of each category. In the other three attributes, color was used in addition to the numeric and textual information (especially in the monthly premium and annual deductible attributes). Therefore, the transformation from textual information to the heat mapping color scale in the gap coverage attribute may be more beneficial for older adults than searching through data that is overlaid with color saturations which suggests rankings (that still contain numerical information that older adults could choose to use in their comparison rather than solely relying on the color saturations). Although the benefits of color info-vis are well established among younger adults, there may be limitations of benefits in older adults. Because older adults have the greatest amount of difficulty with information integration tasks [11], a configural display that illustrates relationships among different attributes using color and shape could have further boosted older adults’ decision performance. Future research should examine how perceptual manipulations (eg, color, size, and shape) interact together and whether high difficulty comparisons and integration tasks can be simplified. This study did not examine the effects of size and color together or how these manipulations can improve specific types of data (eg, categorical vs interval). Another limitation of this study was the small sample size in each decision aid condition. As such, the results may provide low power to detect aid-related effects on performance.

Conclusions

Reducing the working memory demand of the task through the use of an ES can improve decision accuracy in certain cases. The results of this study indicate that color info-vis may be a viable ES for older decision makers for comparison tasks. Additionally, decision-making based on a single attribute can lead to better selection of drug plans for older adults. Instead of presenting all attributes at once for users to compare and contrast, each attribute could be presented individually and feature ES to reduce working memory demand. Faceted information retrieval is a filtering system that allows users to search along a specific feature or attribute [33]. Many search engines and retail websites utilize faceted search for improved navigation. This search method would yield a more manageable set of drug plans to choose from because less desirable plans would be filtered out with each attribute. Further research is needed to examine whether the use of color info-vis for each attribute could improve the quality of selected drug plans and reduce the time spent identifying the optimal choice compared to the current complex table design.
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Abstract

Background: University students experience high levels of mental health problems yet very few seek professional help. Web-based mental health interventions may be useful for the university student population. However, there are few published qualitative studies that have examined the perceived benefits and drawbacks of seeking help for mental health problems on the Internet from the perspective of university students.

Objective: To investigate the attitudes of university students on mental health help-seeking on the Internet.

Methods: A total of 19 university students aged 19-24 years participated in 1 of 4 focus groups to examine their views toward help-seeking for mental health problems on the Internet.

Results: Perceived concerns about Web-based help-seeking included privacy and confidentiality, difficulty communicating on the Internet, and the quality of Web-based resources. Potential benefits included anonymity/avoidance of stigma, and accessibility. Participants reported mixed views regarding the ability of people with similar mental health issues to interact on the Internet.

Conclusions: These factors should be considered in the development of Web-based mental health resources to increase acceptability and engagement from university students.

(JMIR Human Factors 2016;3(1):e3) doi:10.2196/humanfactors.4765
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Introduction

Approximately 30% of university students meet criteria for a mental disorder [1,2]. The most commonly reported disorders in this population are substance use disorders, personality disorders, depression, anxiety disorders, and eating disorders [3]. Risk factors for developing a mental disorder among university students include experience of a stressful life event, living away from home, and experience of financial stress [2,3]. Despite the severity of the negative outcomes associated with untreated mental disorders, including poorer interpersonal relationships, lower engagement in campus activities, and increased risk of educational dropout [4], very few students receive appropriate mental health care [1]. Given the barriers
to seeking treatment reported by students (eg, fear of stigma, cost, and time constraints) [5,6]. Web-based mental health interventions, such as peer-to-peer forums, screening tools, and educational and self-help programs, may be highly suited to the university population. Web-based interventions are easily accessible, can be utilized in private, are cost-effective, and typically require less time than face-to-face appointments [7]. Moreover, there is evidence that Web-based interventions targeting mental health are effective for university students [8] and that university students hold favorable attitudes towards Web-based mental health resources [9]. However, there is little exploration of concerns that university students may have regarding seeking help on the Internet, or why they may find Web-based mental health resources appealing. Qualitative research allows in-depth exploration of students’ perceptions of these issues, which has key implications for the design of Web-based mental health resources targeting this population. The current study aims to investigate the attitudes of university students towards seeking mental health support on the Internet.

Methods

Design

A total of 4 focus groups were conducted with students from a large university in Canberra, Australia. Each focus group consisted of 4 or 5 participants (n=5, 5, 4, 5) with a total of 19 participants. Focus groups were chosen due to their potential to generate in-depth discussion. Given the general nature of the questions asked, discussion of personal experiences was not required. The duration of each session was approximately 1.5 hours. Ethics approval was granted by The Australian National University (ANU) Human Research Ethics Committee (2012/520). Cinema vouchers were offered to participants for their time and involvement in the focus groups.

Participants

Of the 19 university students who participated in the focus groups, 10 were women. The mean age of the sample was 21.6 years (range 19-24 years) and the mean duration of their university education was 3.1 years (range 1-5 years). Most participants were domestic students (n=12, 63%) from a range of disciplines (arts, law, commerce, engineering, science, music, and combined degrees from those faculties). Participants were recruited via email invitations distributed to students in residential colleges and students who had previously expressed interest in participating in mental health research.

Procedure

All focus groups were conducted by the primary facilitator (LF), a female postdoctoral research fellow and registered psychologist at the National Institute for Mental Health Research (NIMHR). During focus group meetings, 2 research assistants (AG and JC) were present to provide assistance and take field notes. The focus groups were audio recorded. On arrival, participants were provided with an information sheet, a consent form, and a short demographic questionnaire. At the beginning of each focus group session, the primary facilitator provided a brief introduction to the study and information about the purpose of the focus groups, confidentiality, and voluntary participation.

Focus group participants were asked a series of questions relating to help-seeking preferences for mental health problems (both offline and on the Internet) and their views toward the development of a virtual mental health clinic for university students. Data relevant to the development of the virtual clinic have been published elsewhere (see [10] and [11]). The current paper focuses on participant responses to the following question: “What do you think about using the Internet to get support for mental health or emotional problems?” Participants who sought clarification about the meaning of “using the Internet” were provided with typical examples of Web-based mental health resources (eg, informational websites, self-help therapy programs, and peer-to-peer support networks such as forums and chat platforms).

Analysis Strategy

Data were analyzed using thematic analysis in NVivo 10 by the first author (JC). Participants’ statements in response to the question above were coded based on a grounded theory approach [12], whereby similar concepts were grouped together into themes. During the discussion of Web-based help-seeking 2 major themes emerged: “concerns” and “benefits.” Direct quotes are used to illustrate the themes and participants are identified by gender and a coded number (eg, F1 = female, participant number 1). The number of participants who endorsed each benefit and concern are also reported.

Results

Concerns Regarding Web-Based Mental Health Support

Participants reported a number of concerns about seeking help for mental health problems on the Internet including privacy and confidentiality (n=2), resource quality (n=3), and communication difficulties (n=4). A major concern was privacy and confidentiality:

I’d be worried about putting things in writing in the Internet. I don’t know why. Like I know...that there’ll have to be confidentiality around it, but the Internet just seems kind of insecure. [F1]

Participants noted that while there is a wealth of mental health information on the Internet, it is scattered and difficult to find, which was viewed as a barrier to seeking help:

There’s just so much, and that it’s not really centralized and, you know, it’s about knowing where to go as well. [F2]

There was also skepticism about the quality and accuracy of information available on the Internet, as well as the ability for Web-based resources to address individualized problems:

I probably think it’s a bit too generic for like, a personal problem. [F3]

A final concern that emerged was that participants felt that it could be difficult to accurately portray emotions through writing on the Internet:

I think talking and typing it out is also different...It is a good idea but...maybe someone just can’t get that
across to someone else when you’re just typing it out. [F4]

**Benefits of Seeking Mental Health Support on the Internet**

Participants reported several benefits of using Web-based resources to address mental health problems. These included anonymity/avoidance of stigma (n=3) and accessibility (n=3). The ability to seek help without other people knowing (and potentially passing judgement) was seen as particularly important:

The Internet is very useful and it’s almost an entirely anonymous way to gather information so you can use it without, sort of revealing anything about yourself, about you personally...you can just take information without having to give any. [M2]

Accessibility after business hours was also raised as an advantage of Web-based resources given that, in the participants’ experience, mental health crises tended to occur at night.

It’s readily accessible, so...if you’re out of hours obviously you can go and see, like on a first-hand basis what...some advice is. [F3]

**Mixed Views**

During a discussion of Web-based forums, participants reported mixed views regarding the ability for people with past or current experience of similar mental health problems to seek support from one another on the Internet. One participant expressed concern (n=1) that Web-based forums may compromise safety by enabling interaction between people who are distressed, thereby exacerbating their problems.

If you’ve got a bunch of really depressed people all together in a kind of, I guess, confined Internet space, they just make each other more depressed. [M1]

For others (n=2), the ability of the Internet to connect people experiencing similar issues (eg, via forums) was viewed very positively:

I definitely feel it could be an important tool...I think there’s no better way to help someone out than someone who’s actually been through the same problems as you have. [M3]

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

When asked directly about their views toward seeking Web-based support for mental health problems, participants raised a number of concerns. These related primarily to the privacy of Web-based resources, which has been noted as a key issue to consider in the development of health websites [13-16]. Additionally, the difficulty of communicating effectively on the Internet was raised. This echoes previous findings in a sample of university students [17], where students who preferred face-to-face therapy cited facilitation of communication as a primary reason for their preference. Additionally, difficulty with communication has previously been raised as a potential issue in Internet therapy [18]. However, Abbott and colleagues suggested this problem could be minimized by the user seeking clarification from the message source if there is a concern or misunderstanding [18].

Several participants mentioned the desire for centralized information and resources, suggesting that young people may feel overwhelmed when consulting the Internet for help with their mental health. Developers of Web-based mental health websites or interventions should aim to consolidate and present resources in a navigable and accessible way. Increasing awareness of websites with centralized information may also be beneficial to university students.

However, several positive attitudes toward Web-based help-seeking were raised, including the ability to access help privately and after hours. These are often cited as advantages of Web-based resources (eg, [7]). The Internet was also viewed as filling a gap for students who may wish to remain anonymous or avoid stigma, which is consistent with previous studies with other groups of young people [19]. The participants in the current study endorsed the idea of a Web-based forum for young people to relate to one another. Significantly, prior research has demonstrated that more than half of young people aged 18-25 years use forums for connecting with their peers, and for talking about their problems on the Internet [20]. However, moderation of Web-based interaction in forums is an important consideration for the development of a university virtual clinic, given the concern raised that forum discussion could exacerbate psychological distress. Participants also expressed a desire for relevant, centralized resources. Overall, a virtual clinic that offers tailored information, self-help programs, access to professional support, confidential screening and feedback, and peer support tools is likely to appeal to this population.

**Limitations**

There are several limitations to the present research that require consideration. Participants were not selected on the basis of current or previous experience with a mental health problem, and their mental health status was not assessed. It is unclear to what extent the views and intentions of students without mental health problems are applicable to those of students with a mental illness. However, several students chose to disclose either personal or close family members’/friends’ experiences of a mental health problem. The views of all university students were considered valid for the purposes of the study, given that the aim of the virtual university clinic is to provide prevention services as well as treatment. Because participants self-selected to participate and this study was conducted in one university setting, the views expressed may not represent the views of all students within the participating university more broadly, or students from other universities. Finally, findings in the current paper are limited to the responses to a specific question of interest.

**Implications**

The findings of this research have implications for the development of Web-based mental health resources for university students. Despite their potential impact during emerging adulthood, mental health problems still remain undertreated in this vulnerable group, in part due to barriers to...
help-seeking (eg, cost, time, accessibility). Web-based mental health resources have the potential to overcome these barriers; however, in order to optimize acceptability and engagement, it is critical that the concerns of university students are taken into account in the development of these resources in universities. Web-based resources should seek to offer security of information, anonymity, and treatment that is tailored to an individual’s needs. Involving students in the intervention development process as co-designers may also address some of their concerns and improve eventual uptake of these services.
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Abstract

Background: Mobile health (mHealth) has shown promise as a way to deliver weight loss interventions, including connecting users for social support.

Objective: To develop, refine, and pilot test the Social Pounds Off Digitally (POD) Android app for personalized health monitoring and interaction.

Methods: Adults who were overweight and obese with Android smartphones (BMI 25-49.9 kg/m²; N=9) were recruited for a 2-month weight loss pilot intervention and iterative usability testing of the Social POD app. The app prompted participants via notification to track daily weight, diet, and physical activity behaviors. Participants received the content of the behavioral weight loss intervention via podcast. In order to re-engage infrequent users (did not use the app within the previous 48 hours), the app prompted frequent users to select 1 of 3 messages to send to infrequent users targeting the behavioral theory constructs social support, self-efficacy, or negative outcome expectations. Body weight, dietary intake (2 24-hr recalls), and reported calories expended during physical activity were assessed at baseline and 2 months. All participants attended 1 of 2 focus groups to provide feedback on use of the app.

Results: Participants lost a mean of 0.94 kg (SD 2.22, P=.24) and consumed significantly fewer kcals postintervention (1570 kcal/day, SD 508) as compared to baseline (2384 kcal/day, SD 993, P=.01). Participants reported expending a mean of 171 kcal/day (SD 153) during intentional physical activity following the intervention as compared to 138 kcal/day (SD 139) at baseline, yet this was not a statistically significant difference (P=.57). There was not a statistically significant correlation found between total app entries and percent weight loss over the course of the intervention (r=.49, P=.19). Mean number of app entries was 77.2 (SD 73.8) per person with a range of 0 to 219. Messages targeting social support were selected most often (32/68, 47%), followed by self-efficacy (28/68, 41%), and negative outcome expectations (8/68, 12%). Themes from the focus groups included functionality issues, revisions to the messaging system, and the addition of a point system with rewards for achieving goals.

Conclusions: The Social POD app provides an innovative way to re-engage infrequent users by encouraging frequent users to provide social support. Although more time is needed for development, this mHealth intervention can be disseminated broadly for many years and to many individuals without the need for additional intensive in-person hours.

(JMIR Human Factors 2016;3(1):e8) doi:10.2196/humanfactors.4512
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Introduction

Rates of overweight and obese US adults remain high with 69% having a body mass index (BMI) greater than 25 kg/m² [1]. Obesity and being overweight are associated with type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, arthritis, asthma [2,3], and some cancers—thyroid [4], colon, breast (in postmenopausal women), endometrium, esophagus, and kidney [5]. Behavioral interventions that target improvements in diet and physical activity are effective ways to help people lose weight and decrease chronic disease risk factors [6].

The use of apps on mobile devices (eg, smartphones and tablets) has the potential to improve how individuals monitor health behaviors by serving as a convenient platform to connect users to one another via online social networks. Mobile health (mHealth) holds promise as an effective method of delivering behavioral interventions addressing diet and physical activity, and it is less time-intensive than in-person, individual, or group sessions [7]. Mobile phone ownership is pervasive; 85% of US adults report owning a mobile phone with half owning smartphones [8]. Smartphone ownership cuts across ethnic groups with 49% of Hispanics, 47% of African Americans, and 42% of whites owning smartphones [8]. While there has been emerging research in the area of using mHealth technologies to help people achieve a healthy weight, few studies have used an entirely mobile device-based approach to deliver a behavioral weight loss intervention. Furthermore, many of the mobile-based weight loss apps available (both free and paid) do not include the evidence-based techniques used in traditional (ie, clinic-based) weight loss interventions [9,10].

Weight loss programs have been developed and delivered via Internet and other Web-based platforms as well as through social media (eg, Facebook [11] and Twitter [12]) to promote weight loss and reduce health risks of chronic disease. Frequent participant engagement with social media in the context of these weight loss interventions has been shown to be related to weight loss [11-13]. While there are many benefits to delivering weight loss interventions using remote methodologies, maintaining participant engagement over time and providing sufficient social support in these types of interventions can be a challenge [14].

The overarching objective of this line of research has been to design an app that can be used to monitor and test scientific hypotheses related to optimal matching of participants to provide support for collective weight loss in the context of mobile interventions. The primary goal for this pilot study was to solicit participant feedback to refine the Social Pounds Off Digitally (Social POD) app for use in a larger pilot randomized clinical trial (RCT). The Social POD app was developed by a transdisciplinary team of researchers including experts in health behavior, nutrition, computer science, psychology, exercise science, and social work. The analysis sought to answer the following questions: (1) What features of the Social POD app needed to be refined or developed to further incentivize participants to use the app? (2) Were there any significant changes from pre- to poststudy in participant weight, calories consumed, and reported intentional physical activity? (3) Was participant weight loss correlated with frequency of app use over the course of the study?

Methods

Participant Recruitment

Men and women who were overweight or obese with Android smartphones (BMI 25-49.9 kg/m²; N=9) were recruited in South Carolina for a 2-month weight loss pilot intervention to test usability and provide feedback to be used in the refinement of the smartphone app. Participants were recruited via worksite listserv announcements, flyers, and newspaper advertisements. Exclusion criteria included not having an Android phone, previous stroke or heart attack diagnosis, diagnosis of diabetes and using insulin or oral medications to control diabetes, BMI outside the range of 25.0-49.9 kg/m², unable to attend required meetings, unable to access the Internet using a computer for completing assessments, having a psychiatric illness, receiving treatment for drug or alcohol dependency, having an eating disorder, participating in another weight loss program, being pregnant or planning on becoming pregnant during the study, and breastfeeding. Participants were excluded for endorsing any of the first 4 items on the revised Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q) [15,16]: (1) inform by a doctor that they have a heart condition and should only participate in physical activities approved by a doctor, (2) feeling chest pain when being in physical activity, (3) experiencing chest pain in the past month when not engaging in physical activity, and (4) ever losing their balance and becoming dizzy or ever losing consciousness. If participants reported a bone or joint problem that could be made worse by participating in physical activity (item 6 of the PAR-Q) or taking blood pressure medication (item 6 of the PAR-Q), they were required to have a physician consent form completed to participate in the study. Participants received US $30 for completion of assessments at baseline, US $15 after the 1-month focus group, and US $15 after the 2-month focus-up weight assessment.

Intervention Implementation

Participants attended 4 in-person meetings: an orientation session to learn about the study and complete baseline dietary assessments; a training session to learn how to download and use the Social POD app and podcasts and to collect baseline height and weight measurements; a mid-study focus group at 1 month to provide feedback regarding the usability of the Social POD app, provide suggestions for improvement, and collect 1-month weight measurements; and an end-of-study session to provide 2-month weight measurements. All participants provided written consent. This study was approved by the University of South Carolina institutional review board.

Participants were instructed to track their total calories from all meals, snacks, and beverages consumed; minutes of intentional physical activity; and body weight each day for the duration of
the 2-month usability study. Participants were instructed to use MyFitnessPal or LoseIt, free commercial diet-tracking apps with extensive nutrient databases, to look up calorie information for food and beverages consumed. Participants were then asked to transfer total calories from each meal and snack consumed for the day to the Social POD app. Screenshots of the tracking features are shown in Figure 1.

Participants received within-app notifications at certain times throughout the day to remind them to self-monitor (promoting self-regulation) diet, minutes of physical activity, and total body weight each day. Participants could view a history of all dietary, activity, and weight information entered on the within-app history screen. Participants could view weight entered on a weight graph. Participants who were frequently using the Social POD app (users who entered information in the app in the past 48 hours) were prompted via notifications to send encouraging messages to other group members who had not entered data in the app over the previous 48 hours (infrequent users). Messages were sent from frequent users by clicking the notification to send a message to an infrequent user, selecting one of three options listed on the message selection screen, and clicking Send. Screenshots of the message log, message selection, and history screen of the Social POD app features are shown in Figure 2.

This study is novel in that it used theory-based messages designed by the researchers to help re-engage infrequent participants over the course of the 2-month intervention. The participants were matched to provide support to one another based on principles of recommender systems used by some websites and applications (eg, Amazon and Netflix) [17-20], which filter information to match users based on user history or preferences [21]. Frequent users were randomly matched to provide support (by sending a theory-based message) to help re-engage infrequent users in this intervention. Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) [22,23] was used as a framework to design user-to-user messages that targeted social support [13], self-efficacy [22,23], and outcome expectations [24] regarding self-monitoring behavior (ie, targeting self-regulation) [23] of diet, physical activity, and weight. SCT is the belief in the reciprocal relationship between cognitions, environmental influences, and behavior [22,25]. Constructs from SCT were selected for this study based on results from a previous Internet-based weight loss intervention, which found that targeting these specific constructs led to healthier diet and physical activity behaviors and resulted in a reduction of body weight among study participants [26]. The interventionists created messages for each of the three social construct theories and prompted frequent users to select 1 of 3 messages to send to an infrequent user. Table 1 provides examples of each message type as well as the SCT construct targeted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCT construct targeted</th>
<th>Construct definition</th>
<th>Sample message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>One’s belief in the ability to perform specific tasks and overcome barriers.</td>
<td>“I found some light recipes on the Internet and they look pretty good. Nutrition info is listed, so they’re easy to track too.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social support</td>
<td>Support from others, which can take many forms including information, suggestions, or advice.</td>
<td>“Haven’t seen you log anything in the app lately. We miss you!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome expectations</td>
<td>Expected outcomes of behaviors.</td>
<td>“I’ve never really succeeded at a diet before, but I think tracking my calories, weight, and exercise has to help this time around!”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants were provided with 3 20-minute, evidence-based weight loss podcasts each week. Podcasts were uploaded to the study website, and participants were sent a reminder that a new podcast was available every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday via email. Participants were instructed to listen to the 3 podcasts within the week but could listen at a time and place of their choosing. Podcasts were informed by SCT and provided participants with a range of weight loss topics. Podcast topics included nutrition and exercise information, an audio diary tracking the weight loss progress with challenges experienced by a male and female character, and a weight loss soap opera depicting the challenges of overcoming social barriers to weight loss, with a goal-setting activity related to weight loss at the end of each episode. Specific information regarding the development and testing of these podcasts in previous interventions can be found elsewhere [12,27].
Outcome Measures

Participants completed online questionnaires assessing demographic characteristics. Height was measured at baseline assessment only using a Seca 213 (Hamburg, Germany) calibrated stadiometer. Weight was measured at baseline and 2 months using a Seca 869 calibrated digital scale accurate to 0.01 kg. Dietary measures were completed by participants using the National Cancer Institute’s Automated Self-Administered 24-Hour Dietary Recall (ASA24) [28]. Each participant completed the ASA24 online for 1 unannounced weekday and weekend day at baseline and 2 months. The following previously validated questionnaires were completed by participants at baseline and 2 months unless otherwise specified: the Paffenbarger Physical Activity Questionnaire to determine calories expended during activity [29], the 20-item Weight Efficacy-Lifestyle Questionnaire to measure participant self-efficacy [30], the 44-item Big Five Inventory (baseline only) as a measure of personality characteristics [31], and the Sallis Social Support Scale [32] and Physical Activity Social
Influence Scale as measures of social support from family and friends (modified to include online social networks) [33]. Objective measures of frequency and duration of app use were collected unobtrusively by a secure network server following the intervention (at 2 months). All baseline measurements were collected prior to the administration of the weight loss intervention.

Participants attended 1 of 2 focus group sessions at 1 month to provide feedback regarding their use of the intervention components (Social POD app and podcasts). The focus groups were conducted by a trained focus group facilitator, and questions were asked using a semistructured interview guide developed by the investigators that included prescribed and spontaneous probes designed to elicit information from participants regarding their experience with the Social POD app. Questions were designed to assess participant satisfaction and dissatisfaction with the weight loss podcasts; the Social POD app including the tracking, prompting, and messaging features; and the weight graph and history features for future revisions. Participants were also asked if they would like incentives for using the app, and if so, how they would like an incentive system to be structured. Information regarding aesthetics and appearance of the app was solicited as well.

Focus group sessions were taped using an audio recorder, and all participants were instructed to use their study identification number to protect confidentiality during the focus groups. A trained graduate research assistant was present at the focus group sessions to take field notes during the sessions. The focus group facilitator completed detailed memos following each midstudy focus group session to document salient themes from participant discussions. Recordings from the 1-month focus group were transcribed verbatim by the research assistant and were cross-referenced with recordings for accuracy.

During the study (weeks 1 through 7) participants completed brief weekly online surveys each Friday to report the number of podcasts listened to and the number of days they used the Social POD app that week. Participants also reported any problems experienced using the Social POD app during the past 7 days and any suggestions they had to improve the app. If participants reported problems or suggestions for the Social POD app, they were then asked to write a detailed explanation.

Statistical Analysis

All qualitative data were collected and analyzed between February and August 2014 using NVivo for Mac Beta 2014 statistical software (QSR International) to extract a combination of a priori and emergent themes from the focus groups to guide the revision of the Social POD app. Open-ended responses from weekly surveys regarding problems experienced and suggestions for improvements to the Social POD app were coded as well. Stata version 13.1 (StataCorp) software was used to detect statistical significance for all quantitative data analysis. Paired samples t test was used to test for statistically significant differences from pre- to posttest for weight, calories consumed, and calories expended during reported physical activity. The effect size for weight loss was also calculated. Correlation between total app entries and percent weight loss at 2 months was examined. Correlation between total days of objectively measured app use and total days of self-reported app use (via weekly questionnaires) by participants was examined. Fisher exact test was used, due to the small sample size, to detect significant differences in user-to-user message selection among participants categorized into subgroups based on amount of weight loss (dichotomized into groups of high versus low weight loss at the median split of percent weight loss). The sample size for this study was determined for qualitative analysis based on expert recommendations for mHealth usability testing studies [34,35]; therefore, this study was not powered to detect significant changes in within-group weight. Changes in weight and weight-related behaviors, however, are presented.

Results

Demographic Characteristics

A total of 34 individuals inquired about the study, 15 individuals qualified to participate, and 9 completed baseline measures and received the intervention. Major reasons why participants did not qualify included not having an Android phone (9/19, 47%) and meeting medical exclusion criteria (3/19, 16%). Most participants (7/9, 78%) attended the 1-month focus group sessions (2 infrequent app users did not attend), and all participants completed the poststudy questionnaire and unannounced dietary recalls and had their body weight measured poststudy. The response rate for weekly surveys was 62% (39/63). Baseline demographics of the study sample are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Baseline demographic characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>n=9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>39  (14.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>8   (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1   (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>3   (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>6   (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg), mean (SD)</td>
<td>91.5 (19.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index, mean (SD)</td>
<td>35.5 (7.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational attainment, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>3   (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>5   (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>1   (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced or separated</td>
<td>1   (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>2   (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>4   (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2   (22)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Focus Group Themes

Major themes that emerged during focus group discussions are reported below with illustrative quotes from participants. These themes included Social POD app functionality, improvements to the Social POD app and podcasts, additions to the Social POD app, incentive and goal system for the Social POD app, and satisfaction with the Social POD app and podcasts.

Functionality of Social POD App

Functionality problems reported by participants included issues with the notification system that prompted participants to track their daily diet, weight, and minutes of physical activity. Reported functionality issues with the notification system mentioned during the focus groups as well as on the weekly surveys included 1 failure to receive notifications and 1 failure of notifications to connect with the correct screen within the Social POD app. The same participant reported 2 instances of spontaneous crashing of the Social POD app on the weekly surveys.

Improvements to Social POD App and Podcasts

Themes relating to suggested improvements for the Social POD app were varied and included adding additional features and modifying existing features. Modifying the color scheme and integrating options for personalization were suggested. One participant suggested using colors that “get your attention more” by replacing the grey and dark blue used in the current version of the Social POD app with brighter colors. Another participant mentioned she would like to have had the opportunity to choose an avatar or icon for her home screen to customize the appearance of her app. Having the ability to track calories consumed on previous dates was another requested modification. Most participants (3 out of 4 participants in this group) reported that the notifications to track their diet, physical activity, and weight were helpful as reminders to track their healthy behaviors, although 1 participant said she found them to be annoying.

There were not many suggested improvements for the podcasts during the focus groups, but participants did note problems with sound quality and variation in the volume level. A participant in the focus groups mentioned that there was a difference in the volume level of the various segments of the podcasts, specifically with the soap opera portion. Participants recommended leveling the volume and improving the sound quality of the podcast episodes prior to future use. While all participants reported that they valued the information provided in the podcasts and felt satisfied with the various segments, some participants (n=3) reported they did not like the soap opera portion of the podcast episodes. A participant shared, “I don’t particularly like the soap opera,” and 2 members of the group agreed with this statement and said this story line was “geared toward young dating women” and “negative.” Another participant would have enjoyed the soap opera portion of the podcast more if all of the episodes could be listened to consecutively rather than having to wait until the next episode was available to download.

Additions to the Social POD App

Suggested additions to the Social POD app included adding a database of common foods and beverages within the app (versus having to use another app to look up calorie information) and incorporating an incentive system. Increasing the amount of
praise provided by the study staff for entering weight and achieving weight loss–related goals was a highly suggested addition to the app. All of the participants that attended the focus groups (n=7) expressed their desire to see how others were doing in the program and to send other participants encouragement for achieving weight loss goals. A participant mentioned it would be interesting to see if messages sent to other users actually motivated them to use the app more often.

I think it’d be interesting to hear somebody from the receiving end to see if that motivated them to do something.

Incentive and Goal System of the Social POD App

All participants in the focus groups reported they would like an incentive system with rewards for using the tracking components of the Social POD app. Participants suggested that points should be redeemed for prizes.

I’m all about a token economy, so yes...I think like a five year old, so yeah, that [prizes] really does motivate me.

Participants recommended earning points specifically for completing physical activity.

I haven’t been nearly as active as I would have liked to have been...having a point reward system for that would be an incentive for me to move more.

A participant mentioned that creating a competition among study participants or giving prizes for personal bests would be motivating.

I certainly like prizes [laughter]. It could also be fun to have a competition between the Social POD users so you could have the leader in points receive some prize or even personal bests, like if you have a 5-week program and your best week you could get some rewards.

Participants recommended the integration of preset or tailored goals to limit the possibility that some might set unrealistic goals for themselves and give up on the program.

First participant: Think of the other side if you decide for yourself some goals, and for some reason you cannot make them, how would you feel?

Second participant: Really terrible, but if it was somehow like...If the system could somehow help you set reasonable goals instead of like high in the sky things that I know I’m not going to do. People do tend to set lofty goals for themselves when really it should be small, measurable, incremental changes at first.

Satisfaction With Social POD App and Podcasts

Themes relating to satisfaction with Social POD app components included the user-to-user messaging system. Some participants preferred the prewritten user-to-user messages because they seemed more professional than allowing participants to create their own user-to-user messages.

I think the prepopulated messages are [are] the best because it’s professional.

Overall, participants reported satisfaction with the messaging system. A participant reported that she would have been less likely to send messages to others if she had to write the messages herself.

I know that I would be less likely to send a message to someone if I had to write it myself...so having some [messages] to choose from where it takes just a second to do, I’m more likely to do that.

Overall, participants reported the Social POD app was simple and easy to use. Participants reported they liked the convenience and ability to use their smartphones to track their diet, which they found to be more inconspicuous than other methods (eg, using a calorie book).

Every now and then you feel like James Bond because if you are at the table and you still have your cellphone with you and you turn on the app and...nobody knows what you do...and you just...key in everything and done. I mean [at] the end of the day...I’ve done something for myself today.

Participants also mentioned that the app gave them the motivation they needed to change their diet and physical activity behaviors to lose weight.

It’s definitely been a useful exercise...my thing is process, not perfection...in my case I’m doing a lot more than I was doing before.

All participants in the focus groups volunteered that they valued the information provided in the podcasts.

I liked the information...it reinforces what I’m sure most of us already know.

Participants reported a variety of methods used to listen to the weekly podcasts. A participant created an icon on the phone to easily access the podcasts and even set reminders to listen to the podcasts throughout the week.

I’ve set up the podcasts as an icon on my phone. So then I just go to the website and can play it from there, and then I have an alarm set up for Monday, Wednesday, and Friday because otherwise I’ll forget to [listen] even with an email I’ll probably forget.

Another participant reported listening to the podcasts from a laptop.

It’s easy, I told you, I listen to this on my laptop, and once I get the email, I just click on the link on my media system in the laptop [and] just open up, and I can see everything there. I wish they could stay. I wished at the end of the study [the podcasts] would not go away.

Participants reported listening to the podcasts in a variety of settings. Some participants reported listening to the podcasts while in the car.

I like to listen to it in the car when I’m going to be in the car for twenty or thirty minutes.

I like to listen to them in the car or when I’m getting ready in the morning and that’s a good time to do it, so I appreciate that your assistant sends them early.
in the morning, so I have a good time, a whole day really to listen to it.

All focus group participants mentioned that they liked at least one of the various segments included in the podcast episodes.

I also really like the section where you listen to someone’s diary...that’s helpful.

Another participant liked the diversity of characters included in the podcasts.

I like there’s an array of people who share. Older gentlemen, the women, whoever you seem to identify with you can find somebody who is good for you.

**Suggested Improvements**

On the weekly surveys, participants suggested many of the same improvements discussed in the focus group sessions. Suggestions for improvements to the Social POD app included adding more vibrant colors to the app, adding customization such as a personal avatar, integrating a nutrient database, adding the ability to track diet and activity for previous dates, and providing more praise for losing weight and/or increasing physical activity. Additional suggestions made on the weekly surveys not mentioned in the focus groups included adding additional activity options for tracking physical activity (n=1), giving participants the ability to customize the user-to-user messages (n=1), and revising the user-to-user messages to sound more motivating and encouraging (n=1).

**Planned Revisions of the Social POD App and Podcasts Based on Focus Group Themes**

A news feed will be developed for the Social POD app for participants to view the progress of other users with weight loss-related goals. Participants will be able to send others encouragement for achieving these goals (eg, logging 30 minutes of exercise, logging diet and weight) through the news feed, targeting positive reinforcement [22]. Other revisions to the next iteration of the Social POD app will include the ability to earn points on a Point Tracker within the app for self-monitoring diet, physical activity, and weight and for sending others encouragement through the news feed. Points will be redeemed for study-provided prizes at the end of the pilot RCT, targeting reinforcement [22]. A weight loss competition among participants, as suggested by one participant, will not be integrated into the revised version of the Social POD app to minimize the potential risk of harm to some participants who are not achieving weight loss goals as quickly as others. Integrating a database of food and beverages similar to commercial diet tracking apps to view the nutrient content of commonly consumed items was recommended and will be incorporated into the calorie tracking features of the Social POD app to facilitate self-regulation [23]. A more extensive list of activities will be incorporated to the physical activity tracker in the revised Social POD app, also promoting self-regulation [23]. The color scheme of the app will be modified to include colors that are brighter and more eye-catching, and the option to add an avatar on the home screen will be incorporated. User-to-user messages will be revised to include more encouraging statements to better re-engage infrequent users with the Social POD app. Planned revisions for the podcasts include rerecording the podcast episodes to improve the sound quality and volume across segments within the episodes.

**Quantitative Results**

Participants lost a mean of 0.94 kg (SD 2.22), Differences in mean participant weight before (91.48 kg, SD 19.08; 95% CI 76.82-106.15) and after (90.55 kg, SD 20.01; 95% CI 75.17-105.93) the 2-month intervention were not statistically significant (P=.24, d=.05, r=.02). Participants reported expending a mean of 171 kcal/day (SD 153) during intentional physical activity following the intervention as compared to 138 kcal/day (SD 139) at baseline, yet this was not a statistically significant difference (P=.57). Participants reported consuming significantly fewer calories following the intervention (1570 kcal/day, SD 508) than before (2384 kcal/day, SD 993, P=.01).

Mean number of Social POD app entries over the course of the 2-month usability study was 77.2 (SD 73.8, 95% CI 17.66-133.68) with a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 219 entries. Messages were sent by frequent users targeting social support most often (32/68, 47%), followed by self-efficacy (28/68, 41%) and outcome expectations (8/68, 12%). There was not a statistically significant correlation between total app entries and percent weight loss over the course of the intervention (r=.49, P=.19). There was no difference in the type of message selected (self-efficacy, social support, and outcome expectation) between those participants who were successful at weight loss as compared to those who were less successful (defined at median split in percent weight loss) (P=.79).

On the weekly surveys, participants reported listening to an average of 2.24 podcast episodes (SD 1.50; minimum 0, maximum 6) per week, and they reported using the Social POD app an average of 4.5 days (SD 2.25; minimum 0, maximum 7). There were 7 reports of problems using the Social POD app by 3 participants over the course of the 2-month study. Reported problems from weekly surveys included spontaneous crashing (2 times) and notifications linking with the incorrect screen in the Social POD app (1 time); there were no explanations for the other reported problems on the weekly surveys.

There were 2 participants with no objective measure of Social POD app use over the course of the study. A participant reported using the Social POD app 1 day during the study, and she specified on the weekly survey that she did not use the app because she did not have enough time. The other participant without objective app use data reported on the weekly surveys that she used the app a total of 21 days during the study. The total number of days participants used the app (as objectively measured by the app) and total number of days of self-reported app use by participants via weekly surveys was highly correlated (r=.87, P<.01), indicating that self-report was a reliable measure of app engagement in this study.

**Discussion**

**Comparison to Prior Work**

While there has been much work in the area of mobile app development for health, there is currently little published research in the area of development and testing of new mobile apps for weight loss among adults who are overweight and
obese. There are several recent studies documenting the development and testing of new apps for weight loss in adolescents [36], apps for increasing physical activity and reducing screen time among adolescent males [37], and apps for predicting the risk of childhood obesity among infants [38]. Several recent studies report on the development and testing of apps for modification of diet and physical activity among the young adult population [39-41].

In a similar mixed-methods usability study, Morrison and colleagues used a computer-based weight loss program in conjunction with an Android mobile app to improve participant goal setting and motivation to achieve weight management goals among young adult participants over a 4-week period [39]. This app also offered participants the opportunity to set notifications, similar to those in the Social POD app, as reminders to use the diet and physical activity diary features. Participants could choose when and if they would like to receive notifications in an effort to improve the usability of and satisfaction with the mobile app [39]. It was found that only about half of the participants used the self-monitoring features of the app over the course of this usability testing [39]. While 1 participant in the Social POD app study noted that the notifications could be “annoying,” others found the notifications, which were preset by study coordinators, a helpful reminder to self-monitor their behaviors and weight and said that they otherwise would not have performed this task. Prior research has also demonstrated that weight loss is improved when self-monitoring activities are performed in real-time and proximal to the target behavior [42]. This indicates that mHealth apps could better help users self-monitor health-related behaviors using a notification system that cannot be eliminated by participants to remind them throughout the day and at times in which the behaviors typically occur.

In a qualitative study examining the desired features of weight loss apps among young adults, Tang and colleagues found that participants valued the opportunity to move beyond strictly tracking their eating behaviors and wanted a way to integrate other features, such as behavioral weight loss goals [40]. Other mobile apps have also incorporated a goals feature. Morrison and colleagues instructed participants to set their own goals and track their goal achievement progress using their mobile app and found that participants most frequently accessed informational content using their app (eg, food lists); fewer participants used the goal setting and monitoring features of their mobile app [39]. As some participants are less likely to use app components that require initial set-up (eg, setting goals or notifications), including some type of preset behavioral goals for users to achieve could help promote user engagement and motivation with these mHealth apps.

In their qualitative study documenting the development and prototype testing of an app promoting change in eating and activity behaviors to reduce weight gain among young adults, Hebden and colleagues received feedback requesting positive reinforcement for performing desired behaviors (eg, eating healthy foods or engaging in physical activity) [41]. This is similar to participant suggestions for more opportunities to provide and receive praise in the Social POD study. Including opportunities for users to give and receive praise for performing targeted health behaviors could be another necessary component to help establish and maintain health behavior change within the context of mHealth interventions.

The color scheme of the Social POD app will be updated with brighter colors to better appeal to users as suggested in the Social POD participant focus groups. Tang and colleagues conducted focus groups with young adult participants and also found that the perceived attractiveness of an app was an important consideration for participant satisfaction and maintaining engagement with weight loss apps [40]. Functionality issues similar to those found in the notification system of the Social POD app were found in a study conducted by Morrison and colleagues where a participant reported not receiving notifications during testing of a new mobile app for goal setting and self-monitoring of diet and activity among a small sample of adults [39].

Ensuring that all components of mHealth apps are functioning properly over time is an integral part of the usability testing process and of great importance in remotely delivered behavioral health interventions. Following usability testing, it was imperative to prioritize the changes that were made to the Social POD app prior to the pilot RCT. Correcting functionality issues and developing a newsfeed and incentive systems took priority; an avatar to personalize the app was not incorporated, and, while a nutrient database was added, it was not as extensive as originally hoped.

**Limitations**

Because the purpose of this study was to test the first iteration of the Social POD app prior to the pilot RCT, it was not adequately powered to detect statistically significant differences in pre-post scores. The time period of the study was limited and at 2 months may have been too short to detect significant differences in participant pre-post body weight. The Social POD app is currently only available for the Android operating system. Despite the fact that the Android phone is the most prevalent cell phone in the United States [43], the fact that other smartphones (eg, iPhone) were excluded may reduce the generalizability of the findings. Direct questioning (versus open-ended questioning) was used to solicit participant opinions regarding the addition of an incentive system, which could have resulted in bias. The sample size of this study was also very small, at just 9 participants and only 1 male, and was therefore not a representative sample of all potential users of the Social POD app. Because the sample size was small, message selection results could be skewed toward the message type that frequent participants preferred. Participants were instructed to use a commercial database to identify the caloric content of food and beverages consumed and use of this database could have contributed to the change in weight observed following this intervention.

**Strengths**

One strength of this study was the use of a mixed-methods design, which included participant focus groups to obtain usability and functionality feedback and suggestions for improvements to the Social POD app prior to the pilot RCT. Obtaining feedback through the weekly surveys was another
strength, given the potential for some participants to refrain or modify comments during focus groups based on social desirability bias. Another strength of this study was the iterative testing of the Social POD app to uncover and resolve functionality issues prior to the pilot RCT [34]. While the total number of app entries was not statistically significantly correlated with percent weight loss, a correlation coefficient of \( r = .49 \) represents a fairly large effect size [44]. Furthermore, mean difference in calories expended during intentional physical activity from pre- to posttest was also not significantly different, but this represented a small effect and could be greater if tested among a larger sample and over a longer time period [44]. While the sample size was small in this usability study, the minimum percentage of problems identified during testing of mobile apps increased from 55% to 85%, respectively, when the sample size increased from 5 participants to 10 [45]. The reach of mHealth interventions such as this has the potential to be even greater than traditional face-to-face interventions, and even small changes in weight have the potential to impact public health outcomes and reduce disease risk [46]. A reduction in body weight as little as 1 kg, as seen in this study, has been associated with a 16% reduction in type 2 diabetes risk [47] demonstrating that this type of mHealth intervention is a scalable way to deliver a weight loss program with beneficial reduction of disease risk. The comparison of objective and subjective reports of app use is another strength of this study.

Conclusion

The Social POD app provides an innovative way to encourage self-monitoring of dietary intake, weight, and physical activity while encouraging frequent users to provide social support to infrequent users. Although more time is needed for development, this mHealth intervention can be disseminated broadly for many years and to many individuals without the need for additional intensive in-person hours. The Social POD app should be tested in a larger clinical trial for a longer length of time to determine if changes in participant weight, calories consumed, and calories expended during physical activity are improved.
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Abstract

Background: The administration of health screeners in a hospital setting has traditionally required (1) clinicians to ask questions and log answers, which can be time consuming and susceptible to error, or (2) patients to complete paper-and-pencil surveys, which require third-party entry of information into the electronic health record and can be vulnerable to error and misinterpretation. A highly promising method that avoids these limitations and bypasses third-party interpretation is direct entry via a computerized inventory.

Objective: To (1) computerize medical and behavioral health screening for use in general medical settings, (2) optimize patient acceptability and feasibility through iterative usability testing and modification cycles, and (3) examine how age relates to usability.

Methods: A computerized version of 15 screeners, including behavioral health screeners recommended by a National Institutes of Health Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research collaborative workgroup, was subjected to systematic usability testing and iterative modification. Consecutive adult, English-speaking patients seeking treatment in an urban emergency department were enrolled. Acceptability was defined as (1) the percentage of eligible patients who agreed to take the assessment (initiation rate) and (2) average satisfaction with the assessment (satisfaction rate). Feasibility was defined as the percentage of the screening items completed by those who initiated the assessment (completion rate). Chi-square tests, analyses of variance, and Pearson correlations were used to detect whether improvements in initiation, satisfaction, and completion rates were seen over time and to examine the relation between age and outcomes.

Results: Of 2157 eligible patients approached, 1280 agreed to complete the screening (initiation rate=59.34%). Statistically significant increases were observed over time in satisfaction ($F_{3,1061}=3.35, P=.019$) and completion rates ($F_{3,1276}=25.44, P<.001$). Younger age was associated with greater initiation (initiated, mean [SD], 46.6 [18.7] years; declined: 53.0 [19.5] years, $t_{2,155}=-7.6, P<.001$), higher completion ($r=-.20, P<.001$), and stronger satisfaction ($r=-.23, P<.001$).

Conclusions: In a rapid-paced emergency department with a heterogeneous patient population, 59.34% (1280/2157) of all eligible patients initiated the computerized screener with a completion rate reaching over 90%. Usability testing revealed several critical principles for maximizing usability of the computerized medical and behavioral health screeners used in this study. Further work is needed to identify usability issues pertaining to other screeners, racially and ethnically diverse patient groups, and different health care settings.
Introduction

Electronic health records (EHRs) have become ubiquitous in health care settings, but their full capacity to markedly improve public health has yet to be realized. To catalyze the transition from “public health potential” to “public health improvement,” a landmark collaboration supported by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR) has derived a list of recommended core psychosocial screeners to be incorporated into all EHRs [1]. The multiphase consensus building process used by the OBSSR collaborative workgroup included diverse stakeholders from health care systems, scientists, policy makers, governmental organizations, health insurers, clinicians, and consumer groups. To facilitate downstream implementation, the panel sought to ensure that the recommended screeners (see Multimedia Appendix 1) were not only rooted in strong science but were also actionable, user friendly, clinically relevant, and cost effective. Adoption of these core measures into EHRs could improve individual-level patient care, identify drivers of hospital readmissions, and facilitate public health research by supporting more efficient, accurate harmonization of data across different EHRs.

Even if an EHR company integrates the core behavioral health screeners into its templates, clinicians still must ask the questions and enter the answers, a task that can be time consuming and susceptible to error, especially when multiple screeners spanning a variety of domains must be administered. Even if paper-and-pencil administration is used by the patient to complete the screeners, the clinician or a designee still must enter the item responses or scale scores into the EHR manually. A highly promising method that avoids these limitations and bypasses third-party interpretation leading to potential misinterpretation is direct entry via computerized assessments. In many situations, electronic collection of screeners is superior to verbal interview because it guarantees standardized administration of the questions and scoring, promotes forthcoming responses by reducing social desirability bias [2-4], and requires less clinician time. Because data from computerized assessments has the potential to be imported directly into the EHR, it can reduce transcription and scoring errors and time associated with manual entry of paper-based item responses or scale scores. A truly integrated system that pairs computerized self-assessments of the OBSSR core screeners such that the data output matches up precisely with the same template fields in the EHR would be a strong innovation. Advances in tablet computing make such integration in clinical settings even more practical, because of the ease of administration, low cost, and growing familiarity with the medium in the general population.

Behavioral health screeners are not the only important information to obtain. From the medical provider’s perspective, computerizing the OBSSR behavioral health screeners alone has limited utility. When managing a heterogeneous group of patients in a general medical setting, like a primary care clinic or an emergency department, screening for medical symptoms, conditions, and diagnoses (eg, pain, chronic illnesses, and surgical history) is equally important. Consequently, for a computerized screening inventory to have optimal utility in general medical settings, it should assist with screening for both medical and behavioral health domains and be integrated with the EHR.

The overall effectiveness of an integrated EHR-computerized screening system assessing both medical and behavioral health statuses will depend on numerous factors. One of the most important is the system’s acceptability and feasibility among patients receiving care. It is essential to design the items and user interface to maximize patient usability. In this context, usability relates to how easy the computerized assessment is to complete [5]. Typically, during usability testing, representative participants are asked to complete the assessment in a manner similar to the intended deployment while trained research staff observe and debrief participants. In addition, data collected by the computerized assessment can be used to evaluate usability, such as examining patterns in missing data to determine challenging items. Usability testing should identify problems that impede successful completion and collect qualitative and quantitative data that help the team to understand the root causes of these impediments. Furthermore, the best usability studies not only identify these impediments but also systematically attempt to remediate them by modifying the items, interface, or administration procedures by evaluating the resulting impact on usability in an iterative fashion.

Although much has been written on designing usable websites from a commercial perspective [6], the literature on usability of computerized screeners designed for use in general medical settings is quite limited. For example, Hess and colleagues [7] published data on more than 11,000 administrations of a tablet-based patient self-assessment in a primary care practice and showed that 84% reported no difficulty in completing the assessment. However, they did not report the proportion of the total population that agreed to complete the computerized assessment, or initiation rate, nor did they obtain systematic information on impediments to completion that may have been used to further improve acceptability and feasibility. While 84% may seem like a strong performance, in busy clinical settings it may be unacceptable, because it suggests that 16% may either be dissatisfied or report problems to clinical staff, who do not have the time or the training to address such issues.

In addition to a general lack of rigorous research on usability of computerized screeners, the association between age and usability remains poorly understood. Some studies have shown age to be inversely associated with usability of computerized assessments [7,8], whereas others have not [9]. The relation between age and usability is important to understand because it could introduce systematic bias into both the clinical monitoring of health behaviors among patients and the public
health research that utilizes data resulting from these assessments. Research is needed to better understand how age relates to computerized screener acceptance and feasibility.

The aims of the current study were to (1) computerize a core set of medical and behavioral health screeners, (2) optimize patient acceptability and feasibility through iterative usability testing and modification cycles with a sample of heterogeneous medical patients, and (3) examine how age is associated with patient acceptance and feasibility.

Methods

Study Setting
The study was set in a large, urban, academic emergency department, which is a good setting for usability testing of a computerized screening inventory for several reasons. First, because of the nature of emergency care, providers know little about the patients when they arrive. Screening for pain and other past medical history is important.

Second, broad mandates to incorporate behavioral health screening efforts into emergency care exist [10]. This is true for the following reasons: (1) many patients do not have access to primary care, so if behavioral health is not addressed in the emergency department it is often not addressed at all, and (2) many presentations are directly related to health behaviors, such as an automobile crash resulting from driving while intoxicated. Consequently, the emergency department is an important setting in its own right for preventive health efforts. The OBSSR screeners are a particularly good fit for the emergency department because they are very brief, with only 1 or 2 items per screener.

Third, patient volume is brisk and large samples needed for iterative cycles can be generated quickly. The nature of emergency department care allows for patients to have downtime to complete the assessment while they wait for clinician evaluation, test results, consultants, or inpatient beds.

Participants
From January to December 2013, data collection shifts represented 7 days of the week and ranged between 9 am and 10 pm. During each research shift, every patient who presented for care in the emergency department was logged and considered for participation regardless of presenting complaint to maximize sample representativeness. Patients were excluded if they were younger than 18 years of age, non-English speaking, incarcerated, or medically, cognitively, or emotionally unable to be interviewed or to respond to a computerized assessment (e.g., intubation, persistent vomiting, severe pain, altered mental status). Of the 5000 patients logged, 2592 (51.84%) were interviewed by research assistants (RAs); the others were not interviewed due to exclusion criteria (see the “Study Procedure” section), patient unavailability, or research staff unavailability. Of those interviewed, 2157 (83.22%) were deemed eligible; of these, 1280 (59.34%) agreed to take the assessment. The mean (SD) age of the consenting sample was 46 (17) years, and 555 (43.35%) were women; 1021 (79.77%) were white, and 60 (4.69%) were Hispanic.

Study Procedure
A multidisciplinary team composed of a health psychologist, physicians, nurses, a nurse practitioner, and computer scientists helped build the initial specifications for the computerized screening inventory. The inventory (Vecna Technologies, Inc, Cambridge, MA, USA) is Web-based, hosted on a server compliant with the Health Information Portability and Accountability Act, and designed to be presented on a tablet. The project team created medical screening items that were deemed most important to the emergency department setting. These included pain (intensity and location), other medical symptoms associated with pain, and past medical, psychiatric, and surgical history of the patients (see Multimedia Appendix 1). The OBSSR behavioral health screeners were included, as well as follow-up items in response to positive screens, where appropriate, such as the type of illicit drugs used if the individual screened positive for use. Longer follow-up screeners, such as the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) [11], are recommended by OBSSR for positive initial screens. However, these longer screeners were not included to preserve the feasibility of the administration. The medical items were presented first because the team thought this would promote perceived relevance of completing a computerized screening because most patients present to the emergency department for medical not behavioral complaints.

For the original deployment, the computerized screening inventory was designed to mimic paper intake forms routinely used in medical settings. Multiple items appeared on the screen, and patients indicated their answers by touching the response options and scrolling down to access the rest of the items on the page. Upon completing their current page, patients tapped the “Next” button, and were presented with the next multi-item page. The project team believed that this would be a highly efficient administration format that aligned with a paper-based process with which patients were already familiar with, thereby improving acceptability. The format of the items’ response options was initially allowed to vary based on the particular item. For example, the response to the tobacco use question was binary (Yes/No), whereas illicit drug use was numeric (the number of days in the past 12 months drugs were used). This aligned with the published OBSSR screeners. Patients could skip items at will, a feature the team believed would respect patient’s autonomy by allowing the individual to skip questions he/she did not want to answer. The assessment administration ended automatically after the final answer was entered.

All items and responses used the same font style and size to maintain consistency. All items and instructions were framed in the second person. Because it is difficult to make adjustments simultaneously across numerous languages, only an English version was tested. The project team intends to translate and test the final version with other groups in future studies. The minimum number of items presented was 37 (see Multimedia Appendix 1); the maximum, counting all branched items, was 41 items. Because some screeners required more than 1 item, there are more items than screeners. The computerized screening inventory was extensively tested by the project team, debugged by the Vecna engineers, and piloted with an initial sample of 20 patients prior to full patient testing. Modifications to the base...
system resulting from usability testing are described in the “Results” section.

Trained RAs first determined if an individual should be excluded through a combination of medical chart review and brief discussion with the treating clinicians. Those clearly satisfying exclusion criteria, such as patients who were being resuscitated, documented as non-English speakers, incarcerated, or physically incapable of completing the electronic assessment were excluded. The rest were approached at the bedside. Approach and consent were concise to make the experience as naturalistic as possible. Following a brief introduction, the RA asked the patient if he/she was willing to participate in a study that involved answering health-related questions on a tablet. The RA assured the patient that experience with computers or tablets was not necessary, their medical care would not be interrupted or delayed by participation, and they could stop at any time. Interested patients provided verbal consent.

For those who consented, the RA opened the computerized screening inventory on the tablet, provided basic instructions, handed the tablet to the patient, and remained present for the first few demographics items (eg, name, age) to ensure the patient understood how to proceed. After the first few items, the RA left the patient’s bedside to provide privacy but remained nearby in case the patient required assistance or was interrupted for medical care. After the patient completed the computerized screening inventory, he/she reviewed a summary of his/her answers for accuracy, and errors were corrected. The RA concluded by performing a semistructured debriefing interview that assessed perceived barriers, challenges, and suggested improvements to the system. The tablet was housed in a protective case and sanitized after every patient administration for infection control.

The RA documented all questions and problems observed throughout the enrollment process, including results from the debriefing interview, on a patient experience log (described in the “Measures” section). This log was summarized by research staff on a weekly basis and reviewed by the principal investigator and other members of the research team. Recommended system changes were identified, prioritized based on their likely impact on usability, and shared with the vendor. Each update to the computerized screening inventory was debugged and tested by a quality assurance team prior to release. Testing, problem identification, and further modifications continued systematically throughout the study period. In addition to changes to the inventory, problems related to the RA’s introduction and administration procedures were identified and solutions implemented. Although small iterative refinements in the software, item content, and administration procedures were made throughout the study, major clusters of changes occurred at 3 time points, which divided the 12 months into 4 phases (see the “Results” section).

The study was approved by the UMass Institutional Review Board, in accordance with all applicable regulations, and informed consent was obtained after the nature and possible consequences of the study were explained.

Measures

Demographics
Age, sex, race (white vs. nonwhite), and ethnicity (Hispanic, non-Hispanic) were documented for all patients approached during the research shifts.

Computerized Screening Inventory

The inventory initially consisted of 41 possible items. The medical items were created through team consensus because a standardized medical screening form suitable for the emergency department could not be identified in the literature. Items and response options of the OBSSR screeners followed Estabrooks and colleagues [1], with 2 exceptions. The single-item alcohol screener, “How many times in the past year have you had “X” or more drinks in a day (where “X” is 5 for men, 4 for women)?” was replaced by the 3-item AUDIT-C [12]. The AUDIT-C has been validated in the emergency department setting, whereas the single-item screener has not yet been. The AUDIT-C has an item to assess binge drinking that is very similar to the single-item OBSSR screener, so the computerized screening inventory covered the OBSSR-recommended screening plus 2 items assessing average weekly consumption.

The second deviation pertained to the stress thermometer. Estabrooks and colleagues [1] referred to a “stress” thermometer but used the word “distress” in the item. The “distress” thermometer has never been validated in an emergency department setting and the study team felt that patients would better understand the word “stress,” so it was used instead.

Usability

All RAs made objective observations of the entire administration of the computerized screening inventory, from the initial opening of the inventory to the debriefing interviews. All observations were documented on the patient experience log. This included those observed directly by the RA and those reported by the patient during debriefing. Detailed descriptions of problems were prepared, including representative case studies for team review. Overall completion rates and item skip patterns were summarized intermittently to complement the patient experience log summaries.

Acceptability

Patient acceptability was measured by 2 indicators. First, the “initiation rate” was defined as the number of patients who agreed to take the survey divided by the number of patients who were eligible. Second, the “satisfaction rate” was an average of 3 items administered at the end of the inventory: (1) assessment length (“much too long,” “a little too long,” “about right,” “a little too short,” and “much too short”), (2) ease of understanding the items (“very difficult,” “somewhat difficult,” “neither difficult nor easy,” “somewhat easy,” and “very easy”), and (3) ease of using the tablet (“very difficult,” “somewhat difficult,” “neither difficult nor easy,” “somewhat easy,” and “very easy”). The ratings were averaged to create an overall satisfaction score, with higher scores reflecting stronger satisfaction (range 0-4).

Feasibility

The operational definition of feasibility was the percentage of the survey that an individual completed, or the completion rate.
Completion of a screener was counted only if enough information was provided to accurately determine if the patient was positive or negative for the condition. For multi-item screeners, this meant all items had to be answered. In all, 3 completion rates were derived. The overall completion was defined as, among those patients who agreed to participate, the number of screeners completed divided by 15 (the total possible screeners). Medical completion was defined as, among those patients who agreed to participate, the number of medical screeners completed divided by 9 (total number of medical screeners in the inventory). Behavioral health completion was defined as, among those patients who agreed to participate, the number of behavioral health screeners completed divided by 6. Only the 6 behavioral health screeners administered throughout the entire study were used to maintain a consistent denominator across the study. The completion rates ranged from 0% (for a person who agreed to take the survey but did not complete a single screener) to 100% (for a person who completed all of the screeners).

Data Analytic Plan
Changes in initiation rate (Yes/No, categorical), average satisfaction (continuous), and completion rates (continuous) over time were examined using chi-square tests and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), with phase (defined by major upgrades/changes) as the independent variable. Associations between age and outcomes were examined using ANOVAs, independent samples t-tests, chi-square tests, and Pearson correlations. All data were analyzed using Statistical Package for the Social Science 22 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).

Results
Usability Testing and Modifications
Table 1 summarizes the major usability problems noted and the resulting changes in the system and administration procedures that were made. Major modifications to the system or administration procedures occurred at 3 points, which split the study into 4 phases. The first major change, which delineated Phase 1 from Phase 2, updated the user interface to use larger font, bolded key phrases, improved contrast between background and items, provided better space separation between items and responses, and presented fewer questions on the screen to eliminate the need for scrolling. Greater clarity on how to navigate the system was added to the RA instructions and the screens, such as how to access the numeric keypad when an integer was needed for a response. In addition, all primary items, or items that were presented to all individuals and which were not branched based on the response to an earlier item, became required rather than allowing “skipping at will” to improve confidence that items with missing data were intentionally skipped. The second major upgrade, which delineated Phase 2 from Phase 3, included presenting a single item per page (rather than multi-item pages), adding “Do not understand” and “Prefer not to answer” to all required items, optimizing the look and feel for tablet presentation, changing all integer response fields to multiple choice “buttons,” and adding the capability of easily editing the items from a final “Confirmation” screen. The total length was shortened by removing 15 items, leaving a total of 29 items. This included removing 3 of the OBSSR screeners that were judged to be less important for the emergency care setting (7 items assessing diet, exercise, sleep) and 8 items assessing demographics. The final major change, which delineated Phase 3 from Phase 4, included adding instructions to help prevent “double tapping” while the Web page was being refreshed between items, which was resulting in some items being inadvertently skipped.
Table 1. Usability impediments and solutions applied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem description</th>
<th>Solution applied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Technical</td>
<td>Wi-Fi system upgrades (coincidental to the study).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disrupted Internet connectivity resulted in “frozen assessments” and lost data</td>
<td>Tablets were paired with the Clinical Wi-Fi, rather than the Guest Wi-Fi, to improve reliability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff members were trained to ensure Wi-Fi connection at the beginning of each shift</td>
<td>Staff were trained to avoid opening the computerized screening inventory until it was needed to avoid browser time-outs associated with long dormant times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Survey content/item structure</td>
<td>The team chose to remove items that were deemed less relevant for the setting and demographics that would likely be already collected in the electronic health record, thereby shortening the total length (from 41 to 26 primary items).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey length prompted discontinued and interrupted assessments, as well as some</td>
<td>All response options were changed to categorical “buttons” (ie, free-text integer responses were eliminated for all items).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patient dissatisfaction</td>
<td>We added 2 response options to every primary item: “Do not understand” and “Prefer not to answer.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer responses requiring numeric keypad entry were problematic because of skill/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
medical testing, procedures, visitors, or other reasons; and 162 (12.66%) had a family or friend (proxy) complete the assessment on behalf of the patient.

**Acceptability: Initiation**

Of the 2592 emergency department patients approached by research staff, 2157 were deemed eligible. Among those eligible, 877 (40.66%) declined and 1280 agreed to participate, for an overall initiation rate of 59.34%. The initiation rate did not differ statistically over the 4 phases, \(\chi^2(3, N=2157) = 8.69, P>.05\). Those who initiated mean [SD] the survey (46.6 [18.7] years) were younger, on average, than those who declined (53.0 [19.5] years), \(t_{2,155}=-7.6, P<.001\).

**Acceptability: Satisfaction**

A one-way ANOVA revealed statistically different average satisfaction rates between phases, \(F_{3,1061}=3.35, P=.019\), with Tukey post hoc tests revealing that satisfaction (mean [SD]) during Phase 3 (3.10 [0.47]) was significantly higher than that during Phase 2 (2.99 [0.57]). Younger age was associated with stronger satisfaction \((r=-.23, P<.001)\).

**Feasibility: Completion**

Figure 1 depicts the 3 completion rates (overall, medical, and behavioral) among those who initiated the survey over the 12 months of the study. A one-way ANOVA revealed statistically different average overall completion rates (ie, average percentage of the screeners that were completed) between phases \((F_{3,1276}=25.44, P<.001)\). Tukey post hoc tests revealed that Phase 1 (mean [SD] 75% [38%]) and Phase 2 (79% [35%]) were significantly lower than Phase 3 (87% [30%]), which was, in turn, significantly lower than Phase 4 (94% [19%]). Medical screener completion followed a similar pattern, \(F_{3,1276}=23.84, P<.001\), as did behavioral screener completion, \(F_{3,1276}=23.57, P<.001\). Age was inversely correlated with overall completion \((r=-.20, P<.001)\), medical screener completion \((r=-.18, P<.001)\), and behavioral screener completion \((r=-.20, P<.001)\). The results for each of the screeners, including skip rates, are presented in Multimedia Appendix 2. Multimedia Appendix 2 differs from Multimedia Appendix 1 in that the latter presents all of the individual items administered at the beginning of the study and links them to the screeners with which they are associated, whereas Multimedia Appendix 2 summarizes results pertaining to only 15 screeners that were administered across the entire study.

Overall, 15 screeners were administered. Only the 6 behavioral health screeners that were included throughout the entire study are used to facilitate cross-phase comparison (tobacco, risky alcohol consumption, illicit drug use, depression, anxiety, stress). The phases are defined as follows:

- **Between Phase 1 and 2**: Enlarged text size, bolded key phrases in items, better color contrast between items and background, increased space separation between items and responses, presented fewer questions on the screen, eliminated need for scrolling, greater clarity navigating the system was added to the RA instructions and the computerized screening inventory screens, such as instructions on how to access numeric keypad, all primary questions became required.
- **Between Phase 2 and 3**: Presented a single item per page, added “Do not understand” and “Prefer not to answer” options to all required items, optimized the user interface for tablet presentation, changed all integer response fields to multiple choice buttons obviating need for numeric keypad, added the capability of easily editing the items from the final confirmation screen, shortened by removing 15 items (reduced to a total of 26 primary items).
- **Between Phase 3 and 4**: Added instructions to help prevent “double tapping” while the Web page was being refreshed, which was resulting in some items being inadvertently skipped.

**Discussion**

**Preliminary Findings**

This is the first study of a computerized screening inventory that blends medical screening items with the NIH OBSSR collaborative’s recommended behavioral health screeners. It is also one of the largest systematic usability studies ever to be conducted on such a system in a general medical setting. The need for systematically testing usability, implementing changes, and testing the effects of these changes was confirmed by the transformative changes that occurred over the course of the study as a result of observations and feedback from patients.
These changes were associated with markedly improved completion rates. By the final phase of the study, average overall completion for those who agreed to take the assessment had risen from 75% to exceeding 90%. This result should be interpreted within the demanding context of the setting. Emergency department patients are often uncomfortable, acutely ill, highly heterogeneous, and interrupted frequently due to medical testing and treatment. All of these factors work against survey completion. If rates over 90% can be achieved in the highly demanding emergency department setting, similar or better results can likely be obtained in other more hospitable health care settings, such as primary care. In addition to improved completion rates, overall satisfaction with the computerized screening inventory improved over time, with the biggest improvement observed between Phase 2 and Phase 3 when the survey was shortened and simplified to a single item per page. By contrast, while completion and satisfaction improved, initial agreement to complete the computerized survey remained roughly stable throughout the study at 59.34% (n=1,280/2,157) of all patients who were eligible. The stability of this indicator is not surprising. Other than reassurances that were provided to the patient from the very beginning of the study, such as no computer experience was needed and the assessment would not delay their medical care, strategies to encourage patients to begin a computerized assessment are limited. In addition, the acceptance rate may have been suppressed by the fact that this was introduced as a research study, not as part of care. They may have viewed the experience as something that is not essential to their care. If implemented as part of the standardized care, acceptance rates may actually increase.

The lessons learned in this study likely have implications for other applications of computerized screening and assessment, not just those included in this computerized screening inventory, because many of the barriers were nonspecific to the particular items. The most important problems and the associated solutions are reviewed in the following sections.

Technical Problems

The primary technical barrier centered around the use of Wi-Fi on portable tablets. Tablets are quite popular and are gaining traction in health care settings [13]. Their low cost, portability, and familiarity promote their usability. However, maintaining Internet connectivity when moving from one room to another can be challenging, especially when Wi-Fi capabilities are stressed during peak demand hours and when signals experience interference due to structural barriers. Lost connectivity was the root cause of many of the original “frozen assessments” and lost data. It led to not only entire assessments being lost but also loss of individual questions within an assessment as well. Lost connectivity was made worse by designing the system to avoid caching (temporary storage) of data on the tablets because of data security policies that discourage caching. Interrupted connectivity became less of a problem when the health care system upgraded its Wi-Fi. In addition, research staff training was enhanced. Multiple Wi-Fi networks were available, some with stronger signals than others. RAs were taught how to identify when connectivity to the preferred Wi-Fi had been lost and how to reconnect. Finally, they were trained to log out of the computerized screening inventory completely at the end of the day and to avoid keeping the program open while not in use to avoid browser time outs. Technical solutions that rely on caching, or temporarily storing, data on the hardware and uploading when the connection is restored should also be considered.

Survey Content

A key challenge that computerized screening can help with is the infeasibility of screening for the plethora of recommended screening domains that exist. While computerization represents a potential solution to this problem, a multidimensional computerized assessment still necessitates more items, which leads to longer administration times. Although many patients tolerated the original 41-item survey quite well, a significant portion were interrupted by medical testing, which made them less likely to complete the assessment. In addition, some patients initially complained it was too long. Even a small percentage of dissatisfied patients can dissuade clinicians from adopting a system like the computerized screening inventory. As a result, the total length was shortened by 37% (n=15/41). There is no optimal length for the number of items a computerized assessment should contain, because it is dependent on a host of factors, some of which relate to the assessment objectives, setting, and population. Tolerance for longer assessments may be better in environments with patients who are not as ill as emergency department patients and care processes that are not characterized by frequent, intermittent medical testing and procedures. Careful testing of the acceptability limits and prioritization of the domains assessed are essential for establishing the optimal length in any setting.

Another important finding pertained to item response formats. The recommended wording and response format for several OBSSR screeners necessitated responding with a free-text integer, such as reporting the number of days one used drugs in the past 12 months. However, entering numeric responses challenged some tablet-naive patients. It required knowing how to access the numeric keypad, which is not immediately obvious and requires knowledge of the correct button to press to activate it. Consequently, the response format was changed for all items to a categorical, button response modality. For example, the illicit drug item was changed from assessing the number of days in the past 12 months that drugs were used to assessing whether the individual had used any drugs in the past 12 months. Yes/No. This provided for a consistent, categorical response set throughout the assessment, rather than switching back and forth from categorical responses to numeric responses, and avoided any need to access the numeric keyboard, which made completing the assessment easier. Notably, at least four of the OBSSR screeners that use numeric response options (see Multimedia Appendix 1) may need to be adapted when computerized. The impact of this modification on reliability and validity is unknown and may need to be tested prospectively.

User Interface

Some usability issues were rooted in user interface design choices. Initially, the team sought to design a highly efficient interface that presented multiple items similar to a paper-based form, thereby presenting the information in a format familiar
to patients and reducing the number of page turns the individual had to complete. However, this multi-item format was text dense, required smaller font, and the items and responses were spaced too closely together. As a result, patients more easily passed over items, especially while scrolling, or mistakenly selected options near to the intended target. Even when the format changed to remove the need for scrolling yet maintaining the multi-item format by presenting fewer items on the page, some patients, especially those with vision problems, still had difficulty reading the text. Consequently, the interface was ultimately changed to present a single item on a page, which allowed marked improvements in font size and spacing. While this increased the number of page turns needed, it helped to prevent inadvertent skips and promoted accurate response selection.

Because health screenings can assess potentially sensitive topics, like alcohol and drug use, it is important to respect patient autonomy to refuse to answer. Initially, patients could freely skip items if they did not want to respond. However, it was impossible to determine if the missing data were deliberate (the patient did not want to answer the question) or inadvertent (the patient did not see the item). This was addressed by adding 2 response options, “Do not understand” and “Prefer not to answer” to all primary items. This allowed patients to decline to answer an item while still requiring a response to each item, thereby removing the ambiguity around missing data, and helped to flag items that were either poorly worded or potentially sensitive.

The overall item look-and-feel on the page was very important. The design principles that emerged can be summarized as follows: maximize the font size to improve readability, maintain strong differentiation between the item stem and the response options, maintain good spacing between the response options, and allow for the entire response text to be “active” such that touching any part of the response is sufficient to enter a response. These user interface design features are particularly important for visually impaired patients or patients who have fine motor skills impairment that might impede their ability to accurately touch their intended response option. Radio buttons alone, a common response entry method used in computerized surveys, were woefully inadequate.

One additional design feature that is important to highlight is the confirmation process at the end of the assessment. Simply concluding the assessment after the individual completes the final survey item can result in erroneous responses going unnoticed and, ultimately, entered into the individual’s permanent medical record. Incorporating a final screen that allows the patient to review his or her responses and easily edit incorrect values is an important validation step.

**Administration and Instructions**

Many screeners, like the OBSSR screeners, are designed for self-administration. However, implementation of computerized screening inventories will have to account for proxy completion, because many users, especially the very ill, elderly, visually impaired, or tablet naïve, preferred to have an accompanying family member or friend complete the assessment for them. To the extent that behavioral health screeners have not been studied for proxy administration, this introduces an unknown source of potential bias in the results. Nevertheless, it clearly improves the usability of the system. Many of the individuals approached would likely not have accepted the offer or completed the assessment if their family or friends had not been allowed to help.

Another practical administration issue that has important design implications pertains to interrupted assessments. In this study, interruptions were frequent, occurring in 32% (n=411/1280) of patients. This was directly related to the nature of care in the emergency department setting, which is characterized by numerous interactions with various health care professionals, medical testing, and treatment procedures. However, interruptions can occur in any medical setting. As a result, computerized assessments require the following features to accommodate interruptions: First, the patient (or proxy) should be able to pause the assessment by clicking a pause button. Second, the system should have a time out feature that saves data and closes the assessment after a period of inactivity. Third, the individual should have the ability to easily resume the assessment from where he or she left off at any point during care.

**Age**

Age was inversely associated with initial acceptance, completion, and satisfaction. This creates a cumulative effect of completers being over-represented by younger patients. Hess and colleagues [7] found similar results in primary care. The practical impact of this trend is that alternative methods of gathering the data captured by a computerized assessment will be more commonly used with elderly patients. Allowing proxy completion may partially help adjust for this problem.

**Limitations**

The study was set in an emergency department. While this setting is important in its own right for health behavior screening, and there were practical advantages to performing usability testing in this setting, it may have characteristics that can reduce acceptance and feasibility. This includes high patient acuity and frequent interruptions. Thus, further testing of the computerized screening inventory or similar systems in other medical settings is important. The sample may under-represent minority patients. Additional study on the use of computerized screening batteries with nonwhite, non-English speaking patients is needed.

Of the 2157 patients eligible, 877 (40.66%) declined to initiate the assessment. Importantly, the demographics of those who accepted were very similar to those of the general population, with the exception of age (those who initiated were younger). Because of the relatively large sample, the staffing of RA shifts across all 7 days of the week covering morning, afternoon, and evening hours, and the protocols requiring consecutive consideration of all adult emergency department patients, the sample is highly representative of the population from which it was drawn.

The system did not present the screening questions using audio, which might have led to improved completion by those with poor literacy or eyesight. Audio is difficult in the emergency
department because of competing noise and difficulty providing headphones for patients in an efficient, infection-controlled manner, which led the team to reject this option for this project.

Some of the wording and response options of the OBSSR screeners were modified from the original publication. This limitation is partially mitigated by the preliminary nature of the original OBSSR recommendations, which were intended to prompt further research such as in this study. In addition, most of the implications for developing a usable behavioral health screening system derived from this study are independent of the specific wording of the items.

For a system like the computerized screening inventory to work clinically, both patients and clinicians will need to embrace it. This study did not test clinician acceptability. The research team wanted to focus on patient usability as the first step and intends to explore clinician acceptability and feasibility next. This is important because there are significant challenges, including EHR integration, data visualization and actionable presentation of results, clinician training, workflow modification, and hardware availability and security.

**Conclusion**

This study focused on a single administration of a multi-item, computerized screening inventory that included items developed for emergency medicine by the study team and behavioral screening items collaboratively developed by the NIH OBSSR for wide use. It incorporated sequential phases of evaluation and refinement that allowed statistical comparison to determine whether changes in content, design, functionality, and training actually resulted in improved usability. Study staff members were trained and dedicated to the study and thus, by design, any loss of interest or commitment by clinicians in administering the inventory and documenting problems was countered. Key changes were identified (Table 1) and changes implemented, resulting in improved completion by those who agreed to complete the survey from 75% in Phase 1 to 94% in Phase 4. Satisfaction ratings also improved over time. Future research that integrates this computerized screening inventory with an EHR and assesses clinician acceptability and feasibility is needed. In addition, rigorous testing of this or similar computerized screeners in other settings, including outpatient, inpatient, and specialty medical settings, and in multilingual populations is needed to replicate and extend these findings.
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Abstract

Background: Electronic health records (EHRs) with poor usability present steep learning curves for new resident physicians, who are already overwhelmed in learning a new specialty. This may lead to error-prone use of EHRs in medical practice by new resident physicians.

Objective: The study goal was to determine learnability gaps between expert and novice primary care resident physician groups by comparing performance measures when using EHRs.

Methods: We compared performance measures after two rounds of learnability tests (November 12, 2013 to December 19, 2013; February 12, 2014 to April 22, 2014). In Rounds 1 and 2, 10 novice and 6 expert physicians, and 8 novice and 4 expert physicians participated, respectively. Laboratory-based learnability tests using video analyses were conducted to analyze learnability gaps between novice and expert physicians. Physicians completed 19 tasks, using a think-aloud strategy, based on an artificial but typical patient visit note. We used quantitative performance measures (percent task success, time-on-task, mouse activities), a system usability scale (SUS), and qualitative narrative feedback during the participant debriefing session.

Results: There was a 6-percentage-point increase in novice physicians’ task success rate (Round 1: 92%, 95% CI 87-99; Round 2: 98%, 95% CI 95-100) and a 7-percentage-point increase in expert physicians’ task success rate (Round 1: 90%, 95% CI 83-97; Round 2: 97%, 95% CI 93-100); a 10% decrease in novice physicians’ time-on-task (Round 1: 44s, 95% CI 32-62; Round 2: 40s, 95% CI 27-59) and 21% decrease in expert physicians’ time-on-task (Round 1: 39s, 95% CI 29-51; Round 2: 31s, 95% CI 22-42); a 20% decrease in novice physicians mouse clicks (Round 1: 8 clicks, 95% CI 6-13; Round 2: 7 clicks, 95% CI 4-12) and 39% decrease in expert physicians’ mouse clicks (Round 1: 8 clicks, 95% CI 5-11; Round 2: 3 clicks, 95% CI 1-10); a 14% increase in novice mouse movements (Round 1: 9247 pixels, 95% CI 6404-13,353; Round 2: 7991 pixels, 95% CI 5350-11,936) and 14% decrease in expert physicians’ mouse movements (Round 1: 7325 pixels, 95% CI 5237-10,247; Round 2: 6329 pixels, 95% CI 4299-9317). The SUS measure of overall usability demonstrated only minimal change in the novice group (Round 1: 69, high marginal; Round 2: 68, high marginal) and no change in the expert group (74; high marginal for both rounds).

Conclusions: This study found differences in novice and expert physicians’ performance, demonstrating that physicians’ proficiency increased with EHR experience. Our study may serve as a guideline to improve current EHR training programs. Future directions include identifying usability issues faced by physicians when using EHRs, through a more granular task analysis to recognize subtle usability issues that would otherwise be overlooked.
Introduction

Physicians’ Electronic Health Records (EHR) Use

Health information technology’s (HIT) functionality in clinical practice is expanding and physicians are increasingly adopting EHRs as a result of the financial incentives guaranteed by Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) [1]. Meaningful Use (MU) is one measure of successful adoption of EHRs as a component of the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) act proposed by the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) and CMS. EHRs are “records of patient health information generated by visits in any health care delivery setting” [2]. EHRs center on the overall health of a patient beyond clinical data gathered from a single provider, and offer a more comprehensive view of a patient’s care. EHRs are designed for sharing data with other health care providers such as laboratories and specialists; therefore, EHRs contain information from every clinician involved in a patient’s care [3]. In a data brief in 2013, the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) reported that 78% of office-based physicians had adopted EHRs in their practice [4]. Presently, EHRs require a large investment of effort for users to become proficient in their use. Resident physicians were selected for this study because those who are not adequately trained in using EHRs may experience a steep learning curve when beginning their residency program [5]. In an effort to maximize physician proficiency with EHRs, hospitals and clinics provide comprehensive EHR training for their resident physicians. However, it is challenging to find sufficient time to train physicians to use new EHR systems [6-9]. Using information technology to manage the process of patient care and to communicate with patients is an essential redesign of clinical practice [10]. Some advantages expressed by EHR users of adopting an EHR consist of the following: increased adherence to guidelines in preventive care, decreased paperwork for providers, and improvement in overall quality and efficiency of patient care [11-13]. Nonetheless, there are possible drawbacks to EHRs: financial burden, mismatch of human and machine workflow models, and productivity loss potentially caused by EHR usability issues [11,12,14-22]. Usability is described as the degree to which software can be employed by users to effectively perform a particular task in a specific content area [23]. EHRs with poor usability may have a negative effect on clinicians’ EHR learning experience. This could lead to increased cognitive load, medical errors, and a decline in quality of patient care [24-29]. Learnability is defined as the extent to which a system permits users to understand how to use it [30]. Learnability deals with the amount of time and effort needed for a user to develop proficiency with a system over time and after multiple use [31]. In the literature, while there are variations in defining usability and learnability [32-34], definitions of learnability are strongly correlated with usability and proficiency [33,35,36]. Allowing physicians to efficiently accomplish clinical tasks within the EHR may ease time constraints experienced by physicians during patient visits.

According to an EHR user satisfaction survey completed in 2012 by 3088 family physicians, approximately 62% of survey respondents were not satisfied with many of the best-known EHR systems, and EHR vendor support and training were the areas with lowest satisfaction ratings [37]. Multiple studies on successful EHR implementations have stressed the usefulness of training in the implementation process [7,9,38-47]. A survey by Aaronson et al [44] concerning EHR use in 219 family practice residency programs indicated that resident physicians’ EHR training may have an impact not only on perceived ease of use of EHR systems, but also on the use of EHR systems in their practices after residency.

Prior EHR Usability Evaluation Studies

Previous studies have shown the importance of usability evaluation in the EHR adoption and implementation process. Current best practices promote the use of cognitive approaches to examine human-computer interactions in EHR systems [2,48-50]. Khajouei and Jasper performed a systematic review examining the impact of the design aspects of medication systems in computerized physician order entry systems (CPOE) (usually integrated in EHRs) on usability. They found that proper CPOE system design is fundamental to promoting physicians’ adoption and diminishing medication errors [51]. Multiple studies have used heuristic evaluation as a method to identify usability issues in health information technology. Chan et al evaluated the usability of a CPOE order set system using heuristic evaluation and discovered 92 unique heuristic violations across 10 heuristic principles [52]. Harrington and Porch investigated an EHR’s usability and identified 14 usability heuristics that were violated 346 times in the intensive care unit clinical documentation [53]. Li et al evaluated clinical decision support with simulated usability testing using a think-aloud protocol, and found that 90% of negative comments from users were concerning navigation and workflow issues [54]. In a study at an urban medical center in New York, Kushniruk et al probed the association between usability tests and training of a commercial EHR system. About 1 month after in-class training, laboratory-based usability testing containing 22 sets of scenario-based tasks was conducted. Usability issues were identified as physicians completed their tasks, leading to numerous areas of potential improvement for system learnability and usability.

Objective

EHRs with poor usability present steep learning curves for new resident physicians, who are already overwhelmed in learning a new specialty. This may lead to error-prone use of EHRs in medical practice by new resident physicians. Identifying and addressing early barriers in the learning environment can help improve the overall capacity of new physicians and save costs for organizations. The objective of this study was to determine
the difference in learnability by comparing changes in performance measures between expert and novice primary care physicians 3 and 7 months after 2 rounds of learnability tests (Round 1: November 12, 2013 to December 19, 2013; round 2: February 12, 2014 to April 22, 2014). We analyzed learnability by addressing 2 specific research questions: (1) Do performance measures of expert and novice physicians improve after 3 and 7 months of EHR experience? and (2) Does the learnability gap between novice and expert physician groups change after 7 months of EHR experience?

Methods

Study Design

To determine learnability gaps between expert and novice physicians when using EHRs, data were collected through learnability testing using Morae video analysis software (TechSmith). Twelve family medicine and 4 internal medicine resident physicians performed 19 artificial, scenario-based tasks in a laboratory setting. Four types of quantitative performance measures, a system usability scale (SUS), a survey instrument [55], and a qualitative debriefing session with participants were employed. This study was approved by the University of Missouri Health Sciences Institutional Review Board.

Organizational Setting

This study took place at the University of Missouri Health System (UMHS), which is a 536-bed, tertiary-care academic medical hospital located in Columbia, Missouri. In 2012, UMHS had approximately 553,300 clinic visits and employed more than 70 primary care physicians. The Department of Family and Community Medicine (FCM) runs 6 clinics, while the Department of Internal Medicine (IM) oversees 2 primary care clinics [56]. The Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS), a non-profit organization that scores how effectively hospitals employ electronic medical record (EMR) applications, assigned UMHS a rating of Stage 7 with respect to the EMR Adoption Model [57]. In other words, UMHS has adopted electronic patient charts, examined clinical data through data warehousing, and shares health information electronically with authorized health care bodies [58]. The CPOE within the EHR permits physicians to safely and electronically access and place lab and medication orders for patients, and transfer orders directly to departments that are responsible for implementing requests. UMHS’ EHR database comprises all data from the university’s hospitals and clinics. University of Missouri Health Care has been using a mature EHR system since 2003 from the same vendor. New users of the EHR receive 4 to 8 hours of training and also have drop-in access (or can book an appointment) to an EHR Help Room to receive help or further training. Supplemental online training materials such as documents, videos, and self-paced tutorials are also available. When new features are included in the EHR, illustrated instructions and explanations become available.

Participants

There is presently no evidence-based approach to measure a user’s EHR experience; therefore, novice and expert physicians were distinguished based on clinical training level and number of years using the EHR. This decision was based on a discussion with an experienced physician champion (JLB). This study will examine and confirm if after 1 year of EHR use, resident physicians have gained sufficient skills to be considered an expert [59]. Thus, 10 first-year resident physicians were grouped as novice users and 6 second and third-year resident physicians were grouped as expert users. Both FCM and IM run 3-year residency programs. A convenience sampling method was used when choosing participants [60]. UMHS FCM and IM physicians were selected for the sample because, as primary care residents, they have equivalent clinical roles and duties. Based on a review of the literature, a sample of 15 to 20 participants was judged suitable for exploratory usability studies to identify major problems to correct in a product development cycle [61-63]. However, we observed data saturation in terms of usability issues at 5 participants. Participation was voluntary and subjects were compensated US $20 for their involvement in the project.

In Round 1, 10 novice physicians and 6 expert physicians participated in the study. Out of the 10 novice physicians in Round 1, 7 were from family medicine and 3 from internal medicine. Of the 10 novice physicians, 6 (60%) were male, 8 (80%) identified their race as white, 1 (10%) identified as Asian, and 1 (10%) identified as both Asian and white. The age of novice physicians ranged from 27 to 31 and the mean age was 28 years. In Round 1, 4 (40%) novice physicians had no experience with an EHR other than the one at UMHS, 2 (20%) had less than 3 months of experience, 1 (10%) had 7 months to 1 year of experience, and 3 (30%) had over 2 years of experience with an EHR other than the one at UMHS. In this study, 5 family medicine and 1 internal medicine expert physicians participated in the study. Of the 6 expert physicians, 5 (83%) were female and all (100%) identified their race as white. In this study, 2 did not provide information on their date of birth and EHR experience and were not included in the calculation of age range, mean age, and EHR experience. The age of expert physicians ranged from 30 to 33 and the mean age was 31 years. In this study, 1 (17%) expert physician had no experience with an EHR other than the one at UMHS, 1 (17%) had 7 months to 1 year of experience, and 2 (33%) had over 2 years of experience with an EHR other than the one at UMHS.

Of the 8 novice physicians and 4 expert physicians who participated in Round 1 also participated in Round 2 of the study. A total of 2 novice and 2 expert physicians who participated in Round 1 declined participation in Round 2. Conducting 2 rounds of data collection was a major strength of this study, because it allowed us to measure valid learnability. Out of the 8 novice physicians in Round 2, 5 were from family medicine and 3 from internal medicine. Of the 8 novice physicians, 5 (63%) were male, 8 (75%) identified their race as white, 1 (13%) identified as Asian, and 1 (13%) identified as both Asian and white. The age of novice physicians ranged from 27 to 30 and the mean age was 28 years. In Round 2, 3 (38%) novice physicians had no experience with an EHR other than the one at UMHS, 2 (25%) had less than 3 months of experience, 1 (13%) had 7 months to 1 year of experience, and 2 (25%) had over 2 years of experience with an EHR other than the one at UMHS. Four family medicine expert physicians participated in...
the study. All 4 (100%) were female and all (100%) identified their race as white. The age of expert physicians ranged from 30 to 33 and the mean age was 31 years. In this study, 1 (25%) expert physician had no experience with an EHR other than the one at UMHS, 1 (25%) had 7 months to 1 year of experience, and 2 (50%) had over 2 years of experience with an EHR other than the one at UMHS. Because of the small sample size, we did not attempt to control for age or gender.

Scenario and Tasks

Two sets of artificial but realistic scenario-based tasks were used in the study. The tasks were created based on discussion with an experienced physician champion (JLB) and 2 chief resident physicians from both participating departments (FCM, IM). When completing Round 1 of the learnability test, resident physicians were given a scenario for a “scheduled follow-up visit after a hospitalization for pneumonia.” When completing Round 2 of the learnability test, resident physicians were given a scenario for a “scheduled follow-up visit after a hospitalization for heart failure.” While different, these 2 scenarios were equivalent in difficulty, workflow, and functionalities used. These scenarios were employed to assess physicians’ use of the EHR with realistic inpatient and outpatient information. We included 19 tasks that are generally completed by both novice and expert primary care physicians. These tasks also met 2014 EHR certification criteria 45 CFR 170.314 for meaningful use (MU) Stage 2 [31]. The alphanumeric code located beside each task corresponds to the EHR certification criteria that satisfies meaningful use Stage 2 objectives. In order to measure learnability more effectively, we confirmed that the tasks were also practiced during EHR training required of resident physicians at the commencement of their residency. The tasks had clear objectives that physicians were able to follow without needless clinical cognitive load or ambiguity, which would have deviated from the study aim. The tasks were as follows:

1. Start a new note (§170.314[e][2]).
2. Include visit information (§170.314[e][2]).
3. Include chief complaint (§170.314[e][2]).
4. Include history of present illness (§170.314[e][2]).
5. Review current medications contained in the note (§170.314[a][6]).
6. Review problem list contained in the note (§170.314[a][5]).
7. Document new medication allergy (§170.314[a][7]).
8. Include review of systems (§170.314[e][2]).
9. Include family history (§170.314[a][13]).
10. Include physical exam (§170.314[a][4] and §170.314[e][2]).
11. Include last comprehensive metabolic panel (CMP) (§170.314[b][5]).
12. Save the note.
13. Include diagnosis (§170.314[a][5]).
14. Place order for chest X-ray (§170.314[a][1] and §170.314[e][2]).
15. Place order for basic metabolic panel (BMP) (§170.314[a][1] and §170.314[e][2]).
16. Change a medication (§170.314[a][1] and §170.314[a][6]).
17. Add a medication to your favorites list (§170.314[a][1]).
18. Renew one of the existing medications (§170.314[a][1] and §170.314[a][6]).
19. Sign the note.

Performance Measures

Learnability was evaluated using 4 quantitative performance measures. Percent task success was the percentage of subtasks that participants successfully completed without error. Time-on-task calculated how long in seconds it took each participant to complete each task. Calculation began when a participant clicked on the “start task” button and ended when the “end task” button was clicked. Mouse clicks computed the number of times the participant clicked on the mouse when completing a given task. Mouse movement calculated in pixels the distance of the navigation path by the mouse to complete a given task.

For percent task success rate, a higher value usually signifies better performance, representing participants’ skill with the system. For time-on-task, mouse clicks, and mouse movements, a higher value usually indicates poorer performance [62,64,65]. As such, higher values may indicate that the participant encountered complications while using the system.

System Usability Scale

After testing, participants were asked to complete the System Usability Scale (SUS) to supplement the performance measures. The SUS is a 10-item survey measured on a Likert scale that provides fairly robust measures of subjective usability and is a widely used, validated instrument in HIT evaluation [31,55,66]. The SUS produces a single score (ranging from 0 to 100, with 100 being a perfect score [55]) that represents a composite measure of the overall usability of the system under examination. A score of 0 to 50 is considered not acceptable, 50 to 62 is low marginal, 63 to 70 is high marginal, and 70 to 100 is acceptable.

Data Collection

Two rounds of data collection were scheduled to measure learnability by comparing whether participants’ performance measures (task success, time-on-task, mouse clicks, and mouse movements) improved and if participants experienced fewer usability issues with longer exposure to the system. Learnability pertains to the amount of time and effort needed for a user to develop proficiency with a system over time and after multiple use [31]. The 2 groups (novice and expert physicians) were essential for our comparison, because experts’ measures were used to examine novices’ improvements toward becoming an expert. Round 1 learnability data were collected between November 12, 2013 and December 19, 2013 and Round 2 data were collected between February 12, 2014 and April 22, 2014. Round 1 data collection began 3 months after novice (Year 1) resident physicians completed their initial mandatory EHR training at UMHS. Resident physicians were invited to complete...
Round 2 approximately 3 months after the date they completed Round 1. Learnability testing was completed in approximately 20 minutes and conducted on a 15-inch laptop using Windows 7 operating system. To preserve consistency and reduce undesirable interruptions, the participant and facilitator were the only 2 individuals in the conference room. At the beginning of the session, participants were advised that their participation in the study was voluntary and they had the right to end the session at any time. Participants were provided with a binder that contained instructions on how to complete the task before the test began. Tasks were displayed at the top of the display as the test progressed. A think-aloud strategy was used throughout the session and audio, video, on-screen activity, and inputs from the keyboard and mouse were recorded using a Morae Recorder [67,68]. We prompted participants to talk aloud and describe what they were doing while completing the tasks. Participants completed the tasks without the assistance of the facilitator who would only intervene if there were any technical difficulties. However, there were none and the facilitator did not have to intervene. After participants completed the tasks, they completed the SUS and demographic survey. The test session concluded with a debriefing session during which participants were asked to comment on the specific tasks they found difficult. Interesting observations detected by the facilitator were discussed as well.

Data Analysis

We confirmed there were no EHR interface changes between data collection in Rounds 1 and 2 that may have influenced the study and tasks. The recorded sessions were examined using Morae Manager, a video analysis software program that was used to calculate performance measures using markers to identify difficulties and errors the participants encountered. Video analysis took approximately 1.5 hours for each 20-minute recorded session. The first step in the analysis was to review the recorded sessions and label any tasks that were unmarked during data collection. The second step was to divide each of the 19 tasks into smaller tasks to determine the task success rate and identify subtle usability challenges that we may have otherwise failed to notice. Geometric means were calculated for the performance measures with confidence intervals at 95% [69]. Performance measures have a strong tendency to be positively skewed, so geometric means were used because they provide the most accurate measure for sample sizes less than 25 [70]. The learnability comparison was a between comparison of 2 within comparisons. Therefore, we measured the difference between the novice and expert resident physician groups and the difference within novice and expert physician groups, 3 and 7 months after EHR training. Comparisons of learnability between the 2 groups were between comparisons. Time-on-task, mouse clicks, and mouse movements were measured while users interacted with the EHR system and performance measures were calculated automatically by the Morae Manager usability analysis software program. Percent task success was calculated by creating subtasks out of each task and then identifying each subtask the physician completed successfully. For example, for Task 8 (Include review of systems) the subtasks created to calculate the task success rate were the following: (1) go to review of systems, (2) add “no chills,” (3) add “no fever,” (4) add “fatigue,” (5) add “decreased activity,” (6) add “dry mouth,” (7) add “no dyspnea,” and (8) add “no edema.”

Results

Percent Task Success Rate

Geometric mean values of percent task success rates were compared between the 2 physician groups across 2 rounds (Table 2) [69]. There was a 6-percentage-point increase in the novice physician group’s percent task success rate between Round 1 (92%, 95% CI 87%-99%) and Round 2 (98%, 95% CI 95%-100%). Similarly, expert physicians had a 7-percentage-point increase in percent task success rate between Round 1 (90%, 95% CI 83%-97%) and Round 2 (97%, 95% CI 93%-100%). When mean task success rates were compared between the physician groups, the novice physician group had a higher task success rate than the expert physician group did for both rounds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Measures</th>
<th>Round 1 Novice</th>
<th>Round 2 Novice</th>
<th>Round 1 Expert</th>
<th>Round 2 Expert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task Success</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-on-Task</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse Clicks</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse Movements</td>
<td>9247</td>
<td>7992</td>
<td>7325</td>
<td>6329</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Round 1, the novice physician group achieved a higher success rate than expert physicians for 7 tasks (2, 8, 11, 13, and 15-17), the same success rate for 7 tasks (1, 3-6, 9, and 19), and a lower success rate for 5 tasks (7, 10, 12, 14, and 18). In Round 2, the novice physician group achieved a higher success rate for 3 tasks (8, 9, and 14), the same success rate for 15 tasks (1-7, 10-13, and 16-19), and a lower success rate for Task 15.

Both novice (6%) and expert physician groups (2%) had equally low task success for Task 7 (Add a medication to your favorites list) in Round 1. However, in Round 2 all physicians in both groups successfully completed Task 7 (100%).

Time-on-Task

Geometric mean values of time-on-task (TOT) were compared between the 2 physician groups across the 2 rounds (Table 2). There was a 10% decrease in novice physicians’ time-on-task between Round 1 (44s, 95% CI 32-62) and Round 2 (40s, 95% CI 27-59). There was a 21% decrease in the expert physician group’s time-on-task between Round 1 (39s, 95% CI 29-51) and Round 2 (31s, 95% CI 22-42). When time-on-task was
compared between the physician groups, the overall novice physician group spent more time compared to the expert physician group for both rounds.

In Round 1, the novice physician group spent less time than expert physicians completing 4 out of 19 tasks (5, 11, 12, and 13), the same amount of time completing Task 17, and more time completing 14 tasks (1-4, 6-10, 14-16, 18, and 19). In Round 2, the novice physician group spent less time completing 4 out of 19 tasks (2, 6, 11, and 12), the same time completing Task 18, and more time completing 14 tasks (1, 3-5, 7-10, 13-17, and 19).

In Round 1, both physician groups had the longest time spent on Task 7 (Document new medication allergy). However, in Round 2, time on Task 7 decreased by 52% for the expert physician group (87s to 50s) and 29% for the novice physician group (133s to 95s).

**Mouse Clicks**

Geometric mean values of mouse clicks were compared between the 2 physician groups across the 2 rounds (Table 2). There was a 20% decrease in the novice physician group’s mouse clicks between Round 1 (8 clicks, 95% CI 6-13) and Round 2 (7 clicks, 95% CI 4-12). Similarly, there was a 39% decrease in the expert physician group’s mouse clicks between Round 1 (8 clicks, 95% CI 5-11) and Round 2 (5 clicks, 95% CI 1-10). When mouse clicks were compared between the physician groups, the novice physician group completed tasks with slightly more mouse clicks than expert physicians did in both rounds.

In Round 1, the novice physician group achieved lower mouse clicks than the expert physician group for 7 tasks (4, 6, 8, 11, 13, 17, and 19), higher mouse clicks for 9 tasks (1, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, and 14 – 16), and a comparable number of clicks for 3 tasks (2, 3, and 18). In Round 2, novice physicians used less mouse clicks when completing 6 tasks (8, 10, 11, 13, 18 and 19), the same number of clicks when completing 5 tasks (4-6, 12, and 15), and more clicks completing 8 tasks (1-3, 7, 9, 14, 16, and 17).

In Round 1, both novice and expert physicians had the highest number of mouse clicks out of all tasks when completing Task 7 (Add a medication to your favorites list). However, in Round 2, the task with the highest number of mouse clicks by expert physicians changed from Task 7 to Task 15 (Place order for basic metabolic panel [BMP]) and novice physicians had the highest mouse clicks when completing Task 14 (Place order for chest X-ray) in Round 2, compared to Task 7 in Round 1 and expert physicians had the longest mouse movements when completing Task 15 (Place order for basic metabolic panel [BMP]).

**System Usability Scale**

In Round 1, 5 out of 6 expert physicians and all 10 novice physicians completed the SUS. In Round 2, all 4 expert physicians and all 9 novice physicians completed the SUS. The SUS illustrated that novice physicians ranked the system’s usability at a mean of 69 (high marginal) in Round 1 compared to 68 (high marginal) in Round 2. Experts rated the system’s usability at a mean of 74 (acceptable) in both rounds. A novice physician and 2 expert physicians had a score of 50 (not acceptable) or below. These results may indicate that expert users who have achieved a certain level of proficiency may be more confident using the EHR than novice users. A debriefing session confirmed the overall learnability test experience but did not reveal specific learnability issues. After analyzing the recording, however, it was clear that physicians encountered some difficulties when completing the tasks.

**Usability Themes**

Because of space limitations, a second manuscript is in preparation with a full review of the usability themes. Sub-task analysis was instrumental in identifying multiple usability concerns. We identified 31 common and 4 unique usability issues between the 2 physician groups across 2 rounds. Themes were created by analyzing and combining usability issues to form an overarching theme [71]. Five themes emerged during analysis: 6 usability issues were related to inconsistencies, 9 issues concerning user interface issues, 6 issues in relation to structured data issues, 7 ambiguous terminology issues, and 6 issues in regards to workarounds. An example of an inconsistency issue was illogical ordering of lists in Task 17 (Add a medication to your favorites list), such that the medication list could not be sorted alphabetically when imported into a patient’s visit note. This may frustrate physicians when they cannot discern how to sort the medication list. An example of a user interface issue was the long note template list physicians had to navigate when they completed Task 1 (Start a new note). A lengthy list of different templates was chosen from when creating a note and the templates were not specialty specific, such that searching through the template list and showed slightly longer mouse movements than expert physicians did across the 19 tasks in both rounds.

In Round 1, the novice physicians showed longer mouse movements for 15 of 19 tasks (1-4, 6-12, 14-16, and 18), and shorter mouse movements for 4 tasks (5, 13, 17, and 19). In Round 2, novice physicians used shorter mouse movements in completing 8 out of 19 tasks (2, 4, 6, 11-13, 18, and 19) and used longer movements completing 11 tasks (1, 3, 5, 7-10, and 14-17).

In Round 1, novice physicians had the longest mouse movements out of all tasks when completing Task 7 (Add a medication to your favorites list) and expert physicians had the longest mouse movements when completing Task 13 (Include diagnosis). In Round 2, the task with the longest mouse movements by novice physicians was Task 14 (Place order for chest X-ray) compared to Task 7 in Round 1 and expert physicians had the longest mouse movements when completing Task 15 (Place order for basic metabolic panel [BMP]).
choosing a desired template was time consuming and caused extra cognitive load. An example of a structured data issue was a lack of distinction between columns in Task 9 (Include Family History). In this task, the blue or white columns (indicating negative vs positive findings) for family members were unlabeled, such that physicians were unsure how to mark a family history item “positive.” An example of an ambiguous terminology issue was multiple fields having the same functionality. When completing Tasks 14 and 15, there was no clear difference between the drop-down menu labeled “Requested Start Date,” the drop-down menu labeled “Requested Time Frame,” and the radio button labeled “Future Order.” This could cause future lab tests not to be ordered properly, such that lab tests may not be completed at the right time and patients may have to get the test redone, which adds additional cost for the patient. An example of a workaround was unawareness of functions. When completing Task 13 (Include diagnosis), physicians were not able to move “hypertension” from the problem list to the current diagnosis list, so they re-added “hypertension” as a new problem, which took additional time.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Our findings show that there were mixed changes in performance measures and expert physicians were more proficient than novice physicians on all four performance measures.

Relation to Prior Studies

In our study, differences were found between expert and novice physicians’ performance measures across Round 1 and Round 2. A study by Kjeldskov, Skov, and Stage [72] identifying usability problems encountered by novice and expert nurses examined whether or not usability issues disappeared over time. In this study, 7 nurses completed 14 and 30 hours of training prior to the first evaluation that included 7 tasks and subtasks centered on the core purpose of the system. The same nurses completed the same 7 tasks after 15 months of daily use of the system. All expert subjects solved all 7 tasks either completely or partially while only 2 novice subjects solved all tasks ($P=.01$). No statistically significant difference between novice and expert nurses was found when considering only completely solved tasks ($P=.08$). Our study did not report $P$ values due to the small sample size; however, we observed overall improvement in performance measures for both novice and expert physician groups across 2 rounds. The contradictory results from this study and the study by Kjeldskov, Skov, and Stage, suggest that further research is necessary to draw more definite conclusions about task success between novice and expert physicians.

Alternatively, a study by Lewis et al measured performance of novice health sciences students and a predictive model of skilled human performance when performing EHR tasks using a touchscreen. Novice participants were adults with no prior experience using an EHR touchscreen interface using CogTool. CogTool is an open-source user-interface prototyping tool that uses a human performance model to automatically evaluate how efficiently a skilled user can complete a task. Participants completed 31 tasks commonly performed by nurses and patient registration clerks in an Anti-Retroviral Therapy clinic. The mean novice performance time for all tasks was significantly slower than predictions of skilled use ($P<.00$) [73]. Although novice EHR users completed touchscreen tasks slower than a skilled user, they were able to execute some tasks at a skilled level within the first hour of system use. Our study also found novice physicians completing tasks slower than expert physicians, although they decreased their time-on-task by 10% in Round 2. However, our study is different from Lewis et al in that we used human expert physicians instead of a predictive model, which gives a more realistic comparison between novice and expert users. The common findings between this study and those of Lewis et al suggest that physicians become efficient as EHR experience increases, in relation to task completion time, because physicians may become familiar with the system.

Physicians’ perceptions of the usability of a system may have relations to learnability; that is, physicians may find the system more user-friendly (usability) if the amount of time and effort needed to develop proficiency with the system is shorter (learnability). In our study, the SUS, which measures overall usability, illustrated that there was only a slight change in novice (Round 1: 69 [high marginal], Round 2: 68 [high marginal]) and expert (Round 1: 74 [high marginal], Round 2: 74 [high marginal]) physicians’ rankings of the system’s usability. In a study by Haarbrandt et al, primary care providers gave a SUS rating of 70.7 (marginally acceptable) when asked about their perception of a health information exchange system, which was similar to the physicians’ scores in our study. Expert and novice participants found the graphical user interface easy to use; however, they only rated the system as acceptable [74]. Kim et al [62] measured usability gaps in emergency department (ED) nurses, and found that novice ED nurses were not satisfied with their system (43 [unacceptable] to 55 [low marginal]) in comparison to expert nurses who were satisfied (75 to 81 [good to excellent]), which was different from our study’s result. The varying SUS scores from the studies mentioned suggest that physicians with more experience using an EHR are more likely to give the system higher SUS scores. Contrary to the assumption that SUS produce reliable scores, there are mixed results that SUS scores clearly associate with performance measures. For example, Kim et al showed very low correlations between performance measures and SUS Scores, indicating that care needs to be taken when interpreting usability data and comprehensive rather than single measures are necessary.

Study Limitations

This study had several limitations in terms of the methodology. First, it involved a small sample of physicians; therefore, the sample size may not have been sufficient to obtain statistical significance when reporting quantitative results of learnability. However, the sample size was sufficient when identifying usability issues experienced by participants when interacting with the EHR system. This study was conducted at a health care institution where only 1 EHR system was used and may not be representative of all primary care practice. As such, the study’s findings may have limited generalizability to other ambulatory clinic settings, due to different types of EHR applications and physician practice settings. However, the EHR platform...
employed in this study is one of the top commercial products with significant market share. Based on data from Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology, Cerner was reported as the primary EHR Vendor by 20% of hospitals participating in the CMS EHR incentive programs, making it the second most implemented EHR in hospitals [75]. Second, a limited number of clinical tasks were used in the learnability test and may not have encompassed other tasks completed by physicians in other clinical scenarios. However, these tasks included realistic inpatient and outpatient tasks that resident physicians would usually complete in a clinical scenario. Third, this study was conducted in a laboratory setting, which did not take into account common distractions physicians may experience during a clinical encounter. Nonetheless, laboratory-based learnability tests allow for flexibility in questioning and give room for more in-depth probing. Direct observation in laboratory learnability testing also allows for interaction between participant and facilitator. Although this study contained some methodological limitations, we believe it to be a well-controlled study that used a rigorous evaluation method with validated performance measures that are widely accepted in HIT evaluation. In addition, the clear instructions allowed physician participants to complete the required tasks without excessive cognitive load.

Conclusion

Overall, this study identified varying degrees of learnability gaps between expert and novice physician groups that may impede the use of EHRs. Our results suggest that longer experience with an EHR may not be equivalent to being an expert or proficient in its use. The physicians’ interactions with the EHR can be communicated to EHR vendors, to assist in improving the user interface for effective use by physicians. This study may also assist in the design of EHR education and training programs by highlighting the areas (ie, tasks and related features and functionalities) of difficulty that resident physicians face. Resident physicians in primary care are offered extensive EHR training by their institutions. However, it is a great challenge for busy physicians to find time for training. Furthermore, it is an arduous task attempting to meet the needs of users and provide hands-on, on-site support [7], and evidence-based guidelines for training resident physicians effectively on how to use EHRs for patient care are scarce [76]. Thus, our study may also serve as a guideline to potentially improve EHR training programs, which may increase physicians’ performance, by improving competency when using the system.
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Abstract

Background: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a common and preventable cause of stroke. Barriers to reducing stroke risk through appropriate prescribing have been identified at the system, provider, and patient levels. To ensure a multifaceted initiative to address these barriers is effective, it is essential to incorporate user-centered design to ensure all intervention components are optimized for users.

Objective: To test the usability of an electronic medical record (EMR) toolkit for AF in primary care with the goal of further refining the intervention to meet the needs of primary care clinicians.

Methods: An EMR-based toolkit for AF was created and optimized through usability testing and iterative redesign incorporating a human factors approach. A mixed-methods pilot study consisting of observations, semi-structured interviews, and surveys was conducted to examine usability and perceived impact on patient care and workflow.

Results: A total of 14 clinicians (13 family physicians and 1 nurse practitioner) participated in the study. Nine iterations of the toolkit were created in response to feedback from clinicians and the research team; interface-related changes were made, additional AF-related resources were added, and functionality issues were fixed to make the toolkit more effective. After improvements were made, clinicians expressed that the toolkit improved accessibility to AF-related information and resources, served as a reminder for guideline-concordant AF management, and was easy to use. Most clinicians intended to continue using the toolkit for patient care. With respect to impact on care, clinicians believed the toolkit increased the thoroughness of their assessments for patients with AF and improved the quality of AF-related care received by their patients.

Conclusions: The positive feedback surrounding the EMR toolkit for AF and its perceived impact on patient care can be attributed to the adoption of a user-centered design that merged clinically important information about AF management with user needs. This study demonstrates the utility of a human factors approach to piloting and refining an intervention prior to wide-scale implementation.

(JMIR Human Factors 2016;3(1):e7) doi:10.2196/humanfactors.4289
primary health care, atrial fibrillation, electronic health records, mixed-methods research, evidence-based medicine

**Introduction**

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a common and preventable cause of stroke [1]. The prevalence of AF is approximately 1% overall; however, it accounts for 15% of all strokes and 33% of all strokes in the elderly [2]. Such strokes result in permanent disability in 60% and death in 20% of individuals [3]. Medications can effectively reduce the risk of stroke. Unfortunately, although evidence has long been available that many AF-related strokes are preventable with proper therapy, the proportion of eligible patients receiving appropriate stroke prevention therapy remains stubbornly low. The 2012 Canadian Cardiovascular Society guidelines for AF emphasize that the vast majority of patients with AF would likely benefit from anticoagulation to reduce risk of stroke [4]. However, studies have found that many patients at high risk of stroke are not receiving anticoagulation.

Barriers to appropriate stroke prevention therapy may exist at the system, physician, and patient level. At the system level, primary care clinics were found to have inadequate coordination with laboratories, ineffective INR tracking systems, and inefficient use of reminders [5]. Physicians tend to overestimate the risk of bleeding associated with anticoagulation, especially in the elderly, even though guidelines state that the benefits of anticoagulation outweigh the risks for most patients over 65 years of age [6-8]. In contrast, patients were found to place more value on avoidance of stroke than avoidance of bleeding [9]. In the context of infrequent use of formal risk assessment tools and underutilization of anticoagulation, it is plausible that tools supporting evidence-informed, shared decision-making processes with patients may lead to increased utilization of anticoagulation [10,11].

Electronic medical record (EMR) interventions have been described as instrumental for chronic disease management. Useful aspects of these interventions include decision support such as reminders for patient care, clinical monitoring through large-scale surveillance and data aggregation, and disease-specific encounter templates [12,13]. These EMR-based interventions have been shown to improve quality of care, improve efficiency, and decrease health services utilization [12-14].

We developed an EMR-based toolkit of quality improvement strategies to aid atrial fibrillation management in primary care, to improve the proportion of patients receiving guideline-concordant stroke prevention therapy. The objective of this pilot study was to test the usability of the EMR toolkit for AF in primary care with the goal of further refining the intervention to meet the needs of primary care clinicians. A human factors approach was utilized in the development of the toolkit in an effort to optimize the uptake of the toolkit, which in turn, would have the potential to increase the proportion of patients receiving guideline-concordant AF care.

**Methods**

**Study Design**

We conducted a pilot study using a mixed-methods approach consisting of observations, semi-structured interviews, and surveys to examine the usability of an EMR toolkit for AF and its perceived impact on care and workflow. A human factors approach, defined as “the study of the interrelationship between humans, the tools and equipment they use in the workplace, and the environment in which they work” was used to optimize usability and uptake of the toolkit [15]. The study received approval from the research ethics board at the University of Toronto.

**Study Population**

The study was conducted between October 2013 and July 2014. Participants were primary care clinicians at the Taddle Creek Family Health Team (TCFHT) and Women’s College Hospital (WCH) Family Practice Health Centre in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The TCFHT consists of 14 family physicians, 3 nurse practitioners, 3 nurses, 3 social workers, 2 pharmacists, and a dietician who provide primary health care to 18,900 patients. The WCH Family Practice Health Centre consists of 31 family physicians, 2 nurse practitioners, 16 nurses, 2 dieticians, 1 occupational therapist, 2 social workers, and 1 pharmacist who provide primary health care to 18,500 patients.

**EMR Toolkit Development**

The purpose of the EMR toolkit for AF, which links to PS Suite EMR, is to facilitate the uptake and translation of knowledge regarding guideline-based AF management in primary care and to improve the proportion of patients receiving guideline-based AF care. The toolkit was developed by an interdisciplinary team with clinical and design expertise. The clinical content was developed by 3 family physicians, a pharmacist, and a cardiologist with expertise in primary care and AF management. A designer provided human-centered design expertise and created mockups of the design and layout of the toolkit. Toolkit development occurred through an iterative process with iterations cycled back through the team prior to the commencement of formal usability testing. The EMR toolkit incorporated evidence-based recommendations for AF management specified in the 2012 Canadian Cardiovascular Society AF guidelines. The final version consisted of a toolbar embedded into the electronic medical charts of patients with AF that included the following tools: (1) initial assessment form; (2) follow-up visit form; (3) stroke and bleeding risk calculator, which included guideline-concordant recommendations for treatment; (4) provider resources; and (5) patient resources. The outputs from Tools 1 to 3 are embedded into patients’ electronic medical charts. The provider resources consisted of three documents: (1) AFib In One Page, (2) Comparison of Anticoagulants, and (3) Anticoagulation Dosing Table. The patient resources consisted of educational documents providing information on atrial fibrillation, what to do if a patient
experiences an AF episode, treatment options, decreasing stroke risk, available anticoagulants, and cardioversion.

**Usability Testing**

The EMR toolkit underwent usability testing using a qualitative approach consisting of observations of primary care clinicians’ interactions with the EMR toolkit for AF and semi-structured interviews with family physicians. A purposive sample of primary care clinicians from the Taddle Creek Family Health Team and Women’s College Hospital Family Practice Health Centre was selected for the study.

Usability testing was conducted by members of the research team (KT and KL) and occurred in two phases. Phase 1 used the “think aloud” approach while primary care clinicians used the toolkit with test patients. Field notes employing a structured data collection form were used to record usability-related issues. Phase 2 consisted of observations of primary care clinicians’ interactions with the toolkit as they conducted a visit with an actual patient with AF; observations were followed by semi-structured interviews to examine their perceptions of the toolkit. Field notes employing a structured data collection form were used to record usability-related issues during observations. Interviews were audiotaped and transcribed by a member of the research team (KT). Participant feedback was used iteratively to make improvements to the toolkit.

Inductive thematic analysis was conducted using qualitative data analysis software (NVivo 10, QSR International). Two members of the research team (KT and KL) independently coded 4 interview transcripts to identify interesting features of the data and provide a comprehensive selection of codes, which were reviewed and discussed to ensure consensus. A coding framework was developed using initial findings to guide coding of remaining interviews and field notes, with additional codes reported as they were identified. Initial codes and their coded interview extracts were organized into themes and subthemes. All themes and coded interview extracts were reviewed to ensure data within each theme formed a coherent pattern and a clear distinction between different themes was evident.

**Surveys**

A survey was developed by the research team to examine primary care clinicians’ perceptions of the EMR toolkit for AF and its impact on patient care and management. A subset of questions was aligned with the key themes identified through usability testing. The research team reviewed the survey for face validity, comprehensiveness, and clarity. Pre-testing occurred with 2 individuals with research backgrounds who reviewed the survey for face validity and clarity. The final survey consisted of 22 questions with a combination of multiple choice, rating scale, and open-ended items. A 5-point Likert scale and 5-point scale were used to express level of agreement and degree of change, respectively.

The survey was distributed electronically to all primary care clinicians—family physicians, nurse practitioners, nurses, and pharmacists—at the TCFHT. An initial introduction email followed by 2 reminder emails was sent to all clinicians to provide them with information regarding the study and the electronic survey. To increase the response rate, paper surveys were also distributed to clinicians following the third email reminder. Descriptive statistics were generated from the survey data.

**Results**

**Participants**

A total of 14 clinicians (13 FPs and 1 NP) participated in Phase 1 or 2 of usability testing. Each clinician was observed as they used the EMR toolkit for AF with either a test patient (Phase 1-5 FPs and 1 NP) or a real patient with AF (Phase 2-8 FPs). Semi-structured interviews were conducted with all 8 FPs who participated in Phase 2 of the usability testing. The response rate for the survey was 55% (12/22). A total of 8 family physicians, 2 nurses, 1 nurse practitioner, and 1 pharmacist participated in the survey.

**Phase 1 Usability Testing: Key Themes**

Participants highlighted several usability-related issues that required improvements. Three overarching themes were identified, which included (1) interface-related changes, (2) additional resources for AF management, and (3) toolkit functionality issues. In total, the EMR toolkit for AF underwent 9 iterative cycles of changes based on participants’ feedback to produce the final version.

Participants highlighted several interface-related issues concerning the EMR toolkit’s layout, format, and language. They described a lack of an intuitive flow for the layout of the initial assessment and follow-up visit forms, confusion surrounding the format of checkboxes, and confusion around the use of abbreviations. In response, we modified the layout, format, and language to make the toolkit more user-friendly. For the layout, we optimized the structure of the assessment forms to align with the SOAP (subjective, objective, assessment, and plan) note structure, which participants described as their typical workflow when writing chart notes. Improvements were made to the formatting by creating checkboxes with yes/no options rather than checkmarks, which participants felt was better for identifying if they had missed sections. Lastly, modifications to the language of the toolkit were made to improve clarity. For example, the abbreviation OAC was changed to oral anticoagulation.

Participants expressed a desire to have additional resources for AF management. In response, we created additional resources to aid clinician decision making. A “Provider Resources” section was added to the toolbar that provides clinicians with (1) AFib in One Page, a 1-page document that provides guideline-based recommendations for rate/rhythm control and stroke prevention management; (2) Comparison of Anticoagulants, a 1-page document comparing the effectiveness and safety of the available anticoagulants for stroke prevention; and (3) Anticoagulation Dosing Table, a 1-page document providing dosage recommendations for all of the available anticoagulants. Additionally, some participants were unclear on how to rate their patients’ AF using the Severity of AF (SAF) scale found on the initial assessment and follow-up visit forms. In response, a “learn more” button was added that provided definitions for each SAF class.
Lastly, participants described issues relating to the functionality of the EMR toolkit. For example, several links and buttons embedded in the toolkit did not work properly. In response, these functionality-related issues were fixed by our programmer.

**Phase 2 Usability Testing: Key Themes**

The key themes identified from Phase 2 usability testing can be grouped into the following sections: features that would promote use of the EMR toolkit of AF, areas for improvement, and perceived impact of the toolkit on patient care and workflow. No major usability-related issues were identified in Phase 2 of usability testing.

**Features That Would Promote Use of the EMR Toolkit for AF**

Participants described several benefits to using the EMR toolkit for AF. Three main subthemes were identified: (1) ease of accessibility to AF-related information and resources is beneficial, (2) structured guide for AF management serves as a reminder, and (3) structure and format of the toolkit were easy to use and follow.

**Ease of Accessibility to AF-Related Information and Resources is Beneficial**

A common advantage of the EMR toolkit for AF described by users was the accessibility of AF-related information and resources provided to clinicians. Participants described that they liked the fact that information was available to them at the “touch of a button,” as information pertaining to AF management could be conveniently found in the Patient Resources, Provider Resources, and Stroke & Bleeding Risk Calculator sections of the toolkit. A family physician described, “there’s so much information and I love the provider resources as well because sometimes you think you’re not sure about something.” With respect to the Stroke & Bleeding Risk Calculator, one participant stated that she liked that “you can pull up the CHADS score easily so you don’t have to remember the whole thing if you’re not sure.” Another family physician described the time-saving benefit of using the toolkit and the lengthy process of accessing information without the toolkit:

> I think it would save me time, it saves time to have it embedded. I mean we certainly do have patient handouts in the EMR but I’d have to come here and go (to) handouts and then look for atrial [fibrillation]...it would be I assume scanned in under atrial fibrillation and then click it and then view it and then print it.

From survey results, 91% (10/11) of participants believed the EMR toolkit for AF improved their ability to access the information they needed to provide AF care.

**Structured Guide for AF Management Serves as a Reminder**

Most participants felt that the structured guide for AF management served as a reminder for what to ask patients regarding their AF care. A family physician stated that the toolkit was “good because...like everything else it gives you a list [so] you don’t forget what you’re supposed to be check[ing] which especially on a busy day you tend to rush and miss stuff.” One family physician described how the toolkit served as a cheat sheet and ensured a systematic approach was taken towards the management of patients with AF:

> I think it’s great, it is to me a real cheat sheet, like it makes sure you don’t miss anything and that you do go through an organized, systematic approach to dealing with atrial [fibrillation]...I just think it’s really efficient and it makes sure you...do what you’re supposed to do.

**Structure and Format of the EMR Toolkit for AF Was Easy to Use and Follow**

Participants felt that the EMR toolkit for AF was easy to use and follow. They described how the toolkit was clear, intuitive, and straightforward. A family physician stated “sometimes [with] forms you can’t find what you need to do,” but the EMR toolkit was “fine...it was very easy to use.” Another family physician described the intuitive nature of the initial assessment form:

> It was actually pretty intuitive...In terms of obtaining a history of atrial fibrillation, so asking about symptoms, asking about risk factors and then examining the patient and coming up with their stroke risk and plan, that is very intuitive flow.

From survey results, 100% (11/11) of participants thought that aspects of the EMR toolkit for AF were easy to use. Most (82%, 9/11) participants felt that the EMR toolkit for AF was compatible with their typical workflow.

**Areas for Improvement**

Participants suggested changes that could be made to improve the toolkit and its uptake by clinicians. They expressed (1) a desire for a prompt to redo stroke and bleeding risk assessments when needed and (2) a need for more education and awareness about the toolkit.

**Desire for a Prompt to Redo Stroke and Bleeding Risk Assessments When Needed**

All participants expressed that it would be helpful to have a reminder in the EMR system to prompt them to redo a stroke and bleeding risk assessment when certain CHADS-related patient characteristics (ie, age, new comorbidities) changed. A family physician described how receiving reminders would be helpful as long as it wasn’t too frequent:

> I think [it would be helpful]...if it did it at the age 65 and 75, whenever the brackets are, not every birthday...Or if there was somehow when...they get a new diagnosis of something if it could prompt you to think of it that would be really helpful...

**Need for More Education and Awareness About the Toolkit**

Participants described the need to provide education and awareness about the toolkit and its functionalities to clinicians. A family physician suggested the need for training and hands-on practice with the toolkit to gain familiarity with it:

> I think it does take some time to get familiar with using these so it’s like practice. So I think it would be best if people...had training or something...just some examples of case studies or something...you
have a new patient with AFib, this is what you would do and then you would go here because for me to see this for the very first time this form to fill out I think would take a lot of time.

From survey results, 50% (5/10) of participants thought an orientation session was necessary to introduce the AF EMR toolkit. Most (64%, 7/11) participants believed an orientation session would increase usage of the toolkit.

**Perceived Impact of the Toolkit on Patient Care and Workflow**

**Intention to Continue Using the EMR Toolkit for AF**

All interviewed participants expressed their intention to continue using the toolkit to help guide AF management. A family physician acknowledged the benefits of certain aspects of the toolkit but emphasized her preference for the stroke and bleeding risk calculator:

> I mean in all honesty I think if there was one thing that I for sure I’ll use is the stroke and bleeding risk piece of it. The initial assessment, I think I would continue to use just [so] I take an AFib history in a very organized way, but if I’m super busy and I kind of forget that one might be the first to go but definitely the stroke and bleeding risk I would in terms of guiding managing I definitely would use that.

From survey results, 82% (9/11) of surveyed clinicians intended to continue using aspects of the AF EMR toolkit in the future. Overall, 91% (10/11) of participants would recommend the EMR toolkit for AF to other clinicians. However, remembering to use the toolkit was suggested as the main barrier to its use.

**Increased Thoroughness and Quality of AF-Related Care**

Interviewed participants expressed that the toolkit prompted them to provide a more thorough assessment for patients with AF. A family physician described how the toolkit “prompted me to do things that I probably maybe wouldn’t have done.” This finding was supported by survey results with the majority (82%, 9/11) of participants agreeing that the toolkit increased the thoroughness of their assessments of patients with AF as recommended by AF guidelines. Most (73%, 8/11) participants believed the toolkit increased the quality of AF-related care received by their patients.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

The EMR toolkit for AF was designed as a resource for primary care clinicians to help guide decision making and improve the proportion of patients who are receiving guideline-concordant AF care. Through our interdisciplinary and human factors approach, we were able to develop a toolkit that incorporated perspectives from individuals with different areas of expertise—family medicine, pharmacy, cardiology, and nursing—and that was optimized for use in a large, busy family practice environment.

As a result of usability testing, we were able to develop a user-centered intervention that met the needs of primary care clinicians by identifying potential problems and areas for improvement early in the development stages. Nine iterations of the toolkit were created in response to feedback from clinicians who participated in Phase 1 of the study to make the toolkit more effective; interface-related changes were made, additional AF-related resources were added, and functionality issues were fixed. After these improvements to the toolkit were made, clinicians provided positive feedback regarding the toolkit and its perceived impact. Clinicians expressed that the toolkit improved accessibility to AF-related information and resources, served as a reminder for guideline-concordant AF management, and was easy to use. Most clinicians intended to continue using the toolkit for patient care, which may be attributable to its user-centered design. With respect to impact on care, clinicians believed the toolkit increased the thoroughness of their assessments for patients with AF and improved the quality of AF-related care received by their patients.

The results of this pilot study informed the refinement of the toolkit to make it a more effective, holistic, and user-centered intervention. The final version of the toolkit will be implemented across primary care clinics in Ontario in a cluster-randomized controlled trial examining its impact on guideline-concordant AF care. Through this mixed-methods study, we were able to demonstrate the utility of a human factors approach to piloting and refining an intervention prior to wide-scale implementation.

**Comparison With Prior Work**

The importance of incorporating the end users’ needs and workflow into the design of information technology (IT) interventions has been well documented [16-20]. Additionally, research has found that the usability of a system is a major theme impacting use of IT interventions [21,22]. Incorporating these principles, participants expressed positive feedback about the EMR toolkit for AF and an intention to continuing using the toolkit for AF management. The technology acceptance model also suggests that the perceived usefulness and ease-of-use of a technology influences end users’ intentions to use the technology. Our study supports this theory. This study provides novel information on the utility of a human factors approach to the development of an IT intervention for AF in the primary care setting.

**Limitations**

This study has several limitations. The study was conducted in urban-based, academic family health centers, the sample size for the survey was small, and the selection of clinicians may have been biased toward those who are accepting of novel quality improvement interventions. As such, the results may not be generalizable to all primary care practices in Ontario. The study also sought out self-reported experiences, and as a result, participant responses may be impacted by response bias and recall bias. However, data were collected through three methods—interviews, observations, and surveys—which provided similar results, reinforcing the themes identified.

**Conclusion**

Although an experienced multidisciplinary team carefully designed the EMR toolkit, we found that the use of a human factors approach enabled the development of an intervention
that better met the needs of primary care clinicians. The positive feedback surrounding the EMR toolkit for AF and its perceived impact on patient care can be attributed to the adoption of a user-centered design that merged clinically important information about AF management with user needs. This study demonstrates the utility of a human factors approach to piloting and refining an intervention prior to wide-scale implementation.
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EMR: electronic medical record
Background: As demonstrated in several publications, low positive predictive value alerts in computerized physician order entry (CPOE) induce fatigue and may interrupt physicians unnecessarily during prescription of medication. Although it is difficult to increase the consideration of medical alerts by physician through an improvement of their predictive value, another approach consists to act on the way they are presented. The interruption management model inspired us to propose an alternative alert display strategy of regrouping the alerts in the screen layout, as a possible solution for reducing the interruption in physicians’ workflow.

Objective: In this study, we compared 2 CPOE designs based on a particular alert presentation strategy: one design involved regrouping the alerts in a single place on the screen, and in the other, the alerts were located next to the triggering information. Our objective was to evaluate experimentally whether the new design led to fewer interruptions in workflow and if it affected alert handling.

Methods: The 2 CPOE designs were compared in a controlled crossover randomized trial. All interactions with the system and eye movements were stored for quantitative analysis.

Results: The study involved a group of 22 users consisting of physicians and medical students who solved medical scenarios containing prescription tasks. Scenario completion time was shorter when the alerts were regrouped (mean 117.29 seconds, SD 36.68) than when disseminated on the screen (mean 145.58 seconds, SD 75.07; \( P = .045 \)). Eye tracking revealed that physicians fixated longer on alerts in the classic design (mean 119.71 seconds, SD 76.77) than in the centralized alert design (mean 70.58 seconds, SD 33.53; \( P = .001 \)). Visual switches between prescription and alert areas, indicating interruption, were reduced with centralized alerts (mean 41.29, SD 21.26) compared with the classic design (mean 57.81, SD 35.97; \( P = .04 \)). Prescription behavior (ie, prescription changes after alerting), however, did not change significantly between the 2 strategies of display. The After-Scenario Questionnaire (ASQ) that was filled out after each scenario showed that overall satisfaction was significantly rated lower when alerts were regrouped (mean 4.37, SD 1.23) than when displayed next to the triggering information (mean 5.32, SD 0.94; \( P = .02 \)).

Conclusions: Centralization of alerts in a table might be a way to motivate physicians to manage alerts more actively, in a meaningful way, rather than just being interrupted by them. Our study could not provide clear recommendations yet, but provides objective data through a cognitive psychological approach. Future tests should work on standardized scenarios that would enable
to not only measure physicians’ behavior (visual fixations and handling of alerts) but also validate those actions using clinical criteria.

(JMIR Human Factors 2016;3(1):e15) doi:10.2196/humanfactors.5320
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Introduction
Background
Clinical information systems offer integrated views on patients’ medical condition aiming at facilitating diagnosis. In order to facilitate decision making, systems increasingly not only communicate factual information but also interactively support clinical decision process. Clinical decision support systems are most often used in computerized physician order entry (CPOE) systems and typically include alerts for drug interactions. In such systems, medical alerts warn physicians when a prescription leads to a potential harmful situation for the patient’s health. Drug-related alerts can be classified into two main categories: (1) basic alerts, which verify that dosage, route of administration, and frequency of prescriptions are within the recommended range, and (2) advanced alerts, which rely on information from patients’ electronic medical records to provide personalized advice [1].

A positive effect of medical alerts on prescription behavior and, to a smaller extent, on patient outcomes can be found in the literature [2, 3]. However, research has shown that these alerts are still underutilized despite their great potential. According to a meta-study, more than half of these alerts are overridden [4]. Possible explanations for the low compliance include the lack of specificity of the alerts, their poor inclusion in the clinical workflow, and usability issues.

The human-computer interface is identified as a determining factor for improving clinical information systems (CISs) [5]. In current vendor CISs, alerts and reminders are typically displayed as pop-ups that interrupt the workflow or are displayed in the medical record using symbols to attract attention. Several guidelines [6, 7], often based on expert consensus, recommend what information has to be displayed and how this information should be conveyed. These guidelines advocate prioritization using different symbols and colors to reduce the number of alerts requiring acknowledgment and to display alerts spatially and temporally close to the triggering information. Another approach for improving usability is to reengineer the way alerts are presented and experimentally test with prototypes [8]. For example, the effect of interruptive and non-interruptive alerts on prescription behavior has been studied [9, 10].

Different approaches have been used to improve the effectiveness of medical alerts. Contextualizing the alerts [11] and eliminating those with low clinical evidence [12] or low severity [13] help to achieve a better specificity. Unfortunately, there is little consensus on what alerts are superfluous and can be removed from a system [14, 15]. Future research should aim at improving alerts’ sensitivity and specificity, better adaptation of alerts to prescribers’ personal needs, and reducing the number of alerts [16].

In our prior research [17], we learned about physicians’ use of CPOE and alerts through a work analysis of the prescription activity at the University Hospitals of Geneva. The insight obtained during interviews revealed that physicians consult medical alerts only in rare, unfamiliar medical situations, ignoring them for numerous routine prescriptions. The study demonstrated that alert handling is an active process where physicians rely on the alerting system for only complex unfamiliar medical prescriptions. This made us realize that the alert handling and the prescription of medication can be considered as two different tasks, with the former likely to unnecessarily disturb the latter.

These observations led us to propose an alternative alert presentation layout inspired by the interruption management model [18]. This model describes how interruption stimuli such as medical alerts are processed by physicians. The model shows that physicians experience cognitive load when alerts are displayed, even when they are not handled. On the basis of these ideas, we proposed a new principle advising that active alerts should be displayed regrouped in a centralized area in the prescription layout where physicians can consult and manage them. Instead of an immediate interruption, we propose a negotiated interruption where physicians are informed of alerts but can choose when to handle them.

Study Objective
This study aimed to investigate whether centralizing alerts in a CPOE interface can lead to a reduction in the interruption of the prescription workflow without reducing the consideration of alerts by physicians.

Methods
Study Design
In order to compare 2 alert display strategies, 2 CPOE designs based on these principles have been compared in a crossover randomized controlled trial. In the first display design, alerts are displayed on the screen spatially proximate to the triggering information. In the second design, alerts are displayed centralized in one table. An eye-tracking device was employed for measuring inspection time on alerts and switches between alerts and prescription areas. Finally, the satisfaction questionnaire ASQ was used to measure user satisfaction with the 2 alert display strategies.
Scenarios and Alerts

Eight scenarios aiming to solicit medical reasoning were created. The scenario contained information about fictive patient identities (name, age, and sex) and instructions for prescription of medications. Each scenario provided 2 types of alerts. Some alerts were activated and visible from the beginning. Others were triggered depending on prescriptions when following the instructions. Alerts could have 3 levels of severity (increasing from 0 to 2) and 3 levels of urgency (increasing from 0 to 2). Alerts of severity level 0 are informative alerts such as “There is already a drug of the same therapeutic class.” These alerts are relatively frequent in many situations, such as treatment of hypertension, are considered to be of “low importance,” and are thus often ignored by the physicians. Level 1 alerts are considered as severe and must usually be taken into account. However, there might be several medical reasons to overcome the alerts. For instance, “The dosage of the drug is too high considering the renal function of the patient.” Finally level 2 alerts such as “The patient is allergic (level anaphylactic) to this drug” are considered as very severe alerts, in the same group as severe interactions. These level 2 alerts should never be overpassed, except in very special situations requiring specific accesses. Severe and urgent alerts interrupted the workflow, whereas others were displayed on the screen without requiring any actions. The alerts were chosen in such a way that their different levels of severity, urgency, and modality were represented (see Multimedia Appendix 1).

Besides pharmacological alerts, physicians are confronted with other alerts and reminders during their use of the CIS. Systems warn about patients’ allergies, increased hygiene measures when patient is infected, and even reminders to consult recent patient-related data provided by another hospital division, for example, about the availability of new laboratory results. We added such alerts to our prototype to represent the full range of alerts typical for a CIS.

Participants

Participants were recruited among physicians from the University Hospitals of Geneva and the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Geneva. Students were eligible to be included as participants when they have had some work experience as trainees in the hospital and have used the hospital’s CPOE already. The faculty of psychology of the University of Geneva approved the ethical aspects of the study that was a part of a larger PhD thesis. Because the purpose of this study was to examine the effect only on the providers, trial registration was unnecessary.

Study Flow

Compared Computerized Physician Order Entry Designs

To test the hypotheses, 2 CPOE layouts have been designed based on the alerts display strategy and compared in a crossover study. The 2 designs are based on a common base of the hospital’s CPOE system. In such a system (as seen in Figures 1 and 2), the column on the left allows physicians to choose the drug to prescribe. The physician can type the beginning of the name of the drug and is provided with a list of suggestions of drugs available at the hospitals. In the center of the screen, different options are available to define the dose and the frequency of administration of the drug as well as the beginning and ending dates of administration. A text area is reserved for additional comments.
Figure 1. Classic computerized physician order entry design.
Figure 2. Cognitively engineered computerized physician order entry design.

Classic Design

In classic (CL) design (Figure 1), the alert position is integrated, which means it is located near the triggering information. Physicians can open an alert by clicking the link “more information.” Once opened, a detailed view is displayed in a pop-up window (not visible on the figure but located at the center of the screen) in which physicians can reject or postpone the alert. General alerts are located on the left side. Administrative alerts and reminders are on the top. Prescription-specific alerts are close to the triggering alerts. Clicking on alerts would open a pop-up with alert information.

Cognitively Engineered Design

In cognitively engineered (CE) design (Figure 2), the alerts are regrouped in a defined location. All alerts are centralized in a table at the bottom of the screen where physicians can interact with them. Three options are available to the physicians. They can click the button “detail” to open the alert in a detailed view or they can reject or postpone the alert.

Randomization Strategy

There is a controlled variable named scenario group. In each scenario group (A and B), there are 4 scenarios describing a medical case. The factors scenario group and type of presentation are randomized block wise (see Figure 3). The order of the 4 scenarios within the scenario group was not randomized, which enabled us to create scenarios using the same fictive patient twice.

Each participant performed the test individually in a dedicated test room under the supervision of an experimenter. The monitor with which the participant interacted was connected to a Tobii T120 Eye Tracker. This eye tracker is an infrared corneal reflection–based device with a data rate of 120 Hz and the accuracy of 0.5 degrees. The screen size is 17 inches (43.18 cm) with a resolution of 1280x1024 pixels. The infrared emitters and the infrared camera are integrated in the monitor. The interaction with the eye tracker is similar to that with a standard work place computer.

In a first step, the participant was briefed about the study goal and filled out a consent form. Subsequently, he or she was interviewed on his or her previous use of electronic prescription systems. Afterward, the eye tracker was calibrated to the participant’s eyes. Once the calibration was completed, the participant was instructed on how to use the interface. Subsequently, the online phase of the experiment began.

The participants started with either the CL design or the CE design. After completion of each scenario, the participants were asked by the system to what extent (in percentage) they thought they had accomplished the task. Then the participants repeated the procedure presented in this paragraph with the second design.

When the participants finished the online phase of the test, they were asked in a posttest interview about their general impression and their preference for one of the designs.
Outcome Measures

Scenario Completion Time
Our primary outcome measure was scenario completion time. Scenario completion time refers to the time difference in seconds between the start of the scenario to the time they proceed to the following scenario. Participants could proceed to the next scenario whenever they considered the current scenario to be completed.

Prescription and Alert Handling
All interactions with the prescription prototype were captured. Every time the participant clicked a button to open, postpone, or reject alerts or to validate or sign prescriptions, a corresponding log entry was created.
Visual Switches
We computed the frequency of the physician’s visual focus switch between the prescription area and the different alert areas using an eye tracker. Only direct transitions from one area of interest to the other were counted. The alert areas were either the alert table in the CE design or the areas where the alerts would appear in the CL design.

Fixation Duration
The duration of fixations adds up participants’ visual fixations within either alert areas or prescription areas on the screen. Moreover, in the CL design the fixation duration on the pop-ups is added to the total fixation duration.

Satisfaction and Confidence
A user satisfaction questionnaire, the ASQ [19], was applied after each type of design. The ASQ is a 3-item questionnaire with a 7-point Likert scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree. After each scenario, participants could rate the degree of confidence in the correctness of the prescription they had performed. The question was “To what degree in percent do you think that you have accomplished the task?”. Participants rated on a scale from 1 to 100 in steps of 10.

Data Analysis
Data analysis was conducted with R statistics version 3.1.2. Shapiro-Wilk test for testing distributions for normality was used. A significance level of .05 was used for analyses. When conditions for a parametric test were met, a 2-sided paired Student t test was used. For nonparametric tests, a paired Wilcoxon signed rank test was used. The Likert scales for the ASQ questionnaire were considered to be continuous [20]. For design preference, we used a binomial test with the assumption of a theoretical number of 10.5 supporters in each group.

Results
Participants
The sample consisted of 22 medical students and physicians, among whom 7 were women. Three participants were medical students, 8 were novice physicians who had their medical diploma for less than 4 years, and 11 were experienced physicians who had their medical diploma for at least 4 years. The participants had a mean experience of 2 years and 9 months with electronic prescription systems.

The physicians work in the division of general internal medicine (12), service of eHealth (2), orthopedic surgery and trauma (1), pediatric orthopedics (1), palliative medicine (1), otolaryngology (1), and medical-economic analysis (1). Concerning the physicians’ roles, there were 12 resident physicians, 3 attending physicians, 2 deputy heads of divisions, and 3 from the informatics division.

One participant had to be excluded from the analysis for perceptual and behavioral data. Only 40 % of eye-movement samples could be captured and no data were logged for interactions with the CL design for this participant. Data from the ASQ, however, were included in the analysis. The 21 remaining participants had an average of 81.86 % of eye movements recorded (SD 11.15). In Table 1, all following results are summarized.

Scenario Completion Time
The execution time with the CL design was on average 145.58 (SD 75.07) seconds per scenario. Using the CE design, the execution was shorter with 117.29 (SD 36.68) seconds. This difference was significant with P=.045.

Fixation Duration
The inferential analysis revealed a significant positive difference in the duration of fixations on medical alerts in the CL design (mean 119.71 seconds, SD 76.77) compared with the duration of fixations on medical alerts in the CE design (mean 70.58 seconds, SD 33.53; P=.001).

Visual Switches
The number of switches between any of the medical alerts in the CL design and the prescription area showed that there was an average of 57.81 (SD 35.97) switches per scenario. In the CE design there were 41.29 (SD 21.26) switches per scenario between the prescription area and the table containing the medical alerts, which is significantly lower than in the CL design (P=.04).

Influence of the Physician’s Experience With the Cpoe
A Kendall tau test evaluated the influence of the variables “experience with CPOE” (in months) and “medical experience group” (medical student, novice physician, expert physician) on scenario completion time, fixation duration, and visual switches. In all 3 cases, there was no significant correlation.

Prescription and Alerts Handling
Because only 7 alerts were postponed and 15 participants never clicked on a postpone button, this variable is excluded from the analysis. Participants opened significantly more alerts in the CL design (mean 7.10, SD 4.25) than in the CE design (mean 4.35, SD 3.12; P=.001). Participants rejected significantly more alerts while using the CE design (mean 1.86, SD 1.39; P=.01) than the CL design (mean 0.67, SD 0.91).

Furthermore, we counted the number of times participants signed or validated prescriptions and added up their occurrences. The difference between the CL design (mean 8.67, SD 2.57) and the CE design (mean 7.95, SD 2.65) is not significant. The number of corrected prescriptions was counted; they include the accumulated numbers of removed pending prescriptions or stopped signed prescriptions as well as the number of times the participants removed all pending prescriptions or stopped all signed prescriptions. There was no significant difference between the CL design (mean 2.90, SD 2.17) and the CE design (mean 2.33, SD 1.96).

A test for correlations (Kendall’s tau) with the factors “experience with CPOE” (in months) and “medical experience group” (medical student, novice physician, expert physician) showed no significant correlations with the factors “number of alerts opened in CL design,” “number of alerts opened in CE design,” “number of alerts rejected in the CL design,” and “number of alerts rejected in CE design.”
Table 1. Overview of all results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance indicators</th>
<th>CL&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; design mean (SD)</th>
<th>CE&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; design mean (SD)</th>
<th>Test and significance</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario completion time, seconds</td>
<td>145.58 (75.07)</td>
<td>117.29 (36.68)</td>
<td>$V_{20}$ = 173</td>
<td>$P$=0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixation duration on alerts, seconds</td>
<td>119.71 (76.77)</td>
<td>70.58 (33.53)</td>
<td>$V_{20}$ = 204</td>
<td>$P$=0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of switches, N</td>
<td>57.81 (35.97)</td>
<td>41.29 (21.26)</td>
<td>$V_{20}$ = 175</td>
<td>$P$=0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alerts opened, N</td>
<td>7.10 (4.25)</td>
<td>4.35 (3.12)</td>
<td>$V_{20}$ = 176</td>
<td>$P$=0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alerts rejected, N</td>
<td>0.67 (0.91)</td>
<td>1.86 (1.39)</td>
<td>$V_{20}$ = 13</td>
<td>$P$=0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescriptions validated or signed, N</td>
<td>8.67 (2.57)</td>
<td>7.95 (2.65)</td>
<td>$t_{20}$ = 0.831</td>
<td>$P$=0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescriptions corrected, N</td>
<td>2.90 (2.17)</td>
<td>2.33 (1.96)</td>
<td>$V_{20}$ = 92</td>
<td>$P$=0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASQ ease of use (1-7); 1 = worst, 7 = best</td>
<td>5.36 (1.14)</td>
<td>4.64 (1.53)</td>
<td>$V_{21}$ = 125</td>
<td>$P$=0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASQ efficiency (1-7); 1 = worst, 7 = best</td>
<td>5.54 (1.10)</td>
<td>4.64 (1.43)</td>
<td>$V_{21}$ = 129</td>
<td>$P$=0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASQ support (1-7); 1 = worst, 7 = best</td>
<td>5.04 (1.10)</td>
<td>3.86 (1.81)</td>
<td>$V_{21}$ = 146</td>
<td>$P$=0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASQ total (1-7); 1 = worst, 7 = best</td>
<td>5.32 (0.94)</td>
<td>4.37 (1.23)</td>
<td>$V_{21}$ = 183</td>
<td>$P$=0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence level (1-100); 1 = worst, 100 = best</td>
<td>71.97 (15.63)</td>
<td>66.44 (17.68)</td>
<td>$t_{21}$ = 1.65</td>
<td>$P$=0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>CL: classic.
<sup>b</sup>CE: cognitively engineered.
<sup>c</sup>ASQ: After-Scenario Questionnaire.

### Satisfaction and Confidence

The factor “ease of use” was rated higher for the CL design (mean 5.36, SD 1.14) than for the CE design (mean 4.64, SD 1.53) but failed to reach a significant level ($P$=0.08). The factor “efficiency” was rated higher for the CL design (mean 5.54, SD 1.10) than for the CE design (mean 4.64, SD 1.43; $P$=0.06). This difference was not significant. The third factor “support” was rated significantly higher in the CL design (mean 5.45, SD 1.10) compared with the CE design (mean 3.86, SD 1.81; $P$=0.04). Finally, the “overall satisfaction” was significantly rated higher ($P$=0.02) for the CL design with an average of 5.32 (SD 0.94) compared with an average of 4.37 (SD 1.23) for the CE design.

During the posttest interviews, 13 participants said they preferred the CL design and 8 said they preferred the CE design. The binomial test revealed that there was no significant difference.

Furthermore, a questionnaire evaluated whether the participants felt more confident in the solution they choose for the scenarios in either the CL or CE design. The participants had a slightly higher confidence in their solutions in the CL design (mean 71.97, SD 15.63) than in the CE design (mean 66.44, SD 17.68). The difference was not significant.

### Discussion

Our new interface design was built on the assumption that physicians get less distracted by the CE design compared with the CL design. Participants switched significantly more often between the primary task (drug prescription) and the secondary task (alert handling) in the CL design. This reduction in the number of interruptions was accompanied by significantly shorter scenario completion time.

There is no definitive answer whether the reduced attention on the alerts, measured by alert fixation duration, and the fewer times participants opened alerts in the CE design are advantageous or disadvantageous. On the one hand, it could be argued that alerts in the CE design are not seen and therefore not opened. Consequently, they do not fulfill their function of warning the physician. On the other hand, there is evidence from a prior ethnographic study [17] that physicians are not driven by these alerting systems but rather consult them in case of uncertain conditions. In this latter case, it could be argued that alerts should not divert attention more than necessary from the prescription task. This second assumption is also supported by the fact that a similar number of corrective actions have been found in the 2 designs. Therefore, even if the participants clicked on more alerts and focused their attention more often on alerts in the CL design, it had no effect on how they responded to the alerts.

Significantly fewer alerts were rejected in the CL design than in the CE design. This is probably because participants could reject the alerts directly in the CE design without opening any alert.

It could seem surprising that participants considered the CL design to be more efficient because the results proved that they were more efficient with the CE design. However, this difference between perceived time and actual time is not new [21]. Overall, the participants were more satisfied with the CL design.
An important limitation of this study is the strong similarity between the CL design and the current CIS at the University Hospitals of Geneva. Thus, physicians were used to the CL design, which might influence satisfaction ratings, alert fixation, and handling. This fact does not prevent the generalization of our findings. The cognitively engineered design presented in this study can be applied to other CPOE systems and might advocate the use of centralized alerts.

We did not evaluate whether participants looked at alerts more frequently or handled them more frequently depending on their urgency or severity. A future test could examine in detail the different types of alerts. Moreover, tests should work on standardized scenarios that would enable us to not only measure physicians’ actions (visual fixations and handling of alerts) but also validate those actions regarding clinical criteria. The alerts used in this study are conceived to be representative in their type, not in their frequency. For this reason, comparisons of our results with results from other studies reporting alert acceptance rates in a real clinical environment are not valid. Still, this study shows that the centralization of alerts influences workflow interruptions. It contradicts the proximity principle [6], which states that alerts should be close to the triggering text, but increases physicians' readiness to reject alerts that are irrelevant in their point of view.

In this work, we rely on theoretical knowledge on decision making and cognitive load to develop a new user interface for CPOE. Our formal measures, based on eye tracking, could demonstrate that following some simple design principles can affect alert handling. Centralizing alerts and making it possible to handle them in an active way reduce physicians’ workflow interruptions without modifying their prescription decisions. We did not measure the quality of the medical decision making, which should be done in a future study. When the quality standards can be met, such design principles, based on scientific measures, can be used to improve the prescription behavior and, in a future step, patient safety.
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Abstract

Background: Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is 1 of the leading causes of death, years of life lost, and disability-adjusted years of life lost worldwide. CVD prevention for children and teens is needed, as CVD risk factors and behaviors beginning in youth contribute to CVD development. In 2012, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute released their “Integrated Guidelines for Cardiovascular Health and Risk Reduction in Children and Adolescents” for clinicians, describing CVD risk factors they should address with patients at primary care preventative visits. However, uptake of new guidelines is slow. Clinical decision support (CDS) tools can improve guideline uptake. In this paper, we describe our process of testing and adapting a CDS tool to help clinicians evaluate patient risk, recommend behaviors to prevent development of risk, and complete complex calculations to determine appropriate interventions as recommended by the guidelines, using a user-centered design approach.

Objective: The objective of the study was to assess the usability of a pediatric CVD risk factor tool by clinicians.

Methods: The tool was tested using one-on-one in-person testing and a “think aloud” approach with 5 clinicians and by using the tool in clinical practice along with formal usability metrics with 14 pediatricians. Thematic analysis of the data from the in-person testing and clinical practice testing identified suggestions for change in 3 major areas: user experience, content refinement, and technical deployment. Descriptive statistical techniques were employed to summarize users’ overall experience with the tool.

Results: Data from testers showed that general reactions toward the CDS tool were positive. Clinical practice testers suggested revisions to make the application more user-friendly, especially for clinicians using the application on the iPhone, and called for refining recommendations to be more succinct and better tailored to the patient. Tester feedback was incorporated into the design when feasible, including streamlining data entry during clinical visits, reducing the volume of results displayed, and highlighting critical results.

Conclusions: This study found support for the usability of our pediatric CVD risk factor tool. Insights shared about this tool may be applicable for designing other mHealth applications and CDS tools. The usability of decision support tools in clinical practice depends critically on receiving (ie, through an accessible device) and adapting the tool to meet the needs of clinicians in the practice setting.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2016;3(1):e17) doi:10.2196/humanfactors.5440
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Introduction

By 2020, cardiovascular disease (CVD) is projected to rank first in frequency among causes of death, years of life lost, and disability-adjusted years of life lost worldwide [1]. Because risk factors and behaviors that begin in youth can contribute to CVD later in life, prevention needs to start with children and teenagers [2]. Recognizing this need, in 2012 the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) [3] released its 402-page, evidence-based “Integrated Guidelines for Cardiovascular Health and Risk Reduction in Children and Adolescents.” The comprehensive guidelines describe CVD risk factors that clinicians should address with patients from birth through 21 years of age, and with their families. The guidelines also include recommendations for clinicians on CVD risk factors, such as diet, physical activity, tobacco, blood pressure (BP), lipids and lipoproteins, and overweight and obesity, as well as the influence of family history on risk factor management. However, barriers related to lack of knowledge, effective systems, and support often delay uptake of new guidelines by clinicians [4]. Additionally, clinicians frequently have multiple prevention topics to discuss with patients [5], which may leave little time to add exploring CVD risk factors during primary care visits [6].

To overcome some of the barriers and to support clinicians in implementing the NHLBI CVD guidelines, we developed a comprehensive, multifaceted intervention that includes practice-based clinical champions, monthly collaborative webinars to support practice change, and a tool kit to support guideline implementation. The tool kit comprises a patient and family workbook to support patients in making behavior changes, guideline summary materials that include recommendations for clinicians, and a clinical decision support (CDS) tool [7-10]. CDS tools can improve clinician adherence to guidelines [11]. To assist clinicians in prioritizing the topics most important to individual patients to reduce their specific CVD risk, we developed the Pediatric Cardiovascular Risk Reduction CDS Tool, which provides a concise presentation of guideline information and tools to help clinicians perform the complex assessment of CVD risk factors within the clinical workflow. The tool allows clinicians to input patient and family history, determine guideline-specific recommendations for individual patients, and calculate both individual and combined body mass index (BMI) and BP percentiles. It also supports interpretation of specific laboratory results, including lipid screening values, for planning targeted follow-up visits [10].

The overarching aim of the CDS tool is to provide clinicians at the point of care with actionable, individually relevant recommendations for patients drawn from the comprehensive NHLBI CVD guidelines. We utilized a user-centered design approach in which users participated in pretesting and were involved with refinement of the design throughout the entire development process [12], including creating the content [8], designing and programming [7], pretesting (discussed in this paper), and conducting the experimental study [13]. Overall, we used a feature-driven development approach where primary components of the CDS tool were initially developed and tested independently, refined [7,8,14] and progressively integrated, and tested again.

After we created the content for the CDS tool, we developed other elements using key user-interface and user-experience design principles such as giving the user control, empowering the user, and allowing exploration and browsing; providing immediate feedback and the option of help at any point, and defining terminology used in the app; keeping the interface consistent, with active buttons in the same place throughout [12]; and incorporating actionable feedback related to the user experience and content refinement. We discuss these elements in this paper as we describe the process we used to pretest and adapt the CDS tool to help clinicians implement the guidelines. Research has shown the utility of conducting usability testing to adapt tools to maximize usability [15]. The aim of this study was to examine the usability of the Pediatric Cardiovascular Risk Reduction CDS Tool.

Methods

The Pediatric Cardiovascular Risk Reduction CDS Tool consists of a screening (integrated risk) assessment, BMI and BP calculators, and a lipid assessment instrument (Figure 1) and provides clinicians with a patient summary and NHLBI recommendations based on the patient’s risk factor information input by the user. The integrated risk assessment module asks users to enter data to assess BMI (ie, patient’s date of birth, gender, height, and weight), BP (ie, the patient’s systolic and diastolic BP), and other risk factors (eg, whether the patient has dyslipidemia), and then provides users with a patient summary and NHLBI recommendations related to family history, nutrition and diet, physical activity, tobacco exposure, lipids, and overweight and obesity. It also provides supportive actions to take, based on the patient’s risk factor information.

For the BMI and BP calculators and the lipid assessment instrument, if the user has already entered information in other modules (eg, integrated risk assessment), then the app will display the relevant, previously entered data in this module (eg, for the lipid assessment and BMI calculator, the patient’s date of birth, gender, height, and weight). In instances where the user is only interested in using the BMI calculator, BP calculator, or lipid assessment, the user is asked to enter this information. For the lipid assessment, the user is asked to input the type of sample that was drawn (with response options of fasting, nonfasting, and unknown) in addition to BMI. For each of the modules, the user is automatically moved to the recommendations screen showing a patient summary of the data entered and the recommendations, after indicating that the user has finished entering the data.

The tool is a native Android and iOS app that clinicians can use on smartphones or tablet devices to evaluate patient risk, recommend healthy behaviors to prevent the development of risk, and carry out complex calculations to determine the appropriate interventions, as recommended by the NHLBI guidelines. The development of the app content [7,8], implementation protocol [10], and results of an 18-month, cluster randomized trial in 32 clinical practices are described elsewhere [13].

http://humanfactors.jmir.org/2016/1/e17/
Approach
We used an iterative process of designing, testing, and revising throughout the design and development life cycle for the screening instrument, the validated BMI and BP calculators, and the lipid assessment instrument [7]. Pretesting, conducted after initial development of the app, was completed in 2 phases. First, we conducted one-on-one in-person testing with clinicians. Second, at a subsequent phase of testing, we examined the use of the app in clinical practice. Using a quantifiable instrument, we also asked the clinical practice testers about their overall experience with the CDS tool. Both testing cycles were reviewed by RTI International’s Institutional Review Board and deemed exempt because no personally identifiable information was obtained from participants and the data gathered were used for systems research.

In-Person Testing
Based on current recommendations from evidence-based user-experience research [16,17], we initiated in-person usability testing by recruiting a convenience sample of 5 clinicians from 2 local universities in the Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina area, using a snowball recruiting approach. A member of the research team conducted one-on-one testing, which lasted for approximately 1 hour. Each participant was given a brief overview of the app and 4 test cases to complete—one each for the screening instrument and the 3 validated calculator modules that the app supports. Test cases were authored by 1 of the authors and CDS product owner (RDF) with domain expert oversight by another of the authors (KAL), which were then reviewed and approved by the chair of the NHLBI Expert Panel. Together, the test cases (Figure 2) represent the clinical scenarios and essential frequent tasks for which the tool would be used. Participants were instructed to enter the data as shown in the scripted scenario using a test device without assistance and to “think aloud” as they went, as is typical in usability testing [18]. The testing sessions were audio-recorded, capturing participants’ verbal feedback. We did not offer participants financial incentives for their participation.

Testing in Clinical Practice
Because the CDS tool is designed primarily for use by pediatricians, we recruited participants for in-clinic usability testing through the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) Quality Improvement Innovation Network member listserv. Members of this professional group are particularly relevant to sample because participants are board-certified pediatricians who are specifically interested in testing practical tools that improve the quality of care for children and their families. A total of 29 clinicians responded to the recruitment email—which invited clinicians to attend a half-hour webinar detailing the project and CDS app—and agreed to use the app in at least 5 patient-encounter scenarios during a 2-week period. We did not offer any financial incentives to clinicians for their participation. We made the tool available to all interested participants through TestFlight, a Web service through which the research team managed access to prerelease versions of the app. Among the 29 initial clinician responders, 19 clinicians downloaded the app and 14 clinicians provided feedback on their user experiences over the 2-week testing period. We did not offer any financial incentives to clinicians for their participation. We included the telephone number and email address of a research team member in the “About” section of the app so that participants could easily provide such feedback. On completion of testing, we instructed participants to delete the app.

A total of 14 participants completed the 10-item System Usability Scale (SUS) [19] questionnaire, which was administered electronically (Textbox 1), to capture their overall experience with the app. To calculate the SUS composite score of the overall usability, we summed the score contributions from each item, which ranged from 1 to 5. For items 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9, the score contribution is the scale position (eg, 4=agree) minus 1. For items 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, the contribution is 5 minus the scale position (to account for the negative phrasing of these questions). We then multiplied the sum of the scores by 2.5 to obtain the overall SUS composite score, with a possible range from 0 to 100 [19].

Figure 1. Screenshots illustrating (from left to right) (1) the 4 modules available at login: integrated risk assessment, body mass index (BMI) and blood pressure (BP) calculators, and lipid management instrument; (2) the BP calculator input screen; (3) the BMI calculator input screen; and (4) the lipid management input screen. HDL-C: high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; TC: total cholesterol; TG: triglycerides.
Figure 2. Example of a test case. BMI: body mass index; CVD: cardiovascular disease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data entry element/Question</th>
<th>Test case response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date of Birth</td>
<td>1/23/1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>6 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>203 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorize change in BMI</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Pressure - Systolic</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Pressure - Diastolic</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the patient have any of the following conditions?</td>
<td>Hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorize change in condition</td>
<td>Not improving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the patient have any other high or moderate risk conditions?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorize physical activity level</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does this represent a decrease in physical activity level?</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the patient currently smoke?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the patient have a smoke free home?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is either parent obese?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does either parent have dyslipidemia?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Test Case 1</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Test Case 2</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the patient have a positive family history of CVD?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Textbox 1. Items in the System Usability Scale (response options ranged from 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree).

1. I think that I would like to use this clinical decision support (CDS) app frequently.
2. I found the CDS app unnecessarily complex.
3. I thought the CDS app was easy to use.
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this CDS app.
5. I found the various functions in this CDS app were well integrated.
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this CDS app.
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this CDS app very quickly.
8. I found the CDS app very cumbersome to use.
9. I felt very confident using the CDS app.
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this app.

In addition to the composite score, we assessed the learnability and usability subscales by analyzing the average responses to learnability (questions 4 and 10 in Textbox 1) and usability items (the remaining 8 questions in Textbox 1) [20]. The learnability and usability subscale scores each have a possible range from 1 to 5.

We also asked users to respond to a few additional questions, including (1) an open-ended question asking “How many times did you use the application during a patient encounter?”; (2) “In what type of patient visit did you use the application?”—with response options of well-child visit, sports physical, weight or obesity follow-up, BP follow-up, lipid follow-up, and other (please specify); and (3) “Which component of the application did you use?”—with response options of integrated assessment, lipid assessment, BP calculator, BMI calculator, and none.

Data Analysis

We examined the feedback from in-person and clinical practice testers to identify patterns and relevant themes, with the aim of gathering actionable suggestions to revise the CDS tool. We entered the qualitative data into a matrix that segmented clinicians’ comments by comment type, such as positive...
comment or suggestion for improvement. This common technique in qualitative research enables researchers to organize data to identify commonalities and variations that emerge in comments [21,22]. In this study, 2 of the authors (PAW and RDF) independently reviewed comments to identify relevant patterns and themes, using a coding scheme developed by 1 of the authors (PAW). We coded comments from the in-person and clinical practice testers as being a positive comment, a negative comment, or a suggestion for improvement or change. The same author (PAW) reviewed any discrepancies in interpretation and together 2 of the authors (PAW and RDF) made a final determination.

**Results**

**In-Person Testing**

A total of 5 clinicians (4 outpatient and 1 inpatient) participated in testing the CDS tool. Each clinician had been actively practicing for more than 2 years. All participants practiced at large academic medical centers. The testers were either general pediatricians, internal medicine physicians who saw a large number of pediatric patients, or pediatricians with subspecialties in nephrology or endocrinology.

Most of the testers’ comments conveyed during the think-aloud sessions involved suggestions for improvements or changes; a few comments were simply compliments, with 9% (5/58) positive comments; and there were no (0%) negative comments. Thematic analysis of the comments from the in-person testers showed that suggestions for improvements or changes fell into 3 categories: (1) layout, navigation, and/or the user experience (41%, 24/58); (2) content refinement (41%, 24/58); or (3) technical deployment (9%, 5/58).

Suggestions for changes to the app related to the user experience and reflected individual preferences for the default display and functionality, such as:

- Does not like that the alphabet is the default keyboard, would prefer number pad.
- Default to open for the recommendations and supportive action.

Content-related suggestions for changes to the app pointed out areas that needed clarification, particularly related to the information conveyed in the recommendations regarding Estimated Energy Requirement (EER) presented in the patient summary and NHLBI recommendations in the obesity risk section.

- Not sure what the EER is. Would like to calculate that in the app.
- EER, a pediatrician may not know what this means.

For children with out-of-range BMIs, we provided EER language as part of the recommendations. However, whereas nutritionists understand EER, clinicians typically do not. Consequently, we provided support terminology as a design enhancement. Nonactionable user input included specific criticism of the guideline content, which we were not at liberty to revise; for example:

- Shorten the Overweight/Obesity Recommendations.
- Consolidate the Tobacco Exposure recommendation with Family History Recommendations.

The few deployment suggestions provided meaningful ideas to improve the usability of the CDS tool for clinicians:

- Would like to be able to print physical activity and nutrition/diet recommendations for the patient to take home.
- Would like to email the patient [the] patient summary, activity, diet and personal risk factor information.

However, some user input was not actionable because it conflicted with the intended design for a freestanding application; for example:

- This information is redundant to the information available in/entered in the EHR [electronic health record].

When considering the screening instrument and the 3 validated calculator modules as well as the functions of the tool, the majority of suggestions for improvement (59%, 34/58) were in response to the content and display recommendations provided by the app based on the patient’s risk factor information input by the user. Common themes included the length of text displayed and the formatting of text, such as:

- Supportive action in Family History should only be displayed one time.
- Change blood pressure to number spinner rather than number data entry.

Additionally, 28% (16/58) of comments were suggestions for improvement that could be applied to all modules in the app and spoke to the importance of keeping the interface consistent:

- When in landscape, the font size changes.
- Would like to see metric and standard units displayed on the same screen without having to toggle between the two.

A small number of comments related to only 1 specific module: only 9% (5/58) of the comments related to the integrated assessment and only 1 comment each (<1%) related to the BMI, BP, and lipid modules.

**Testing in Clinical Practice**

All 14 in-clinic testers were actively practicing pediatricians whose patient population was more than 80% pediatric. Although 2 participants elected to provide limited, asynchronous feedback via email and telephone during the testing period, most of the input was submitted by all clinicians after completion of the 2-week testing period. The app was used between 1 and 20 times per participant during the testing period, with an average of 7 uses. Participants reported using the app most frequently in well-child visits (87%, 13/15), followed by weight or obesity follow-ups (53%, 8/15), BP follow-ups (40%, 6/15), sports physicals (40%, 6/15), lipid follow-ups (20%, 3/15), and other types of visits (20%, 3/15). The most commonly used modules in the app were the integrated assessment (86%, 13/15) and BP calculator (86%, 13/15), followed by the BMI calculator (73%, 11/15), lipid assessment (47%, 7/15), and none
The results of the SUS data analysis showed that general reactions toward the CDS tool were positive, given the average score of 81, meaning the app was viewed as “above average” with respect to usability (as defined by a score >68; [20]). The learnability subscale average of 1.53 showed that most participants did not think they would need to learn more or require technical support to use the app. Additionally, the 8-item usability subscale average of 3.36 showed that most participants rated the usability of the CDS tool favorably [20].

Consistent with the results from the SUS, general reactions toward the CDS tool were positive, with 35% (6/17) positive comments and no (0%) negative comments; for instance:

Great app - would use it at most visits.

Users particularly appreciated the app’s feature of calculating the BP percentile based on the NHLBI’s BP tables for children and adolescents [23]:

Overall very easy to use and helpful to not have to look up BP values on the chart.

Thematic analysis of the comments from the clinical practice testers showed that suggestions for improvements or changes fell into 2 categories: (1) layout, navigation, and/or the user experience (24%, 4/17), or (2) content (41%, 7/17). Suggestions for changes to the app related to the user experience and to changing the app to give the user control and empower the user, especially clinicians using the app on the iPhone:

When entering numbers on the iPhone, I had to click past the alpha keyboard to get to the numbers. Other apps I have used have the number keypad come up first!
The touch screen did not respond easily to touch and many features were very erratic in their scrolling, such as dates.
The associated algorithms are great but difficult to properly visualize on the small screens of the smartphones.

Content-related suggestions for changes to the app focused on the amount of information conveyed in the recommendations. Sometimes users thought the app provided too much information and they suggested reorganizing the information to make it more succinct:

The recommendations should be narrowed down using the answers entered. Otherwise there are too many and it becomes cumbersome to use.

The recommendations were too lengthy to be useful in a clinical visit.

The recommendation sat the end of the assessment are very wordy. It is a lot of information and the recommendations are important, so streamlining that will mean more people use the app.

Nonactionable user input included specific criticism of the guideline content, which we were not at liberty to revise, for example:

My only problem with the app was it gave too many repetitive recommendations for healthy children with no risk factors. For example, I would enter data for a child with 25% BMI, enter nonsmoking for child and parents, normal values for parent cholesterol values and normal answers to questions about family risk factors, and it would still recommend I ask about smoking and family risk factors after that.

In other instances, testers wanted additional information and information better tailored to the individual patient:

I really wanted to know how to intervene when I had abnormal lipids, but that wasn’t easily accessible.

During the integrated assessment it seemed to give the general guidelines more than telling what to do with this specific patient.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

Clinical decision support tools can improve clinician adherence to guidelines [11,13]. This paper demonstrates the process and value of testing and adapting a CDS tool to assist clinicians in implementing the NHLBI “Integrated Guidelines for Cardiovascular Health and Risk Reduction in Children and Adolescents” [3], using a user-centered design approach. Testers generally responded positively toward the CDS tool. They particularly appreciated the app’s feature of calculating the BP percentile based on the NHLBI’s BP tables for children and adolescents. Testers suggested changes to the app related to user experience, content refinement, and technical deployment. The majority of the suggested changes centered on the content and display of the recommendations for clinicians, including making the app more user-friendly for clinicians using the app on the iPhone and reorganizing and tailoring the recommendations. These findings are similar to those from other usability studies of decision support tools, which often show that testers recommend clearer, more concise content; a more user-friendly layout design; and improvements in navigation [15,24,25] to enhance tools.

However, we employed a user-centered approach and systematic process to develop the Pediatric Cardiovascular Risk Reduction CDS Tool that many developers do not implement. Our approach illustrates a field-proven method for soliciting expert user input from a geographically distributed sample of difficult-to-reach participants. Collaboration with the AAP, the credentialing body for all board-certified pediatricians in the United States, enabled access to members of the AAP’s Quality Improvement Innovation Network. This network was established to provide a standard mechanism for developing practical and usable measures, tools, and strategies for the practicing pediatrician in a primary care practice as well as the pediatric hospitalist in the inpatient setting. Engagement with this professional association provided a point of entry to a practical working laboratory for gathering pediatrician input based on their use of the CDS in real-world patient encounters.

We incorporated tester feedback into the Pediatric Cardiovascular Risk Reduction CDS Tool design when feasible and applicable. Actionable user input focused mainly on matters of user experience and recommendations to streamline the use...
of the app during clinical visits. We received feedback that translated into changes in data entry, presentation of recommendations, and presentation of critical results. For example, testers recommended simplifying data entry, which resulted in our asking fewer questions and implementing persistence of forms-based variables across all of the instruments, meaning data entered in 1 tool would carry over to another.

Testers also recommended reducing the volume of results displayed, which informed the restructuring of the recommendations layout using design patterns. Consequently, we used faceted navigation and presentation of information to provide an integrated, incremental search-and-browse experience to increase tailoring and refinement of the results presented for an individual patient. The more information—such as social and family history, known risk factors, and clinical observations—that the clinician enters in the CDS tool, the more facets are used progressively to refine results, eliminating extraneous information by narrowing search results. This empowers the user by not forcing clinicians to enter data for all of the variables on a screener page. Consistent with user input regarding the burden of data entry, we did not force data entry and enabled clinicians to figure out how much data they wanted to enter in the screener.

User input on the presentation of recommendations also led to refinements to improve readability of the content on the summary results page. Consequently, we reduced the amount of text and used input from testers to make the recommendation language more actionable (eg, “Measure fasting lipid panel 2x and average results”) rather than providing a more detailed recommendation for follow-up.

Additionally, suggestions led to us providing immediate user feedback with the addition of a color-coding feature (red, yellow, green) to highlight critical or elevated results, such as highlighting when out-of-range or borderline results emerged for BMI, BP percentile, and lipids. Finally, nonactionable user input included specific criticisms of the guideline content, health information technology deployment, and workflow issues, all of which were beyond the scope of this CDS design.

Limitations
One limitation of the study is that we tested the tool using clinicians who were interested in quality improvement and motivated to adopt decision aids. Consequently, participating clinicians may have been more readily amenable to using the CDS tool or more adept at using it than clinicians without this background, experience, or interest. This, and other individual factors that we did not examine (eg, age), may affect the way clinicians adopt the CDS tool. Certainly testing with more “typical” clinicians who may be less technology savvy would be valuable in future work to identify and address as many usability issues as possible and to ensure that the app is user-friendly for those less familiar with the technology.

Another limitation is that the CDS tool was a part of a multifaceted intervention, which limited our ability to assess individual clinician engagement with the app in more detail. During our testing in clinical practice, we did not measure the duration of time spent with the app during the patient visit. Further, we did not ask clinicians to comment on how the CDS tool affected the patient visit and the patient-provider relationship during the clinical practice testing, which would ultimately be a contributing factor to whether or not the CDS is adopted in the clinical setting.

We also were unable to retest the refined design after incorporating user feedback because of resource constraints. However, the user feedback described in this paper was applied to changes made in the final version of the Pediatric Cardiovascular Risk Reduction CDS Tool and testers were informed of how their input from usability testing had been incorporated in the final build.

Additionally, for the development of this tool, we were responding to a request for a freestanding decision support application. Consequently, we deliberately built it in the context of physician maintenance of certification criteria and to support the trend of individual physicians and staff to use personal mobile phones or other devices. The advantage of this is that the tool is highly portable, which makes it easier to use within the clinical workflow. However, the lack of integration with electronic health records (EHRs) requires additional effort to enter relevant clinical information. This may limit the uptake of this freestanding tool. As EHRs become more prevalent, integration will likely become more of an issue. In the future, developers should consider the relative benefit of building a Web application with an application program interface library, including clear standards for the exchange of clinical variables and bidirectional communication functions between the decision support application and other clinical information systems. Future work should also concentrate on how the CDS will integrate into the broader health care ecosystem.

Finally, while this paper focused on the usability testing, rather than the implementation and effectiveness (see [9,10,13] for details on these aspects) of the CDS tool, it is worth noting that questions remain about the specific components of CDS tools that are effective, the impact of CDS tools on patient outcomes and clinical workload, and clinician preferences for certain CDS features [26-29]. This CDS tool was intended to improve guideline uptake. Whereas prior research has shown that many CDS tools improve clinician adherence to guidelines [11] and other aspects of their performance, the effects of such tools on patient, economic, workload, and efficiency outcomes are understudied [26,27]. However, the Pediatric Cardiovascular Risk Reduction CDS Tool—in combination with the other tools, education, and support that comprised the full comprehensive, multifaceted intervention—was effective in improving adoption of the guidelines [13]. Improved patient outcomes should follow from clinician implementation of these guidelines, if the patient implements the suggested behavior changes. Clinical decision support tools that reduce clinicians’ efforts to digest and impart recommendations have been shown to be central to improving patient care [28], which was a primary benefit of this tool that focused on making a massive set of NHLBI guidelines accessible to clinicians. Other features of successful CDS tools that our CDS tool did not incorporate include providing advice for patients and clinicians at the same time to support improved patient-provider communication or shared decision making and...
requiring clinicians to give reasons when overriding CDS recommendations [29].

Conclusions
This study assessed the usability of the Pediatric Cardiovascular Risk Reduction CDS Tool by clinicians. Testing through both one-on-one in-person testing using a "think aloud" approach and in-practice use of the tool along with formal usability metrics revealed ways to optimize the tool related to the user experience, content, and deployment. Although this paper focuses on a CVD tool, the insights that we shared about the reactions to testing and adapting this tool may be applicable to the design of other mobile health apps and CDS tools. Future work should bear in mind the benefits of integration with EHRs as they become more prevalent in the coming years.
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AAP: American Academy of Pediatrics  
BMI: body mass index  
BP: blood pressure  
CDS: clinical decision support  
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